


INTRODUCTION 
This book was put together due to popular demand by a bunch of pirates, with a lot of help from the Free 

the Airwaves campaign and the D.R. Communications technical group in Bristol. Its been a long time coming 
but well worth waiting for. This is the First Edition, January 1987, its still a bit rough but we hope to update it 
regularily. 

Its intended as a 'Do-It-Yourself' Pirate's Handbook, aimed at promoting neighbourhood, political and open
access radio pirates ... But obviously you can use it as you wish ... You can build the transmitters and use them to 
jam out Aunty Beeb, you can play your favourite music, or you can set up local open-access stations as we 
suggest ... Or you can set up a fascist station and we'll come and kick your heads in! 

This is an action propaganda book. We're not trying to 'cover the subject' or write an 'objective history'. We 
do include a brief section on recent political pirates in Britain, and another on radio pirates around the world. 
But the only purpose of this is to illustrate hard learned lessons and brilliant ideas to help and inspire the 'would
be' pirate of tomorrow. 

The practical 'How To Be A Radio Pirate' section is a much longer and more detailed version of the pamph
let by Our Radio (the open-access pirate,1981-1983) which has been long out of print. This should kill off 
finally any 'technical mystery' on the subject which might be holding you back. It practically tells you how to 
do up your shoelaces before venturing forth to put your message on the airwaves. Its mainly about FM piracy, 
though we include a shorter section and a transmitter design for the less popular Medium Wave. 

The aim of the large technical section is to spread the art of transmitter building from the few semi-profess
ional technicians to the lOOO's of eager electronics enthusiasts all over the world. Its just about possible for the 
complete beginner to build a transmitter from this book. And you can write to Free The Airwaves and D.R. 
Communications, who are more than happy to give you help and advice with problems as you go along. We also 
include projects for the more advanced, and contacts for obtaining still more advanced designs. 

We also include a section on the legal situation in Britain, and a good range of contacts for current radio 
pirates and technical info sources. And 40 Elizabethan sonnets to round it all off. 

Its quite logical really that this handbook was finally produced and printed by anarchists. No one else 
(least of all political parties) looks forward with glee to the undermining of the Institutions of The State, or 
to setting the radio media free for you and me and Joanna Soap to use as we wish! 

Forward: LET 1000 AERIALS 

RADIATE 
Welcome to 'Radio is my Bomb' . This is it, at last 

the manual of the querrilla pirate, as complete as 
we can make it. Of course there have been radio pir
ates since radio was discovered, Marconi himself bec
ame the 1st pirate, when the authorities prevented 
him fully usinq his own discovery. But in the last 
10 years, with the populari ty of FM radio, becominq 
a pirate has become ever cheaper and more simple. 
You can't qo out and buy a transmitter at the corner 
shop, but you can buy all the components. Now at last 
using the information in this book, and for the price 
of a couple of dole cheques, you and your friends 
can comeon a i r on the half empty FM band as a local 
station. 

In other countries. (France, Belqium,Italy,Holland 
and now Spain), the State has tried to control and 
own the radio waves, and simply been flooded by an 
uncontrollable mob of larqely commercial local FM 
pirates. 

We want that to happen here too . Thats why we made 
this book.But we're not too keen on the commercial 
pirates, who spend their time trying to hoq the tech
nology imitate the commercial trash stations, and 
even sabotaqe the competition, and all to make quick 
cash for the businessmen who run them. The 'Free Mar
ket' is only free for the rich and powerful. Repeat
inq tracks and ads at· intervals desiqned by comput
er to entrap the non· existant average MAN into buy
ing their crap, till every station sounds exactly 
the same. 

Nor are we turned on anymore by the traditional 
pirate DJ's, who tend to be all the same white sexi
st macho morons, preeninq their egos and spewing for
th inane chatter in the hope of getting a fa t career 
in the leqal media. 

We'd like instead to put everyone on air! To rec
laim the airwaves from the parasites who infest it. 

I. 



We'd like to see ethnic radio, womens radio, tenants, 
un ions, anarchists, community 9roups, old people, 
prisoners, pacifists, urban 9orillas, local 
info, gays, straights and of course every possible 

· variety of musical entertairnaent. 

A few people have tried to start these kinds of 
pirate stations in the recent past but have been st
amped on by the State (by both Tory and Labour Gover
nments). we can learn quite a lot from their experi
ence, which we go into i n following chapters. One 
thing thats clear is the value of numbers, simply 
that they can 't stamp on everyone. 

Another lesson is the value of bei ng local, first 
of all because its much more difficult for the nast
ies to track and catch you, and less rewarding when 
they do, and secondly because there's a 'cormnercial 
gap' , people can 't make much money out of local stat
ions, while anti -convnercial pirates could survive 
and thrive. There is another reason why we're pushing 
for a new wave of local pi rates, because we think 
radio should be a t~o way thing, with as much feedb
ack as poss i ble and lots of groups taking part and 
making their own shows. To hell with Broadcasting 
Authorities, Peers, Lords, Judges, MIS moles and pon
tificating middle class professionals! 

You may now be thinking this is an anarchist book 
trying to create chaos just to get back at Big Bro
ther. Think what you like. We'd prefer radio chaos 
to the 'aural diahorrea' we have right now! But i n 
fact chaos has nothing to do with it. For a start 
there's plenty of room, 'Free The Airwaves' have cal
culated there's room for 471 one mile FM pirates in 
London alone without interfering with anyone C then 

of course there' s the space the police have 'pirated' 
and will eventually have to move off). We 're talking 
about cooperation, not chaos and competition. About 
open access radio , where all kinds of people can sh
are facilities and put out occasional shows or info 
as they wish. We're talking about frequency sharing, 
about community defence, about each ethnic group hav
ing proqranvnes in their own language, etc. And when 
such a wave of local pirates begins we'll be talking 
aboutnetworks, or a l'llovement, or a federation, or 
whatever we wish to call it. Like for instance the 
federations of the anti-commercial p irates in Fr
ance or Spain (see International Section). So that 
problems and overlaps can be amicably sorted out 
and repression can be fought toqetfier. And we say 
now that any future Federation should be anti-commer
cial, and ban racists, fascists, sexists and all pol
itical parties from our ranks! 

This may all seem a bit idealistic, and what is 
wrong with that! Any new wave of pirates will come 
from people and popular culture. It will certainly 
NOT come frOlft the 'broad left', divided as they are 
in 100 fragments competinq for power, members and 
soft jobs in a Labour Party reqime. Nor will the 
new pirates come from the ''Com111unity Radio'• CCR) 
movement, called into being by nazi Norman himself, 
and when denied licences have proved i ncapable of 
putting a sinqle pirate on air, for fear of breakinq 
the law. Now t he CR activists are waiting for grants 
and token controlled llcenses under Labour. These 
SLUMPies (Socialist Leaninq Upwardly Mobile Persons ) 
should beware, socialists love state control even 
more than Tories. Consider the Eastern Block with 
totally controlled media and pirates hilnted down by 
police and army. The Labour Party has been the bigg
est pirate-buster of all (as well as bri nging in Nuke 
Power, the Bomb, Internment etc) and even tried to 
jam Radio North Sea off the air (in 1970). 

We are optimistic nevertheless, in fact we 're qu
ite sure the FM band will fill up with pirates again, 
simply because the technology is becoming so cheap 
and simple. The · State knows this quite well , and 
seeks to postpone 1 t with the carrot of controlled 
• •Community• • Radio and the big stick of the latest 
anti-pirate l aws . This is where the rea l battle lies. 
and why we devote so much of this book to 'How to 
get away with it'. In fact its a complete myth that 
'political' pirates get busted l'llore often than others 
and even a half dozen 'open access• stations could 
flout the present laws, with a little orqanisation 
and imagination. But the State has more strings to 
its bow than brute force. as the history of pirates 
in other countries shows. If they can't bust us off 
the air, for whatever reason, they may try to buy 
us off - legalise a few under their control, infilt
rate them with middle class professionals who will 
spout their ideology (they don't have to arrange this 
, these people will descend like locusts) , and crack 
down harder on the rest. If this tactic failed to 

work, for whatever reason, they might have to fall 
back on the. 'Ita lian' solution. What happened there 
was there were suddenly so many pirates that the St
ate just declared a free for all, in the knowledge 
that the big conimercial, party and religious stat
ions thus created would eventualy SW811\P the autonom
ous pirates off the air! 

Some people still naively think that radio is som
ehow unbiased .. Think again!. Apart from the authorit
arian BBC and IBA control by rich people with upper 
class views . the kind of people employed can be rel
ied on to spout the prejudices and preconceptions 
of their class (and this before thinkinq of the now 
proven infiltration by MIS state agents!). Of course 
if you' re a nationalist, sexist, fascistic little 
SUN lover you may notice nothing amiss . Its interest
ing the way we're conditioned and controlled by the 
media, you can look at it by listing the people, sub
jects, views, music, languages etc left out or bare
ly represented. Or cons ider where the news on radio 
actually comes from and why its chosen as i mportant. 

When you say 'Free The Airwaves ' you need to work 
out what you mean by Freedom. We know what WE want, 
and its a lot more than a 2 minute phone-in slot cag
ed in the 'media zoo' . This book is for people will
ing to think, who k.now quite wel l what they want, 
and are prepared to take simple practical steps tow
ards making a new reality from their own dreams, and 
even to have some fun in the process. The empty dial 
is tuned over to you! 

If you have any more, or better information please send it in to us for the ne,xt edition to RATS 
c/o BM Hurricane, London WC1N3XX. 'i : ' 



OUR 
RADIO 

'This is OUR RADIO, London's on Y open a 
community pirate, cominq to you on 103 .8 FM'. V~ywaves~~" 

Then there was GAVWAVES, the first programme i 
Our Radio was the most successful open access pir- this country made bt a nd for homosexuals. Most crit 

ate so far, and what happened to it q ives us some i<;isms of Gaywaves have been based on prejudice, 1 
useful l essons for settinq up non commercial, polit- did sufter at first by bei ng made mainly by just on• 
ical, or community based pirates i n the future. Sa 11an. but others quickly joined i n and it became h i · 
we 90 i nto i ts i nteresting h istory here in some det- ghly informative and entertaining, very soon i t hac 

ail. 1: rr : R··i ~· ~ to be extended to two hours. It was a ma9azine pro-
1 TELE p a·· N gramme, With music, news, humour, jinqles etc. It 

was also an open access programme for gay people. 
gay men as it turned out, t hough a l esbian show was 
planned ... 'We wa n ted to invol ve other people to gath-

Our Radio grew out of a campaign for open access er news and info, which would t hen go into the show. 
radio called Com Com, i n the late 70' s. This ¢a:tnpaign This was known as the Gaywaves Network and we got 
got nowhere, and in 1980 some disillusioned members a few thinqs through that. We had an arts section 
formed London Open Radio (LOR), a lobby group for with poetry, stories and reviews of non commercial 
alternative radio. LOR also qot mowhere, but it was places.· .What we really wanted was a 6 hour show 
given some cash, and decided to go pirate instead. -,,_ with 2 hours of us, two of Lesbian programming and 

Thus Our Rad io was born. two of the real, unnamed, ,,- 2 of mixed humour, with a lot of camp fun and music 
heroes were a couple of blokes who set about building ~ to balance it all out'. 
transmi tters ( TX's ) . At that t i me TX designs were r Gaywaves was attacked from all s ides, not only 
even more a guarded secret of commerci a l pirate enq- '1' by ~he press and the Pol ice, but by the straig ht gay 
i neers. The a i m was to liberate such degi gns, copy ;ti' media ( pap~rs) themsel ves, who were jeal ous and hated 
them, and devel op a version which was easy to mass fl1: i ts left wing s l ant . 
produce by non expert s. They failed in thi s last .,, 
aim ( they were a l s o happy to train anyone interest ed) ~ 
bu t left behi nd a lot of i nfo which provi des the gr- '~ 
ou.ndwork for much of the Technical section of this ~,-"
book. In the long run Our Radio was defeated on all 
fronts, after the last bust we had no TX ' s left (exc- ( 
ept a MW ri9 which turned out to be a dud) and no 

Of co urse Gaywaves wasn' t restricte d sole ly to 
gay i ssues. For e xample t he first time Our Radio lost 
a transmi tter we were p l ayi ng a Gaywaves tape of Art
hur Scarg ill speaking at a CND rally, hardly a gay 
issue but an important one all the same. To this day 
Gaywaves remai ns a unique dnd brilliant example. 

money, resources or enerqy to make more. For Our Radi o as a whole Gaywave s was a biq plus, 

' 

just the kind of thing we wer e advocating. Phil Cox 

~ 
the presenter has since complained bitterly in pri nt 
that we were slack, unreliable, unprofessional, not 

\..' i n stereo, and got up at 8.30 in the eveninq etc. 
·' This i s pretty unfair, in fac t a few people were wo-

/A. l lliii. '\ rkinq roun d the clock to keep all the gear goinq with 
a 9 ' no money or resources. For us the only problem with 

. .-.. ~ ' Gay-waves was that t hey remai ned consumers . . ie they 
Regular Our Radio broadcasts beqan i n Feb 82 . It wouldn ' t help wi th the broadcasting side of it a t 

was announced as an open access station, and people ~ all. So they hadn't much idea what was involved. For 
were invited to make programmes. But the response ~ example. afte r a hard day of problems l ike loca t i ng 
was very slow. We had chosen 103.8, at the top end ' and checking a new site, borrowing leads, repairing 
of he waveband beyond the police, as our frequency ...,. gear, collecting tapes. wai t i ng for buses. mi ssing 
as it was officially declared an unused channel (lat- .._ rendezvous. setti ng up the aeri a l, hiding from nei-
er a who le range of pirates followed us) but we had ghbours , doubling back because of suspicious bods, 
no ready made audience like the musi c p irates . We rain.ri)iL wi nd and snow, we ' re f inally ready to come 
had to fight f o r our audience by putting out regular· on ail and cover most of the London area, five mi nut-
programmes . A big problem was that t here was no sup- es early! . . . Then a l ookout reports a pol ice car pa-
port network, and no i ncome but what we put in our- rked by the next block .. coul d be a bust .. we start 
selves (but we were mostly on the dole) or raised to dismantle everything but he soon drives off. We 
from a few benefi t giqs. We knew that at a certain switch on at last , on l y 20 mi nutes late. A Vi ctory : 
point we ' d gain publ i city and a mass following, and Then we qet c ompl aints about always being l ate, qett-
so qet the people and cash to expand and make us very ing up at 8. 30pm and not bei nq in stereo ! So it qoes. 
hard to stop . We chose Wednesday niqhts, with the In all we broadcast about 40 Gaywaves programmes, 
idea of getti nq quietly established, at tha t time a lot o f them 2 hour shows , and a lot of them under 
raids were normally made at the weekends. For a long severe pressure . In fact when the police broke down 
time this tactic worked, but l istener suppo r t sti 11 the door at 9 . 30pm on 23rd March 83, in the bust that 
didn't materialise. It seemed that passive consump- finally finished Our Rad i o, i t was Gaywaves that they 
t ion of the media was as inqrained in our audience interrupted. The next programme would have been Women 
a.s any other . Nor could we qo live, or do phone- ins. o n the Waves. 
for one th i n q we d i dn' t have a ' link' TX ( though we ...._. --. ....._, ....._,___ _....,., _,,.. ,1 

-r• e1ose to '"';. ;c:· Qi;..:_usts. began) . ~~men On The W ~e~ 
• 'P' ~ WOMEN ON THE WAVES was a later addition to Our 

One programme to join early and stay with us was Radio. It began with a couple of women playing their 
UTAPIA. a n independen t cassette proqramme, produced favourite music, all by and for women, a nd quickly 
ma i nly by one bloke with amazing energy and extens- developed from there, with the Women in the Ci ty fem-? • inist g roup from Islington joining in, as wel l as 
ive contacts. It included poetry and plays as well anarcha- feminists from Bri xton. Women On The Waves 

1 h f was a new and vitally necessary form of programme. 
as mus c w ich eatured the Murphy J nstitute, Danny a tiny womens space on the airwaves. in oppositio n 
and the Dressmakers, Charles Bakowski, etc. 

lllllll.liiiiiiiiii.liiiiiil~~ ... ~ .. 1 •• iiiiiiiii.lllllllllll to all the other media which more or less openly pro-3.----------



motes sex i sm, exploitation, attacks on women and the ......_ Party member! Heres a short list of some of the favo
erosion of womens 'rights'. Women on the Waves began _-, urite items and topics I remember : .. . Mock street 
doing news, i nformation and interviews of things like ~ interviews on the Nuclear Holocaust, Drug tak i.ng in 
Greenham Womens Peace Camps, Womens Aid, prisoners, .~ the Falklands, Police Monitoring News, Greenham demo 
demos, music, womens music events etc. Unfortunately ...:: tapes, The Pope on Abortion, pol ice death squads in. 
Our Radio was closed down before Women On The Waves • , Ireland, the Fallout Marchi ng Band, the Peopl e of' 
could devel op much further. There wasn't a ny division ~ No Property, Shit of The Week Competitions Rasta 
between Women On The Waves and the station as a whole.,, raps, Coli n Roach demo tapes, The fake Quee~s Xmas 

\: speech, Hi p Hop News, 'Mil lions of Dead Cops' interv.. 1 iews, Comiso Campaign, Community Polici ng by Morons, 

~
Crowbar news, Christy Moore, Free The Airwaves and 
Cambridge Communi ty Radi o News, Anti Fascist Songs, 

~
Angry Brigade Communique .. ' Look over your shoulder, 
Pig .. . ', Shopl i fting Ad and Robi n Hood rap, Pri soners 
News, Hippy take offs .. 'I feel like a used roach in 
the cosmic total i ty, man' .. , Poi son Girls, Wi ndscale 
Expose, ALF I nterviews, Drug Prices on The Block Exc
change ( joke) , Crass, Vandal of The Mon th Awards, 
Billy Connolly, Macho morons sketch, CND slag off, 
Medical Experiments, Falklands: Remember the Dismemb
ered, Pirate Listings, Soul music, Chile and El Salv
ador i nterviews, ... etc' 

I think i tend to remember the outrageous stuff, 
we actually produced some serious researched mater-

,, /iJIJe~Freesp~<:z~" \.' 
'This is THE FREESPACE, Anti Capi tal Rad i o on 

103.8 FM' .. After a while The Message was getti ng 

~
so full that music and i nterviews were being crowded 
out. The Freespace was planned as a pure anarchist 
show, against all authori ty, but we only began making 

~ 
it at the end when the crackdown had already begun, 
and it was only broadcast once. Its hard to say how 
the programme would have developed. The first tapes 

·~were full of take offs, impressions, satire, attacks 
~ .on the police and punk and reggae music. 
',J 'Here come BPAC on 103' ... but they never did. BPAC 
~ was the Black Peoples Action Centre, a big youth sq
.~ uat and pol ice monitoring group in Croydon, who had 
~ begun preparing tapes for Our Radio through anarchi-
. ~ st contacts just before the final bust. The BPAC 

which was a good thing some of the same women worked ,... was bu.:nt down by local fascists, with blatant police 
, . ... collusion. 

on The Message and other programmes, and were invol v -.,. l r 
ed in organ ising, fund raising,controlled the cash 
(what there was), publicity and were becoming involv- ~ 
ed in the broadcasting. Not that Our Radio was free ~ 
of sexism, but it was bei ng confronted on a daily ~ 
basis. Y. 

\.' ''"'11te_3ie~age7 //J f 
'If the time is 9 o clock, then this is THE MESS-~ 

AGE on Our Radio, 103.8 FM'. The Message magazine r. 
programme was radical radio at its best, and really~ 
the heart and platform of Our Radio. Usually fantast-~~ 
ic, occasionally diabolical, it was put together b)f~ 
four to ten peopl e, who all brought material,prepar
ed tapes and records to the Our Radio studio and cra
fted the whole l ot together onto a one hour tape . ~ 
Most other pirates hated us for being 'political' and 
for disprovi ng the pirate myth that one word out o f THE BAG, OUr Radio's latenight show, was a pro-
1 ine will get you busted immediately. In fact Our gramme of music and cut- ups without any nagging OJ 
Radio was only successfully busted twice in over a to bother you. It wa.s beautifully and skilfully made 
year (compare thi s to London Greek radio's recent stuff, each programme had a theme eg. Religion, l'lon-
record of 3 busts in one week!). ey Society, etc and a t itle eg. The Undercover BAG 

One original purpose of The Message was to lobby Operation, The Good The BAG and the Ugly, The Five 
for Community Radio licences, on the lines of Austra- Pound BAG, etc . Lots of clever dubbing and playing 
l ia or Canada. Another was s i mpl y to entertain, with \ round with film and TV theme tunes. Sometimes if thi -
music, mock advertising, outrageous spoofs and wi l d ngs were going wel 1 the Bag could stretch on for t wo 
humour.A third purpose was to air the v iews and news or even three hours, since it was the last show of 
that you never hear on the highly restricted, c l ass the n i ght. The person behi nd the Bag was one of the 
based and self censoring British media. One advantage best and anonymous organisers of Our Radio, and was 
of The Message was that people with no experience largely responsible for the open studio, music and 
could easil y join in and quickly learn the basics~ sour:d resources, as we.11 as working with the broadc-
of sound record i ng. For instance in Sept. 82 people ast1ng crew and promotion to the bitter end. 

~ ~ ~~AR~O~?.,~?!d!~ef~ 
. ~ . '- ~, !~:s h~~~gr::":~~1t~~ ~~~a~~~fwetnt ;~1\s~~rs:nda\;cio~ 

from Br1xton Squatter s Aid heard the open access i nv- good audience among London's Polish minority. I t was 
itation and came a l ong to do a spot . At that time t~e- produced by one small group out of the lar e arra 
re were only two such local groups among Londons ... · of political Polish exiles its tg Y 
30, ?OO squatters and BSA were promoting ( and s~ill ~ rt the embattled Solidarn~sc F:e~P~:=d~a~ni~nsup~od 
are.) such sel ~ organisati on an? resist,ance to ev1c~- ... also provide contact, news and info. Its worth ~ot
ions with their news sheet~ _Crowbar . But BSA ls ~ ing that Radio Solidarnosc (London), with Our radio 
bas7d at _121 @Centre, and within weeks half .the ana- ... was closed by state repression well before Radi o Sol
rch1sts in South Londo~ were reading out items on ~ idarnosc (Poland) was finally crushed by General Jar
The Message, and bringing some welcome new energy '-. uzelski and the KGB. The ma i n producer of Radio Soli-
into Our Rad io. Al most everybody i nvolved in Our Rad- ~ darnosc was a r ather volati'l h t h h . 
· h d th· th h i 1 d · L b e c arac er, w o ad 11 t-
10 a some ing on e s ow, nc u ing one a our tle sympathy with our increasing problems of prior-.................... lllllllil4 ............ liiiiiiiiiililfiiiiiiiililiiiilii 
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Wed 9th March. We set up on top of a Tower Block in 
Camden, switch on, and after less than 10 mi nutes 
a half dozen plai n clothes cars are moving i n , keep
ing radio silence on their own· channe.l. We switch 
off and just about escape with all people and gear 
to a nearby flat, as loads and loads of them storm 
t he bu i lding. Shit. No show. 

Wed 16th March. After barely a half hour on a ir we 
s a fely escape from another North London site, as 
f ive carloads plus a van of Home Office walt for t h e 
police to arrive. This is getting ridiculous . 

1"K~L \' 

~'-l~~L.. ~) 
Wed 23rd March. We' re bac k to Eddystone Tower, no 
options left, so we prepare a 'dummy •· TX and aerial 
at one end of the roofs, hopi ng thus to escape. We 
broadcast ·OK till 9. 30, when they move in i n f orce. 
Though we get everything down to t h e s q uat in t ime 
t hey now have a search warrant for the flat, and come 
straight ther e, ignoring t he dummy TX . we shouldn't 
have been using the same flat again. We lose ever yth-

~~- -9{"' ..... 
f J in9, though only one person is actually nicked. 

~
March to Sept 83. Much r e duced and demoralised by 
lack of sµpport Our Radio struggles to raise c ash 

~ ~ for new gear and fines . We make several attempts to 
~ put out shows on our MW transmitter , but it 
~~ t urns out to be a lemon. 
~ OUr Rad io continues in some form as a support group 

• for new political pirates, and helps Sheffield Peace 
Radio and Rebel Radio in Bristol to get off the gr
ound. The Our Radio 'How to be a Pirate' booklet is 
reprinted ( a lso in the book 'Rebel Rad io' though t hey 
cut out the entire technical and contacts sections, 
bastards!) several times, and finally turns into thls 
manual. 

ff Yov 1-# l"<r~ 71-\ is. HA tJ fR::Y : -
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Andromeda 
Andromeda Independent Radio began on Jan 23rd 1979, 
broadcasting from the Pennines t o the Manchest er, Sth 
East Lancashire area. AndIOmeda didn't belong to any organi 
sation, or rent its gear from anyone, they were non-profir mak· 
ing and decided everyt hing at collective meetings .. "We believe 
that community radio CANNOT be commercial radio ... We 
b roadcast : Greenpeace info , tapes of local bands, details 
of anti-nuclear/CND activities in our reception area and details 
of times/frequencies of land based pirates". They also carried 
'inverted advertising' which they called the 'Instant Rip Off 
show, publicising goods making excess profits or just being 
shit . 

Andromeda were an excellent advertisement for low
power local piracy. They claimed their transmitter had 
only ~ watt power, yet could be heard 35 miles away from 
their broadcast site in the hills, and they produced reception 
reports to prove it. The TX cost them a mere £6, and they 
were able to transmit so far due to their height and by using 
a directional aerial with 'gain'. . Andromeda were partly 
inspired by an earlier station, Radio Aquarius, which broadcast 
in the same area every weekend from April 1971 to May 1975. 
Aquarius finally gave up after repeated busts, one which foll
owed a programme condemning the treatment of Black work· 
ers in South Africa. Andromeda too went for a long time and 
were busted several times before closing down around 1982. 

Radio Active 
Radio Active was another small a narchist pirate, 

who broadcast in the Tottenham area of North London 
in 1980. The collective put out a ser ies of excell
ent programmes, concentrati ng on a n t i nuclear and 
anarcha - feminist issues, before closing due to other 
commi ttments, they weren't bus ted . People inspl red 
by Radio Acttve later went into Our Radio. 

Radio Avalon 
Radio Avalon was a 'Festival Pirate' a precursor of Sheffield 

Peace Radio, which took to the airwaves to ent ertain and 
inform the 30,000 crowd at the 1983 Glastonbury CND Fest
ival, broadcasting 72 hours of programmes. It was very well 
received, and broadast with a tiny 1 watt transmitter, which 
covered the whole site and nearby Pilton village. -------------6. 

Cambridge 
Community Radio 

We' re sorry not to have a full report on CCR ( see 
next edi tion !). Gambridge Community Radio bega n as 
a n access sta tion broadcasting music and local comm
uni ty ne ws, an d developed into something more rad
ical, until it was put off t he a j r, with a series 
of heavy busts i n 1983. People from CCR then took 
r esponsibilty for develop in.J the Free The Airwaves 
Network a nd Campaign over the next couple of years, 
and produced a series of well researched technical, 
legal and news bulletins, before pass i ng the job on 
to a London based group . 

SHEFFIELD PEACE RADIO. SPR 
The idea of SPR came from Radio Avalon in 1983. 

At the time some CND supporters were flirting "11th 
the idea of setting up their own media i n response 
to the almost total bla ckout by the press, TV and 
radio of t heir activities. 

SPR broadcast in Sheffield during the CND confer
ence on 2nd to 4th Dec. 1983 with a range of well 
programmes on peace i ssues and actions. But the CND 
hierarchy were hostile, refusi ng to endorse or adver
tise SPR (this was the lst and last pirate at a CND 
Conference) . However the broadcast itself was a grea t 
s uccess, par tly because of a cock - up by the DTI and 
police, who persuaded Sheffield's c ommercial station 
Radio Hallam to close down temporarily to aid them 
in tracking SPR on an ad jacent frequency. I n the end 
they didn't catch SPR, and when Radio Hallam closed 
everyone r e tuned to SPR. Lots of good publicity. 

Encouraged by this a new, non party collective 
began broadcasting as SPR o n Sunday eveni ngs, start
ing i n Feb 84. It consi s ted of music, news features 
and interviews on themes like the Miners Strike, t he 
anarchist Stop The City demos, the Campaign against 
the Police Bill. Legalise Cannabis, anti nuclear and 
peace stuff. and not forgetting animal rights. The 
group developed quickly into a genuine radical local 
alternative station and received lots of encourag
ing interes t a nd feedback. They a l so produced the 
booklet 'Sound Advice', advocat i ng THAT MORE PEOPLE 
DO THE SAME THING . SPR ·.ias also active i n Che Free 
The AirwavesCampaign and f r iends with Rebel Radio 
in Br istol, Radio Pleb and Our Radio in London, and 
the short lived anarchist Radio Revenge in Leeds . 

However on 20th May 84 the police and DTI followed 
the bus th~y took to their transmission site (a fie
ld) a nd nicked all four of the SPR team and all the 



9ear. Though fines were low (less than £1001 I j think, 
and spirits remained ' hi9h, SPR stayed off the air. 
due mainly to lack of transmitters or th clbili t y 
to build them. 

Rebel Radio 
ings Rebel Radio broadcast anti nuclear, womens, 
squatters. STC, and miners resistance news and appar
ently excellent music. While claiming to broadcas t 
from a 'top secret hideaway' Rebel Radio actually 
went out from the. roof of 'The Oemol i ti on Diner• . 
the famous squ~ t ca ff and shop in Cheltenham Road. 
Tho':'9h the pol ice made a few failed attempts Rebe I 
Radio was never busted and closed down due to 'trans
mitter and group problems'. 

Later in 1984 another local anarchist st~tion came 
on the air in the Bristol area. Also on su,dar even-

Tu~ .. !~~~!!?1, Con,spiracy 
bu~lt u,p into a 24 hour per day station, • b~co111ing contz:oversial.. Michael Collis ... ''We have no lin-
Br1tain s b i99est and only tolerated p iratle, broad- ks with other pirates. the ones who break into tower 
castin9 non stop pop and advertising to al~ se Engl- blocks and steal other peop les ' electricity are crim-
and, using a big MW transmitter, from its base in inals and. should be stopped ... '' \.lith attitudes like 
Tory controlled Sutton Council. Radio Jadkie is a this Jack1e got the support of Tory Sutton Council. 
company, thou9h it illegally fails to submi~ Accounts and even 2 QC's, no wonder they weren't busted. (A 
or Annual Returns (Radio Jackie Ltd,N6 19281$0). It labour amendment in the Council calling for a token 
was wholly controlled by Peter Stremes antl 1!1ichael amount of 'community input ' was heavily defeated) 
Collis, who raked in at least £13.000 from ·advertis- · 
1ng, while using volunteers . to run the stat~on . Jack- As for Peter Stremes (co-owner. Director and Secr-
ie was no different from any ILR station <'.those set etary of Jac~ie and editor of the trade paper Broad-
up by the T · · • 72) · cast) he is a man of some interest. since he single 
f 

cries 1n except it had noljle of the handedl.Y began. a. nd fucked up the 'Experi'ment in 
ees. restrictions and costs, but as a pirate it was c 

unique .. it never got busted! ommunity Radio · He stands firmly in the fascist 
extreme r~ght of the Tory party. He's also a spokesm-

Jackie put out a popular ''Community'' image, with an and writer for the Adam Smith Institute and a Dir-
free ads for local events, etc,. while stating' often ector of the Centre for Atlantic education in econom-
that they were MORE self censo/ng than the BBC. and ics Ltd ( No 1691243), both of which are fronts for 
all other pirates should be blfltzed! ''We broadcast the CIA! He also ran his own paper organisation call-
nothing about homosexuals, drugs, CND. anima~ Iibera- ed The Campaign for Successful Radio, which advocated 
tion, politics or anything that might be considered US style com111ercial radio. Quite a bastard. 

Community Radio Experiment 
The recent programme for experimental jcol"llluni ty 

Radio in this country began. not because of :campaign
ing by the libe ral lefty Commun_ity Radio As~ociation, 
or due to pressure from pirates, but beca\lse Peter 
Stremes and the Adam Smith Institute put ! t~gether 
a report on CR which was accepted by Leo~ Btittan, 
then headorthe Home Office. The idea was tq 9~t Rad
io Jackie an open licence. People were then invited 
to apply for 21 local licences (for the whole 9ountry 
) and a Home Office Panel was set up to pie~ the win
ners. But the panel included members of the Community 
Radio Ass. (CRA). All kinds of problems arose, and 
the decision was delayed again and again, whle sever
al hundreds of groups applied. Radio Jackie 'stopped 
broadcasting (along with some others) to i!i<'I their 
application, after a symbolic bust. There wette more 
problem~. which ethnic station to choose? Hdw to weed 
out lefty infil trators? etc. With this CR carrot 
the new 1984 anti -pirate laws were bein9 brought in. 
But the main problem was that the brief given .by the 
Home Office panel obviously EXCLUDED commeroia i stat
ions like Jackie and Horizon. When Peter Stremes and 
co realised this (they'd put in an extrava9qnt bid 
reckoning they'd make £72. 000 a year! ) they determ
ined to wreck the whole scheme. It was 2 rears too 
late to .stop the scheme. but they did it, probably 
by getting their contacts in the CIA and MIS to make 
false reports to the Home Office that ther appl i cants 
were all lefty infiltrators trying to subvert the 
Tory controlled media. But more than that they persu
aded the Government of the obvious truth. ; that the 
whole idea of CR (open access and non coJnmercial. 
if tightly controlled) was the opposite of Tory phil
osophy. Among the hundreds of applicants were a coup
le used to scare the government off .. A BLACK (hor
rors) station , JBC. supported by ' loony left'· Brent 
Council. and an open access station ,Spectrilm, supp
orted by 'The Peoples Republic of Islington '! ·· 

Eventually ( 1986) Tebbit stepped in and announced 
that the whole CR experiment was being scrapped bef
ore it had even begun. as Clement Freud of the Lib
erals ) cornmen ted .. ' ' Could i t be that Mrs Thatcher 
is afraid of the voices of ordinary ci t i zeps;· that 
its a lr lght for Mr Murdoch to take over t~e !Times, 
but too dangerous to allow 21 community st;itilons to 
experiment· ' . We knew that all along of course. and 
the scrapping of CR is no surprise to us . 

After the Axe 
Our first reaction to the axing of CR was joy and 

hope. Maybe the 100' s of applicants would now get 
transmitters and go on air. giving the DTI and police 
an impossible job. The answer to this was a loud 
NO. Few of the applicants had any real interest or 
committment and were pacified when the Home Office 
agreed to compensate them for their wasted time and 
money . The CRA. as the only recognised 1 ob by group 
threatened its members that if they went pirate they 
would NEVER get a licence (the old 'wait till Labour 
gets in' trick). There were a few token protests and 
once ads on LBC radio were jammed, a group called 
Ancor briefly threatened to start an open access pir
ate and broadcast everyones tapes, but stopped a fter 
threats from the CRA. 

Meanwhile Peter Stremes and his mates set about 
rectifying the.Ir blunder . In Oct 86. at a meeting 
of the pissed off CR applicants. a new pressure group 
was set up .. the Assoc. for Broadcasting Development, 
to represent the lobby for legalising commercial ri
ght wing pirates, on the US model. with a token 'com
munity' input: If the CR experiment is ever revived 
by a Tory Government it will be the likes of the new 
ABO (and NOT the CRA) who will be vetting the applic
ations. If set up by a Labour Government the original 
scheme will certainly go ahead. The same old shit 
with different coloured bog paper! 

RADIO WAPPING 50 watts Mobile? 
Radio Wapping kept up regular broadcasts, on top of 
LBC, in North London, throughout June 86. These 
took place at various times, though usually in the 
morning on Saturday or Sunday. 



We reprint below two artil:J from 'Radio Crimes' ... 

FREE THE AIRWAVES 
I 

BCM Box 1502, London WC1N 3XX 

Free The Airwaves is still going strong, as an 
infor exchange and promotion group for radical 
local pirates. In this book we reprint their 5w 
transmitter design and add their new amplifier 
which takes it up to 25watts. (This amp. can be 
tuned for less power and used to feed the amp. 
design taking you up to 80Watts). Any technical 
queries, write direct to Free The Airwaves and 
join the network. 'Radio Crimes' is the name of 
the FTA bulletin, and will carry full technical 
updates on these designs, and "!uch more. To 
join FTA and receive the bulletin send £2 (for 
organisations: £10) to the address above. 

YOU AND THE HIT SQUADS 

The idea of a community /neighbourhood Radio 
Station as part of a countrywide network has never 
been properly explored. In purely practical terms the 
viability of Free Radio has always been hampered by 
the activities of the 'Hit Squad' of the Dept . of Trade 
and Industry (The Radio Investigation Service). Stat
ions able to afford highly sophisticated gear like a 
studio to transmitter microwave link -have found 
themselves with court cases to be proud of and been 
put off the air with the confiscation of their gear. 
Few involved in 'propagandist' radio can afford such 
losses. 

Low powered radio transmitters are cheap to re
place( around £35 for a 4 wat~ one) but ~he i:nost 
important factor for such stations to survive lS to 
have the protection of the community they serve -
safe houses and flats to disappear into, guaranteed 
escape routes and refusal to co-operate with the R.I.S 
would make such a station hard to put off the air. 
London could supP.ort 480 such stations operating 
over 11h square miles, which would in itself make 
enforcement impossible. In Japan the manufacture 
of small FM transmitters (just a third of a mile range) 
has produced over 700 stations in Tokyo alone. 
Normal, 'big' radio has produced only one way com
munication to a false community invented simply 
by the act of broadcasting. 

A small number of high powered transmitters 
means a greater filtering of input into the station as 
pressure on airtime grows and necessarily makes it 
more remote from the people who are supposed to be 
providing the programming. The only people who 
benefit from this are already organised pressure 
groups. Anyone with any pretensions to breaking 
down the mystification round transmitter and progr
amme construction and providing a medium open to 
all is deluding themselves if they see high powered 
transmitters actually providing an 'alternative' voice, 
unless its the spurious 'alternative' of hip capitalism .. 
no matter how good the intentions, accounting inevi
tably becomes more important than content. 

This is not to say that the use of high powered 
transmitters should be ruled out. Radio communica
tion has the advantage of being nearly instantaneous, 
virtually tamper free and best of all, its possible to 
broadcast into areas the state would never allow left 
propaganda to go. In situations like strikes, occupati
ons and evictions radio is unique in its ability to pull 
people together in mutual aid and defence. Pirate 

radio in ~he service of left wing causes has still enough 
novelty value to attract an audience, and unlike other 
forms: of 'propaganda by deed' its more likely to win 
the sympathy and even the involvement of the unal-

igned~ ~ The . ain contention is that this kind of broadca-
sting£: to be on a 'hit and run' basis if itS to have 
any c ce of survival. 

T e only way of producing an open access, de
mystifietl democratically controlled revolutionary 
radio :01.i.1: of the hands of the state is for i t to be org
anised on a small scale neighbourhood basis. 

I 

ANTl luTHORITARIAN RADIO 

Evei:r establishment radio station wants us to 
conf= to its cosy image of the listener. They assu
me a we are and tell us what we should be, just 
to make sure. We're condescended to, given our xmas 
turkey r~cipe (we all eat turkey, don't we?) a dose of 
God (we all believe in him/her?) train delays in Surr
ey (where we live of course), the shares in the city 
(that we all have) flight arrivals from rich paradises 
(whe.re f e spend the winter). And then there's the 
token b t of 'community' charity as porky middle 
aged mi dle class males read out a few low paid jobs 
for the est of u~. Then its time for the news values 
straight: rom the Daily Mail', with anything not favo
urabl~ t the state and its chicklets (the Nuke indust
ry, th~ olice etc.) laundered, suppressed and moved 
to some I tiny 30 second slot after the latest on some 
royal.1 , 

Wheb we're told we have 'Free Speech' its in a 
controllJd way. In London we have Brian Hayes, an 
irritable ipompous man who may give us one minute 
to 'air our views'. Well, Big Deal. In phone-ins, people 
are c.age~· in the radio zoo for entertainment . .listen to 
the prol s 'getting it off their chest'. 

The · roadcasting system in the UK reflects all the 
embrac~g State, Monolithic, Patriarchal and Inacce
ssible. 'Ilhe existing system is designed to maintain 
and reinforce Law,Family,God,Men,Meat,Military, 
Might aild Money and its not about to be voluntarily 
dismantled by the British Government. By handing 
out a few licenses (or not, as it happens) the State 
hopes, tQ buy off and neutralise dissent, complaint, 
protest ~d investigative news because these are harm
ful to it.S interests. The monster will not bite off its 
own hea~. 

SQm believe its possible to use the existing legal 
framewo k for back door radicalisation but the mach
inery o~· the IBA can easily pressurise or close down 
any oft e stations (if they ever start up!). 

Cam aigning for change isn't easy but its best 
done by establishing alternative low tech stations of 
whatev~ types (specialist music,political,anarchist, 
everyth· g). This would give broadcasting a volatile 
danget:o s edge and create a climate for flushing 
the Bri Hayes and the Steve Wrights away forever, 
and with this, a climate for more general political 
change. lf we can reclaim the airwaves that will be 
a start. 1 

...................... 8 ....................... . 



PROGRAM!!ftte a 1 o en p ts 
There follows two examples of programme s~ripts, which may inspire or at least amuse you. The first is from the 
anarchist/squatters news section of a progr~e called The Message, which used to go out across London on the 
open access pirate Our Radio back in 1983. f.he second is from the Miners' pirate, known by the media as Radio 
Arthur. Both scripts were produced and broa cast by people with very little experience. 
We have to print them small so that they can fi ... 
SQUATTERS NEWS FROM LAMBETH In ano~her case they were forced to suspend a ban on ~ntering 
Intro and backing music 'Dirty Squatters' (punk so~g) .Louder the Railton area. All cases were remanded to Dec.16th m Cam· 
between items. I berwell Court. 
VICTORY 
The right wing alliance in Lambeth Council collapsed this 
week with the defection of CounciUor Gordon ~ey .. for the 
2nd time!. Mr Ley has left the SDP and will now va~te with the 
Labour group, giving them a one vote majority a d bringing 
down the Thatcherite council. He claimed high otives for 
his defection, denying he has broken down under eav.y press· 
ure from local squatters. 

MUSIC 
In June when mass evictions of squatters became certain in La
mbeth, Gordon Ley was one of the councillors who ,had his 
home graffitied with squatters slogans and got a faktNotice to 
Quit his home. Then his lorry was vandalised and th n his shop 
windows were smashed several times, and finally h beautiful 
car was stolen, graffitled and burnt out ... No wond r the poor 
man broke! .. 

MUSIC 
JOY UNCONFINED I 
The news of the Council's fall (especially of the co~· pt That
cher imitation, Mary Leigh) was greeted with joy in the big 
squatted communities in Lambeth. It will mean at 1 ast a delay 
in the mass evictions and the demolition of th squatted 
streets in Heath Rd and Gypsy Hill, until the equa ly corrupt 
Labour Party get their act together. 

~SIC I 
BARRICADING FEVER 
But down in Brixton town the squatters are showing no faith 
at all in Ted Knight and his new Labour Council. After all its 
only a fortnight since Labour agreed to and signeb the order 
to evict and demolish the squatted black clubs atl the Front 
Line in Railton Road. 

MUSIC [ 
Latest news is that at least five houses are being ~arricaded 
against the police and bailiffs , all face imminent .eviction 
after losing their court cases. The collapse of th~ Tory- led 
council seems to have spurred on the squatters to dr· fend their 
homes, and they are relying on strong doors and their own 
Alarm Network, rether than the whims of corru!Pt politic· 
!ans i 

MUSIC FADEOUT ... CRACK OF T~UNDER ... 
Backing music from ITAL DUB or other suit4ble 

And now for a COMMERCIAL BREAK..(womans vG>ice) .. 
Are you homeless, sleeping out on cold winter stree~? 
Or are you just fed up with rents or mortgages? I 
Do YOU resent the Rat Race .. Or are you lone!* and just 
bored with life?.. I 
(new voice) Well..TRY NEW SQUA'fTING TODAY!! 
Yes today, we can offer you a choice of 100's of fine homes, 
abandoned by their owners, for ABSOLUTELY !FREE .. So 
why not come along to your friendly squattei}i meeting 
every Sunday at 121 Railton Road in Brixton . . Or phone 
2746655 for more information. 
SO TRY NEW SQUATTING TODAY. 

THUNDER and FADEOUT . 
Intro (Freedom(prison music) louder betweeij items) 

RIOT CASES (with 'Brixton Incident' starting in middle) 
Last Tuesday people nicked in the previous Mond~ys riot in 
Brixton came to court at last in Camberwell. Polle~ had used 
severe brutality in at least one case, tried to get an9ther rem
anded in custody and tried to stop another getting D.egal Aid .. 

MUSIC 
BIG BROTHER (with clips of ' Left,Right,You're nicked) 
This week we have more news of new security measure being 
tried in the Brixton area and Notting Hill. From now on the 
police will be using listening devices and 'other surveillance 
techniques'. This was in the 'Daily Express' on Nov 15th. A 
new instant printout exchange, 1st of its type in Britain, 
which can 'monitor' 200 phone calls at once, will also be 
installed in, guess where, Brbcton. 

MUSIC 
MORE BIG BROTHER 
It has been announced that the new Brixton police chief will 
be Alex 'headbanger' Marnoch, former head of the notorious 
SPG. An extra 29 ossifers have been permanently assigned to 
Railton Road (half of which is now demolished) under some 
pig called Inspector Bob Bligh. 

MUSIC .. 'Dancing in The Streets' 
POLICE MADE FOOLS OF 
On Wed 18th a local black youth was stopped in Railton 
he refused to be arrested, broke away, and led the police a 
long and merry chase. Even when a vanload of SPG joined in 
he managed to elude them all with a classic sprint. 

End of Music ...... LAUGHTER. 
And now .. back to our regular spot.. its this weeks TOP OF 
THE SHITS (new voice) 
Well hello there . And this week we have a clearcut winner, 
in fact today is his birthday , yes its the Duke of West· 
minster, howdy baby, who owns 15,000 acres in Cheshire, 
11,000 in Wales, 100,000 in Scotland 900 in Shropshire 
and thats just for starters. He has an estate in Fermanagh, 
shopping centres in Vancouver, a land development in Haw
aii, a 10,000 acre sheep farm in Australia and 300 acres of 
Mayfair and Belgravia back home. This last little plot alone 
is worth a cool billion quid, , making it probably the biggest I . -----------•?, ___________ _ 

- ----'- - ------------- - - --------



stash in Europe. He's in his twenties and terribly camera 
shy. We're sorry we can't find his phone number, but he's 
definitely our TOP OF THE SHITS. 

LAUGHTER 
NOTRE DAME OCCUPIED (Hymn music) 
Supporters of the Radio Libertaire, the Paris based anarchist 
radio pirate occupied the Notre Dame Cathedral on Saturday 
5th November to protest at continued State Harassment 

BREAK STRAIGHT lN 
ANGRY .. .I'm Angry (poem with backing) cue tape ready) 

TRUMPETS (womens voice) 
LADIES AGAINST WOMEN ('Gismo My way' fade in) 
Yes girls, you too can be a real lady, just listen carefully 
to our MANifesto 
1) Make England a MAN again . .Invade abroad. 
2) Protect the rights of the unconceived .. sperms are people 
too, yet millions are murdered daily! . 
3)Restore Virginity immediately as an 0 level requirement. 
4)Suffering not Sufferage Lets get women out of the polling 
booth and into the maternity ward. 
5)£1.50 an hour is TOO MUCH for women. Its quite unlady
like to accept money for working! 
6)Burn homosexuals. What was good enough for the dark 
ages is good enough for the Thatcher years. 
7)PROcreation not recreation .. recriminalise sex .. close your 
eyes girls and do your duty for Britain 
Thats it girls, so hurry up and join us now .. yes we Ladies 
against Women are seen and not heard .. join NOW ~d be seen 
at urgent unladylike events in proper polyester attire, defend
ing Ladies against Women. 

(Mans voice) 
To find out more .. send your name, address and husbands 
permission to Ladies Against Women, The Thatcher for Ayat
ollah Committee, 4 . Whitehall St, London ECl.. 
Donations, including Kruggerands or cheques from your 
hubbie or father are ALWAYS welcome. Misterhood is power
ful! Why not ask them to join our mens club? ... Ladies against 
Women supports the Moral MANopoly. We have the manopoly 
on Morality .. and God Incorporated is on our side! 

TRUMPETS fadeout to Poison Girls I'm not your fuck
ing mother. 

Intro • . .INTERNATIONALE 
And now listeners for some sad and serious news that has 
come to us form VOLYA, the bulletin for Solidarity with 
the Soviet Working Class 
We are sorry to report the arrest last summer of the mathemat
ician Valery Senderov, a member of the Soviet Free Trade 
Union, -SMOT, on a serious charge of preparing and distrib
uting SMOTS underground info bulletin. He is still in prison. 
Also arrested is Natalia Lazaereva, for her activities in the 
unofficial womens movement. She has been charged with 
anti-Soviet agaitation and propaganda 
Still in the Soviet Union, and Big Brother is here too. We 
report that the Soviet Press has recently been honouring the 
50th anniversary of the death of a Young Communist inform
er, Pavlik Morozov, who effectively killed his own father by 
denouncing him in the purges of 1932. Pavlik was then killed 
by his grandfather and cousin in revenge and then they too 
were shot. Pavlik was then built up as a Stalinist hero, laude-

d everyw ere by the State, with a statue and a Museum in his 
home vill ge. Now the Morozov story is kept alive to revive the 
purge ,at osphere. Most Russians assume that at least one in 
ten peop e work part time as State spies .. The CP Central Co
mmittee or instance gets on average 1500 letters of Denunc-
iation ev day .. 

INTERNATIONALE fade up and down 
And no a word from Hungary, where there is conscription 
to join t e army, and a growing number of conscientious obj
ectors. 0 e of these, Tobor Pakh, was arrested in the Universi-

ion of hi passport. He was transferred to a psychiatric clinic 
where he ad 3 teeth broken by wardens while being force fed. 
The insti utions 'experts' stated that he was suffering from 
"negatio of food" and "erroneous belief". Happily he was 
eventu:all set free after protests by Hungarian intellectuals 
and Am esty International. This comes from the Austrian 
journal, ofil. 

INTERNATIONALE 
et a copy of the latest VOL Y A,bulletin for solidar· 
he Soviet Working Class, from 83 Gregory Crescent, 
ondon SE9. 

And now for another poetry spot .. this one was written on May 
22nd this year by the 18 year old Jimmy Heather Hayes in 
Ashford emand Centre, the notorious youth prison, where 
he wrui ing held for petrol bombing Teddington police Stat
ion on 3~ March at the height of the Falklands War. On 7th 
July Jim y was found mysteriously dead, hanged in his pris
on cell, al ne ..... These are his words. 
(Sth Lon on voice) 

"I d~n't want no part 
Of y~ur death and glory 
I don't want to rot 
Und r wooden crosses 
I ain going to die 
For our fat rich bosses 
I do 't want a letter 
Sayi g I died a hero 
I do 't want a wreath 
Its ju t a colourful zero 
I do 't want no tales 
Of p triotlc deeds 
Cc;>s i s off our deaths 
That our system feeds". 

MUSIC... or J.H.H .... CRISIS ... PC84. 
We hope to have more of Jimmy Heather Hayes' poems for 
you n~xt week. Meanwhile, to round off this part of The 
Message n a lighter note, we go over in a minute to our reg
ular agon column with Auntie Annie. 

UR RADIO .. JINGLE .. AD .. 
Dear ~untie ..... (middle class man's voice) ..... . 
I am a y ung go ahead business exec. in a consultancy firm. 
I have m own house and a sleek car and a nice little wife. 
All appe well, but still I'm dissatisfied. I'd really like to get 
to the T P, or get involved in a really exciting hobby. Whats 
your advi e ......... Yours ..... Alienated. 
Dear Alil ted ........ (womans voice) 
Yes I qui understand your terrible problem. My advice is 
to go do n today to the Centre Point building in London. 
Take a lif to the very top. Open a window, break it if it wont 
open. Co sider the panoramic view, and throw yourself out! 
........ with ove ....... Auntie Annie. 

Sound ffects FALLING CRASH LAUGHTER 
Dear Aunt e ..... (womans voice) 
I have a p oblem. This man keeps following me home from the 
tube at n"ght. Sometimes he follows me right up the stairs. 
Today I y lied at him to Fuck Off, but he just stood there 
leering at e in the shadows. What can I do? 
..... yours ..... desperate. 
Dear Desp rate 
You're qu te right to be worried. My advice is to get a gang 
of women gether, wait for him in a quiet spot. Then beat the 
shit out of the bastard. Can I come? ...... Auntie. 

Backi g Pink Panther theme fade in and out. 



And here is a quick word from our sponsors J ! 
ARE YOU ..... running a prosperous business? te~thy but 
would like to get richer? Pompous? Seif seek ng? Open 
to corruption??? 
If YOU answered YES to all these questios then l OU are the 
sort of chap we want in THE FREE MASONS! 
AND HERE IS WHAT YOU GET! (fade i ahd out) 
A super set of handshakes to try out on strangers. 1 

A super pinny to keep your pants clean when m king Dirty 
Deals. . .... The knowledge that you're part of a elite group 
helping to keep Britain where it is ...... A super c ip to keep 
your trouser leg hoisted! (fade in and out) , 
SOUNDS GOOD?? but there's a little catch. We h veJ to app
rove you ( we can't have any old riff raff). A big c r r· d wage 
packet are a definite PLUS. 

~4!2.kit\!!h~t 
bulletin of Radio Trent, ILR station i 

A: Coal Grandad ... whats coal? 
I 
I 

B: Coal's what made this country the workshop f t~e world. 

From coal we've built an empire. We've fough 
wars and won. We exported coal all over th 
had the finest coal industry in the world, an 
miners. 

I 

Jo world 
~prld. We 
tr e finest 

A: But Grandad .. what happened? 1 

B: I'll tell thee, lad .. Now, as I recall, a Tory gov rn*1ent got 
into power and then the greedy fool closed do n I the pits 
destroyed the mining villages and sold off bes' pits'. to high
est bidder. In the end there was nowt left to thelmiping ind
ustry. It were a terrible and shameful waste to ihel nation's 
best assets. It were an absolutely terrible, terrible shcµne 

C: Mr Oppenshaw ! Wake up Mr Oppenshaw, oufve been 
dreaming. i 

B: Dreaming? That were no bloody dream, that' ere a night· 
mare. Comrades, dont let your cola industry bee m~ a thing 
of the past .. join the strike now, and never forget that todays 
blacklegs are tomorrows dole queues. 

(Note: The start of this script is take-off of a Uniga Milk AD, 
and not a piece of rightwing nationalism! Ed.) 
(Choir music, followed by the epitomised Northe 
tune 'You 're a Lady' by Peter Skellem. Fade to ... ) 
B: It is not the nonnal practice of this radio statio to read ex-

tracts from the newspapers, but this particular ~ticle has a 
special significance and highlights the real dangep qf privat
isation, which are to smash the trade union poVljer,.to make 
the work force totally subservient, and to closf dt>wn and 
as.5et strip any section of the industry that doJ. s not show 
enough short tenn profits. The article is from the TIMES 
newspaper ... 

(Reading of a newspaper clip relating to a cabinet sub comm· 
ittee discussing 'private investment' possibilities f r the NCB) 
B: So there you are .. And that from the TIMES lnewspaper. 

This could well be the fate of the Nottinghamsbf.re coal pits 
.. wholesale destruction of the industry. You havei been warn
~di Join the strike now and help to fight againI pr. ivatisat-
1on. 

(More music ... ) 
B: This govennent is committed to destroying t e NUM at 

any cost and, according to the City Of Lon on analyst 
Phillips Andrew, has spent £15 million a week sh far. Truly 
amazing. Millions of pounds spent on smashing ~a trade un· 
ion, while doctors turn away sick people from hdspitals and, 
in some cases, send them home to die in misery for lack of 
money for the health service. I wouldn't trust these Tories 
to run a public lavatory. 

(Glory. Glory Hallelujah .. . ) I 
B: ... We were very pleased to see our brothers frpml Corton

wood in Nottingham on Thursday August 23r . he men 

Contact us now. If you're a suitable candidate you'll be fully 
trained in the art of Corruption and finally will pass through 
a silly and embarrassing CEREMONY, full of mystical gibber
ish and hoisted trouser legs! 
Note ... Sorry ladies, this isn't for you .. But if you ask hubby 
nicely he might bring you along to an overpriced and exclu
sive dinner! 

MUSIC fadeout 
If time. Barrier Block + Berlin Evictions 

Well we're sorry thats all we have time for this week. After a 
very short crackle and click we'll pass you on to an hour of 
Women on the Waves, then Gaywaves, Radio Solidamosc and 
finally late night music from the good, the BAG and the ugly. 

fade in The Message theme. 'Don't push me cos I'm close 
to the edge' 

from Cortonwood are marching to the TUC Conference 
in Brighton. We wish them well and Godspeed. 

(Welsh Choir ... ) 
B: .. To the Nottingham working miners I say this. If you 

want to save the pits, don't believe the lies that the Coal 
Board tells you. Don't believe the renegade strike breakers. 
Don't be fooled by what you see or hear on the media. Lis
ten to what your union tells you. We care about the mining 
industry, jobs, the,future .. And now is the time for you to 
join the strike J 

(Glory, Glory Hallelujah again, building to 'HU> truth is march· 
ing onnnNNN!') 

Voice of Arthur 
blight~vA!~~ >c~!f,4 
POLITICAL pira!~ radio, a 
ramy iu Britain. is relrini: 
it~ head again. it has nudge:i 
il3 way into th~ co1lml::i!rs' 
strike on the mle of Anhur 

I: i> the first recorded in· 
stance of a pirlte radio 
st:a i.m broac.:~st1M'. poli tical 
rr.Jtcdal ~inc~ .RJ:i:o Enoch 
.>topped it~ ra-;ul l:; rcadcas1s 

I when British 1'e!ecc m i:l\·1?5· 
tigato:s g·Jt close. That was 

l 
lt t:ie beginning of last year. 

The pro-Scarg1il ;>:rate 
rad!o i.; ca:;$ing the Depart· 

j ;n~nt c,f Tr~de and Tndu5try 
• ( •1.-i1i~h has r.ow :.csorbed th<! 

in\·c.>t ii:ative sid( of British 
Te !.,~om prior to its 
pn,·gt:sation ) e\·en mere 
t:oul>le. because it is proba
l:Jy beu:;s operated from a 
s~ries <li private !louses or a 
c.a r boo:. 

The tienuncilticr.s of 
·• sc1b; ·• ai;d the .. ;;eriatnc 
a'>:cm;m fan :.fa~Grci;o r " han 
been going out in tht! Not· 
t:qham aces on tlle same 
:r.edium •••a·;e !rP.q1.:c:ncy 
(3ill) a> R~dio Trent in :iot· 
tint;ii~::i. Earlier this week 
:he tr:lnSmis.;ions v.·orr!~4'.i 
l<ldio 'Trent e1·en more by 
1 !;o going out on \'}ff fre· 
<penc:es. 

" It 1; " sir.!;ter de•;elop
mcnt, t..:c:t'.lse a n1<':1 n~c;;~ 
1na:- !·i .. ::i;.t:~ !-:i·.rc ;'ou'l"'ct eG:':':~ 

I ''"'" ' ·t· .. ,,. ,:. " 1·n •• '" ·' ·"· .... , v ~~ - .. ~'l? .. v " ... ~ J.i, 

i:!e p~ndcnt Vi::l l Raci:o Sr:i· I t ~ m." said ~(r R~n Co:es. 

I
. m .1nlgh~g di:ect'}:- of P.~<iio 

T rtn: . 

For the past i ix weeks 
pro-Scargill Pir~te f<Jd;o has 

bt.>en on .i~r only ~ plsmodi· 
ca Hy, '!xac:ty .it the !arnc 
:ime as Ra:Ho Trent news 
bi.;i:etl:ts. =-~r c~tes said thzt 
he was not suggesting that 
~:r Sc•i Kill pcrsonaiil wa$ 
brcack.iStinz. but extracts 1 
irom r.:s soeech~:; couid hav<! 
been tlped i:om ratl!o, :ele· , 
\·isio:1 or ii\·e me<ti:;gs. 

~Ir Coies !:.as been inun
J~:ed v:ith ;e iep~one calls 
frorr. ang:-y iht~=-:~r:;, e:\pe~ 
cit!ly hc!.:sewiv: ; who think 
!hat it iS Ral!.io Trent itself 
which has oeen broadc:ming 
the ~xhortatlons of :ltr 
Scargi!\ against a b;;ckground 
oi martial mU!ic or ?u:)"s 
Jeru;alem .. 

" Either thc7 tb!nlc it is us 
lnd :.re ar.gr;;, or they lmow 
it is n?t us, tiut t!1:n:c we are 
doiii.& noth ing ~o sto;l :t:· 
said ~fr Co!es. " B•Jt :t i> 
diffir.ult :o ;'o;i bec:.;.:~e !t is 
Ct5cu!t to t:lca ~he :r•lGd· 
tll!s b'!cause tl::ey .1:-~ :o 
spasrnodk and seem to be 
m;.Cc !:~~ dizi~r~nt ?11ce::." 

Rldio T:~nt his <:om· 
pla!ned to the bdepender.t 
B:oadcas-Jng Aut:io:it;·. the 
Heme O!~ce l~:! t.1'~ DTL 
t_;n!on~.:i~:~~' . ! f'.a I.~71. is 
s:1ort v: stor1 i:t the ~ou1r.~· 
h3C1. ar.:a -.vh1c!i has c~t 
do·.i.~:t ::-: .. ·es!i:2Uoils. 

~!; Coles -.nnl<J !)t>t sa;; 
l::J·.v l f·1·! p ir.?i ~)~:: 'lH~~t n ~ v(: ~ 
•• ~'::?:?C!:-~;·1d !Ol? Sj'.)!~m " 'Jf 
i!.!l. oro:idca~tir:;: ir.;elf to 
P•?t 0·1; i:; :lcwer VHr 
b roadc.:;~;. '" ! C: t;,:\'t "·;~n; :o 
h~!p .,:?:er per.-;1!c d.i it," !:l' 
sa"t. .. T;iin;s .1r: b;d 
~nough as ~!~~Y l.ri:.'' 

.......................... 11. ......................... . 



SECTION 3 A w Id 0 INTERNATIONAL SECTION or Experience 
The aim of this section is not to attempt any compre
hensive view of pirates around the world, but to 

The Italian Explosion 
It all happened in Italy after 1975, when hund

reds of FM political pirates (left wing) took to the air. 
"The idealism of that first hour, when we thought we 
had found THE medium of communication .. by and 
for the masses". Round the clock discussions were 
the order of the day, as literally everyone seemed to 
be on the airwaves! There were 'autonomists' ,house 
wives, anarchists, squatters, workers, womens groups, 
intellectuals, marxists, etc, all clamouring to get their 
views across. Everyone spoke and sang and put out 
an incedible range of programmes. It was a revolution 
on the air waves. "We did it for contra-information, 
against the media and the monopoly of the 
RAI.. 
what went wrong in the end? Or was it just the 'live 
fast die young syndrome' at work?". 

In 1975 there were suddenly hundreds of such 
stations in Italy. But by 1980 there were only lO's, 
and by 1985 probably not one. 

The first repression of 76 to 77 was quite severe, 
but the pirates just kept coming back on air and had 
plenty of support. Then in 1977 a new tactic by the -------------12. 

some examples and experiences useful to 
'Do It Yourself' pirate broadcaster today. 

state ... t e law was suddenly changed in our favour, 
or so it seemed, as the RAI (State media body) was 
declared to be 'without authority>. 

But this soon proved to be a curse in disguise, 
as sw , of commercial pirates began taking to the 
air. A Ilg losing battle took place, as their money 
and hig powered transmitters literally blotted us 
off the airwaves, one by one. A prime example of 
"free" c pitalism destroying the creativity and colle
ctivity f the people. By the end of 1977, as their 
numbers increased above 2000, commercial and 
party b sses began putting stations of up to 40 w 
on the a . 

The big commercials brought back uniformity 
of pro amming and less and less spoken word. To 
raise th ir advertising profits they formed into 
chains, uying each other out and standardising 
their rea tionary 'formula' programming. 

As 11 this was happening the political pirates 
were th mselves being divided, reflecting and repro
ducing he arguments then tearing apart the Mov
imiento (Movement) itself, before stupid and elitist 
acts of marxist terrorist resistance gave the State 



excuse for ever heavier police repression, plcticauyr----------------------~~= 

Radio Popolare,5-7 Via Pasteur, 20127 Milano. 
Radio Citta Futura,Via Buomarrotti 51, 001 7 Roma 

Netherlands 
Pirate radio here began back in 1974, wit 

sea pirates like Radio Veronica, followed b a wave 
of successful land based Medium Wave p · ates. In 
1979 the police were prevented from seizing he tran
smitter of Radio Paloma by lOO's of outrag d ~isten-
ers. 

The first FM pirates appeared around 1 80, and 
the growth of the autonomous squatters ovement 
after 1979 led to the first wave of Action tations. 
The Vrij (Free) Keizer Radio was named ter the 
huge squatted complex in the Keizers acht in 
Amsterdam centre, where it broadcast fr m, and 
which proved impossible to evict. Othe M the 
Action Stations still broadcasting today 
Rataplan and Radio Vrij Den Bosch. The 
broadcast mainly squatters and resistance 
music, and went live during big demos and 
police mainly tolerated them, , except dur· g demos 
etc when there were some heavy confrontati ns. 

The Vrije Keizer was the main alterna ive pirate, 
dividing up its wavelength to allow wome groups, 
local squat groups, anarchists,ethnic grou s etc to 
do their own radio, but many other stati ns follo
wed in other cities and towns (eg. Sta Radio, 
Oranie, Zwarte @ , etc.) Many of these o longer 
exist, partly due to the relative decline of t e !move
ment after 1983, and partly due to police ids. Also 
the format of such stations has changed, 

stress on sub- and anti- culture, and less on direct 
action (but this may change again). Nevertheless 
some excellent pirates, including the Vrije Keizer, 
and also Radio Rataplan and Vrij Den Bosch survive 
as brilliant examples to the rest of the world. 

The number of commercial FM pirates exploded 
after 1980, with estimates of 6 to 10 thousand (Insi
ders say 10 to 20 thousand) pirates totally overwhel
ming the authorities. But this does not seem to have 
'blotted out' any of the Action Stations, as happened 
in Italy (perhaps this has some relation to the flat 
ground?). Each year about 3500 pirates are raided, 
and there has been heavier repression since the start 
of 1985, but it still fails to stop them. There is a 
State plan to open up Cable Radio, in 86/87 as a 
means to divide and rule the pirates. 

At the end of 1985 there was a youth conference 
in Amsterdam for pirates from around Europe. At 
the same time a new station. Factum FM had open
ed up, and also the 'Radio Cafe Marconi' which was 
a development of 'open Microphone programmes, 
with the aim of direct participation. 

By 1986 times were changing, though the squat
ters were being slowly defeated the struggle had 
broadened a lot, with a whole range of Direct Action 
groups attacking sexism, racism, militarism, nuclear 
power,apartheid, pollution etc, giving the pirates 
plenty to report. In 1984 Radio Got had developed 
a wild new style, starting from the Vrij Keizer 'stable' 

it soon distanced itself from the Movement to take in 
a wider audience. Activists saw Got as a trendy 
sellout, while the producers claimed they included 
all the action news, while adding their own music 
programmes. And they did broadcast live from 
mass squat centre of Wyers, during the struggle to 
evict and demolish it for a Holiday Inn. Got died 
soon after, and some of her crew went into legal 
stations, as predicted, while others joined Factum 
FM, to make radical news and documentaries, as well --------------1.3.-------------· 



as drama, experimental music and open access pro
grammes. 

The Vrije Keizer Radio (VKR) was born of the 
Amsterdam squatters movement, and has stayed a 
part of it ever since, reflecting the breadth and creat
ivity, as well as the internal contradictions of that 
movement. It began at the end of 1979, broadcast
ing from six heavily barricaded squats, known as 
the Grote Kf'::er, in central Amsterdam. After the 
victory of tne Vondelstraat Riots in Feb. 1980 
the Grote Keizer became a symbol of freedom and 
a big proble for the State. VKR began as a small 
local FM pi.I .. ~- at the beginning of the FM pirate 
boom, and broadcast on lOlmhz throughout the 
gigantic 'Queens Day Uprising of April 30th,1980. 
The Grote Keizer could not be evicted, instead the 
Council bought the houses, and allowed the occupiers 
to stay there .. on the condition that the Vrije Keizer 
Radio should MOVE OUT! But this divide and rule 
tactic turned out to be a blessing. VKR got itself 
a bigger transmitter and started broadcasting for 2 
hours each day from a squat in a different neighb
ourhood (moving each day). This brought much 
wider support and interest, and many different 
groups came and went. For a long time the line-up 
was Womens Radio (Vrouwenradio) on Tuesdays, 
Anarchist Radio on Wednesdays, the Pijp area on 
Thursdays, weekends from the Central area, etc. 
The radio went on like this for years, basically 
different groups sharing a transmitter and moving it 
about, but it wasn't strong enough (or high enough) 
to cover the while city, and interest wasn't that high, 

exceptduring actions or evictions. 

RIOT RADIO. 
Whenever there were actions, riots or evictions 

on a big scale everyone was suddenly tuning in to 
the Vrije Keizer for the real news. For instance 
during the Oct 82 'Lucky Luyk' evictions and 
resistance the VKR went live throughout, with on 
the spot interviews and instant information on 
police movements. This could be done through 
reporters and phone-ins, as well as a direct phone 
line we had with the 'Scanner Group'. This 
Scanner group are basically radio 'buffs' who tune in 
to the police radio (which is not on a public wave 
band as it is in the UK) and follow them with comp
uter scanners. Important police communications are 
now 'scrambled' but it wasn't long till the Scanner
Groep had their own de-scrambler. Activists carried 
small radios with them, often with earphones under 
their hoods, tuned to VKR, they often knew in advance 
the exact movements of the mass of riot police, and 
could decide their own response in instant street 

mee4 g . In fact it got to the stage that, with all our 
resou ce and people, we had a better picture of the 
battle t an the police themselves, and they too were 
tunin · to VKR to find out what was going on! 

D ri g that particular 'Lucky Luyk' eviction riot 
the p Ii e made a major attack on the Tetterode 
squat d buildings from where we were broadcasting, 
but w $our listeners heard it reinforcements rushed 
to th ea, and the police had to fight their way out, 
only~ ind they had seized two transformers instead 
of th t smitter! Within an hour VKR was back on 
the · , laying a crucial role in the struggle. There 
have ~eep several other police attacks on VKR when 
broad~asf~ng 'riot radio' but up to now they have 
never ba~tured a transmitter. 

~~ 1ps3 .the weekend 'Ce~tral Amsterdam' group 
(mam~ _music) wanted to spht off, with the reason 
that ~KJt was 'too unprofessional'. The solution was 
to build ~ new transmitters, and keep the present one 
as bac~up. These were payed for by donations, gigs, 
and the new 'Flux' squatters disco which had begun 
in t~e jTJtterod.e. The ~eekend group became 'Radio 
Got (Gbd) with a big new 200watt transmitter, 
which ;th y shared for a time with the Vrouwenradio 
(wom~ns , while the Anarchists and the Pijp groups 
sharedl a lOOwatt rig. All the groups still used the 
same ~5. mhz wavelength, and co-operated for evict
ions, ~u ot~erwise not with Radio Got, who the 
others I onsidered too trendy and becoming 
The new transmitters covered the whole city, and 
better ae ·als and broadcast sites were also used. More 
voluntee came forward and things got better, with 
lots of b · liant programmes, especially on squatting, 
anti-m~litfism, anti-nuclear anti-sexist and third 
w?rld s ggles, as well as many discussions, open 
m1cropro e sessions and lots of recordings of live 
bands.i KR also occasionally broadcast gigs or con
ferences live from squatted buildings. By this time 
progra' es had become more structured, with 
regular nr ws times, and background programmes and 
features. 
VRIJE K1f IZER TELEVISION 1982 -83. 

In l te '82 a gang of TV pirates suddenly 
appearea broadcasting through the cable television 
networks (Amsterdam is all cable) They did it after 
the reg channels had closed down, there was a 
legal hit h in stopping them because the Cable 
company s constitution said the cable had to be left 
switched on. The TV pirates put out crappy music, 
advertisinf, music videos and lots of pretty grues
ome po . That is except for Vrije Keizer TV 
(VKTV) which began transmitting excellent 
unshown videos on the squat movement, the German 
move~en , the Womens Strike, the 3rd World, and 
ads for quatters bars etc. This was the first ever 
anarchb-s uatters pirate TV, and of course it was 
superb+ aking and editing videos is however 10 
times the work of making a cassette tape (at least) 
for radio Before the VKTV really got itself going 
well the able company got around their legal hitch 
and switcJied off the pirates. The VKTV group kept 
going fot a while, making their own videos and 

14. I 



trying to get a regular TV transmitter toget er 
latter proved too hard and expensive (since one 
was on cable) but the videos still come out. 
RECENT HISTORY 

1984 brought new problems and challen~es with 
the decline of the squatters moveme t . The 
Spuigroep (anarchists) finally stopped bro de sting 
on VKR, and 'non commercial' music pira s egan 
on the same frequency, these were WHS, a otnik 
and RVZ (a student pirate) and co-opera with 
Radio Got who had become popular, had h ·r TX 
stolen twice (probably by commercial pira s . The 
Womens Radio sto_pped sharing with Got, w ic split 
in two and Radio Twist (an anti-commer ·al music 
and politics group) was born. Then the Black W mens 
Radio began as well, and the new line-up w s KR .. 
Tues,Wed,Thurs. Radio Got .. Fri & Sat. Radi wist .. 
Sun afternoon. Womens & Black Womens .. u Eve. 

Due to regular fortnightly meetings th 
groups managed to co-operate in sharing eq 
frequency and often studios, despite their 
political diversity. · 

At the present time VKR reckons to h ve about 
1000 listeners at any one time , with everyo 
in for evictions or major demos. Recen 
programmes have included: Anti prisons, t 
problem, the anti-Olympics campaign, 
Ireland/Nicaragua/Iran/8th Africa etc, a reg 

news programme, the anti gas price increases camp
aign,phone-ins, music, etc. Just now we're interview
ing old people about their youthful experiences. 

For a while a left wing Turkish group joined in 
on Monday evenings, before getting their own station 
together. But shortly afterwards their station ( Halk 
Der) had to close after heavy fascist attacks. VKR 
itself then came under attack, after we made a prog
ramme anout the Turkish Fascists, the Grey Wolves, 
and their "democratic" fronts, with the names of 
those involved (often getting Council grants!) The 
programme was jammed out twice by the fascists, 
but went out the third time, starting a scandal. They 
did not attack our transmitter site, which is a heavily 
fortified squat with good escape routes. 

In 1985 there were further changes. Radio Twist 
split off and Got died finally. Radio Factum began 
their Radio Cafe Marconi. A new GrachtenRadio 
(Centre) joined in, based on the big Frankrijk squat, 
cafe and pub, and finally a Oerman group began Int
ernational Radio (1h Dutch 1h German) on Fridays. 

Due to regular meetings these diverse groups got on 
OK for a while, but eventually Rabotnik, WHS and 
Factum got together on lOOmHz. By late 86 VKR 
had actually closed down, but may now be back on 
the all: 



SWITZERLAND 

LORA. Postfach 477, 8034 Zurich, Switzerland. 

West Germany 
"Radio must be changed from a means of distrib

ution to a means of communication"- wrote Bertold 
Brecht in 1932, and it is as true today. In East Germ
any the State has taken total control of the media, 
while in the West an unholy alliance of State and big 
business contrives to be nearly as authoritarian and 
restrictive. Historically the German workers have 
been among the first to practice free radio. During 
the 1918 uprising and Revolution people took con
trol of radio stations and illegal radio broadcasts 
(ArbeiterRadioBund) persisted throughout the 
Weimar Republic. 

Despite well organised and very serious efforts, 
pirate radio has now been all but wiped out ( but for 
one notable exception) in the whole of West Germ
any. 

The Action Radios still exist, but have been red
uced to doing 10 minute programmes, with new 
names every time. And unfortunately there aren't 
enough 10 minute pirates on one wavelength to make 
them worth listening out for. The repression of any 
non conformist views, actions or even dress is now 
very heavy, with the squatters movement wiped out 
completely and activists continually persecuted by 
the computer controlled police force. It takes ten 
minutes from when you switch on your transmitter 
before a gang of riot police breaks down your door. 
Hence the 10 minute pirates. Such pirates can also 
occasionally be heard in the Eastern Bloc ( eg Radio 
Solidarnosc) and in the USSR. The action stations are 
always trying to reappear, for instance during big 
demos (eg the broadcasts from moving cars during the 
StartBahn West campaign against the new US airbase 
at Frankfurt). In Berlin, Radio Metropolis now broad- '.
casts from the Eastern Sector, where the position is 
slightly easier, and Radio Gaga still exists as far as we 

'ch the womens radio, WELLENHEXEN 
ARZ - KHATZE (black cat) still do some 

broa<lc . The police are very quick to attack any 
pirates ing the British pretext of 'causing radio 
interfe en e'. Radio 24, the huge commercial pirate 
broadc t ng from Italy isnowclosed down. In Zurich 
a grou f alternative radio buffs and ex pirates got 
togeth r der the name LORA and got a legal freq
ency o the State when some were handed out in 

to 31 o mercial stations ... and LORA, as a 5 year 
experi . e t. The irony is that only LORA is prosper
ing, d e to membership, donations, benefits and 
volun er workers. Its quite a democratic station 
and . e c urages listener participation. Different 
groups p t out Womens progs., newsnight, culture, 
music, e ., LORA's view is this .. "If the state extends 
our li en e in 1988 we can see our project as a 
failure". 

ere are no commercial pirates to worry 
Germany. Another popular method 

in Germany is Break Ins (See How to 
Section), quick interceptions of progra

mmes n ocal or national radio, usually a quick mess
age ab u a demo, or a responsibility claim for an 
action b one of the increasing number of guerrilla 
resista ce groups. 

nly and total exception is Radio Dreyeck
se story is an inspiration. It was begun way 
977, by a coalition of French, Swiss and 

Genna nti-nuclear activists, who broadcast across 
the b rd rs from mountainous forest to France and 
to the r iburg area of Germany. 

R di Dreyeckland began with a weekly dual 
langu e programme and the police and PTT (French) 
had n 1 ck finding the transmitter, despite attemp
ted r id . After 1981 they were tolerated by the 
Frenc uthorities and the station split into five 
differ nt t ransmitting sites, serving different local 

· Germany and France. By 1984they were 
doing 2 ours a day, and then jumped to 6 hours a 
day, i h broadcasts from France beamed to a 
moun a· /forest transmitter and re-directed into 
Germ . The original anti-nuke pirate was also still 
going tr ng. 

T e daily news programmes deal in subjects 
like t e environment, 3rd World, gays, prisoners, -----------•16:••·--------· 



ethnic minorities and the independent mu c cene. 
By this time Radio Dreyeckland had muc s pport 
in Freiburg, with democratic listeners meeti gs supp
ort gigs, membership, donations etc. The pir recei
ves no state, party or commercial backing of n kind 
and is all volunteer, except for a few office w~rkers. 
The French part is now legalised, but in Ger a y you 
can't even apply for legalisation! However in 1985 
the German State put out feelers about lirnsing 
some commercial stations. Radio Dreyeckl resp
onded by coming down from the mount ·n and 
attempting to broadcast in Freiburg itself! , 

On 20th April 85 Radio Dreyeckland e an to 
broadcast in Freiburg, from a studio ope o the 
public . Five days later in a massive police r d the 
entire building was smashed to bits, despite dreds 
of people turning out to defend the station B t the 

Spain Thenextt 
At the end of the 1970's Spanish radio w s still 

much like that before World War Two in th r st of 
Europe, thanks of course to the fascist die at rship 
of General Franco. A year after his death e l State 
monopoly of radio was broken, and a year t 

1
r that 

the first Free Radios appeared, along with c 
ial pirates. 

In 1983 all the Free Radios in Spain ni d in 
the CRLE Fedei;ation and agreed on a o mon -~ 
charter, to fight against commerce on the o e hand, o. 
and State censure on the other. They v t to: 00 

1) Keep independent of political parties 
unions. 
2)To promote independent artists labels. 
3) To transmit only with a limited power, s 
as possible could get on the air. 
4) etc., 

~ 
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There are by now hundreds of good Fr f_actios 

transmitter coufd not be found anywhere, and mean
while a second hidgen transmitter was continuing the 
programme! Ha ifa. · --. 

In July there was a second raid, again everything 
was destroyed, and people were badly beaten up by 
the riot police. But ,again .. the police COULD NOT 
FIND THE TRANSMITTER! Obviously Radio Drey
ec~and had spent years in the mountains planning 
thIS strategy! There followed house raids on radio 
staff and supporters, confiscating much gear and 
personal possessions. But by now support and good
will were at a very high point, especially in Freiburg, 
and after a summer break Radio Dreyeckland came 
back on the air, broadcasting 6 hours a day from Frei
berg. 

Radio Dreyeckland. Habsburgerstr. 9, 78000 Freiburg 

Rad io Clara 
Apdo. 461 - Tel. 96J/.5l.16.88 
VALENCIA 

in Spain, for example Radio. Pica, broad~a~t" ~ 111tern- ~ 
ative culture, news and listener part1c1p t1cm, 22 c.Q Radio Cornelld'. 
hours a day. Or Radio Luna in Madrid, mo eipterst- Tf'os. 377.82.00/377 . J.5. 1 8 
ed in anti· militarism, prison struggles, squat ing, etc ., ~ Oornell& (Barcelona) 
broadcasting 6 hours a day and support d by its Aikario 

l 
c$ 

workers. .~ Radios Ll ures, una pract i ca 
i:i.. al ternativa 

There are also some independent an chist 0 A teneu Libertari 
stations among the pirates, for example R dlO Lib- ~ de Harmonia 1 c/ servat 15 
ertaria in Valencia. 

1 
~ Uar c e lona 080JO. 

------~----..::::==:;;:;;:::::=;:;;;;. __________ __ 
Denmark 

There aren't any pirates that we kn w : of in 
Denmark. Two years ago 84 stations were legalised 
for a 3 year experiment on local radio nd were 
given lOwatt FM transmitters. Of these bout 10 
could be described as progressive, but o ly one, 
Radio Sokkeland, in Kobnhavn, is run by alternat
ive groups. In Radio Sokkeland about 100 activists 
put together 45 hours of radio a week. I oatl) 
aimed at young people. Commercials are pr hib
ited, cash is given by groups linked to th s ations 

who can make programmes on the same basis as the 
workers, taking a part share in the technical and 
administrative work. Some of the Sokkeland people 
had tried a pirate station, a year earlier, but it was 
raided and sunk by the police within 48 hours. Now 
as long as they can say what they like, they don't 
mind being legal. There is some frustration, however, 
for instance an anarchist radio worker was put in jail 
in Aarhus for advocating an action on the air. 

-------------17.-------------



• Political Bat 
was heavily repressed by the right wing regime led by 
Giscard D'Estaing, and there were a long series of ~ 

busts, seizures and arrests. In France the battle was ~ ~ 
intense from the start, with many thousands of · ~ 
people involved in Free Radio (partly due to heavy . \ ~ 0 (JI/ 
political control of the 'straig};lt' media) and the ~ .!;J "'9 
State taking the 'danger' very seriously. Q 1 0 6 Z 

The first to transmit regularily was Radio Verte <!. O 

aine of the Longwy steelworkers and Radio Verte . 
Fessenheim, an anti nuclear station in Alsace. The \ * 
Federation, L' Association pour la Liberation des 
Ondes,ALO, (Free The Airwaves) began also in late INTERNilIONALE 
'77. .....-------i--;----------------------------------In the run-up to the May 1981 General Election 
the continued repression of the pirates became an 
election issue, with the ascendant socialists support
ing legalisation, and even setting up Radio Riposte, 
their own pirate, which of course got legalised when 
they won. After May '81 there was a huge explosion 
of cultural, music and political pirates all over France, 
with seeming 'carte blanche' from the new Socialist 
Government. But the State moved quickly to control 
the situation. From 1982 a number of 'Radio Proj
ects' were indeed legalised, along with some of the 
Free Radios, but those favoured were the big comme· 
rcial pirates, with their uniform music and style, 
while the State tried to keep a monopoly on the 
'serious' radio listeners. It became very difficult for 
the smaller militant radio pirates to survive and fight 
off the superior power (in watts and money) of these 
commercial and State stations. There were by now 
several Federations, the FNRL with 300 stations 
wanted to remain non-commercial, with 'civic partic
ipation'. Repression began again, gradually, against 
the smaller militant stations who couldn't or didn't 
want licences, but also against the wave of unlicensed 
commercial pirates. The government was hostile to 
an 'Americanisation' of the airwaves, and took note 
of what had happened in Italy. This worked in favour 
of the militant anti-commercial Free Radios, though 
some left/cultural pirates also wanted to sell advertis
ing. 

One major success story is that of Radio Libert
aire, the station of the French anarchist federation, 
which was raided, legalised, banned, raided and is 
now tolerated with an extensive listenership. (See 
next section). 

Another from this stable is Radio Mouvance, 
which was started by an Anarcho-Syndicalist from 
Radio Libertaire in March '83 as a very radical 'youth 
experimental' station with open access to a range of 
left wing and minority groups and campaigns. Radio 
Mouvance refused to even consider legalisation, and 
began to broadcast 24 hours a day on an anti-racist. 
anti-fascist, anti-imperialist basis. It soon became a 
platform for many extreme left groups as well as 
anarchists, foreign workers, prisoners, 3rd World 
independence fighters (like the PLO and militant 

Kanak~, gays, etc. But it was the style of Radio 
Mouv ce that made it so different .. "it is a dazzling 
hotch- o h, one minute hunger striking prisoners, 
the ne t ·nute press releases from Actione Directe, 
then. ls· »etc. To facilitate this style and lively part
icipati 5 different phone lines were plugged into 
the mi e at all times, leading to a brilliant, if a bit 
cacaph n · effect.. "We don't want to be legalised, 
at pre en 3,000 'projects' are still awaiting their 
licence~ e say that licensing one means censoring 
the rej, d the licensing process has everything to 
do wit romoting business and becoming commer· 
cial. F r example 15 of the 22 legalised stations 
have e dy been bought and sold again, even that of 
the 'ra i aP newspaper Liberation,,, 

Bigl ney had indeed become one of the main 
factors in the struggle. Mouvance itself had 3 failed 
attemp o seize their transmitter, followed by two 
success ul raids by the police in July '85, but came 
straigh . ack on air, despite more threats of raids 
and a re ts. The station is anti-commercial, very 
much o, and functions by the support of listeners, 
worke , nd from benefits. Its main demand is that 
part o~ t e FM band, 104 to 108 mhz be given over 
for no ommercial radio, with no further regulat-
ions b be State. With the return of Chirac and 
the ri t in 1986 the days of stations like Radio 

been f er raids and persecution, and as far as we 
know o vance is not presently on air.* 

Radio . uvance: Ave.Trubaine 29, Paris. 

, F ANCE ... LATE NEWS ... Dec. '86 
In *ar· there are now about 80 stations on the FM band, 

as oppo~d to a mere half dozen in most parts of Britain. Of 
course a y of the french stations are pirates, including a host 
of rock st ions and minority stations, often sharing frequen
cies, fo dozen different international tastes. Still going 
stro~g t he end of 1986 are Radio Libertaire (89.4mHz), 

* Radio .ou ance (106mHz), Frequence Gaie, anti·commercial 
gay sta 10 (97.2mHz), Radio lei at Maintenant, Ca Bouge 
dans m T te (93.SmHz) and many more. 
The CI s tion ,Voice of America, has a pirate repeater on 
94.SmH , d there seems to be one right wing pirate, Radio 
Solidari e, n 99.3mHz. ------------18.------------
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RADIO LIBERT AIRE .. ANARCHY ON TH fiR. 

Radio Libertaire was set up as the pira ~tation 
of the French Anarchist Federation, and as u~h had 
plenty of militant supporters from the start. ~~.~tat
ion was busted, with strong resistance, then eg:rsed, 
then. rebanned ~d bu~ted, then tolerated, a d ~ now 
coming under mcreasmg pressure as the ri ht take 
control of France. ' 

Radio Libertaire soon became much m r1 than 
just a pirate for anarchists, partly because t . ows 

Radio Liberta · 
There follows an interesting interview wi •

1
Laur

ent" of Radio Libertaire on the attacks on t e !Pirate 
in the summer of 83, and how they were sue e~sfully 
resisted. • 

Magazine Libertaire: At the start of summer 8J what 
was happening with the FM pirates, was Radi I!.ibert-
aire prepared for an all-out attack? : 
Laurent: The campaign began with a concert in 'supp
ort of Radio Libertaire, featuring Bernard a1liers, 
at the Olympia on June 30th. It was typical oy he 2 

months that were to follow: heated, rythmi , intim
ate and full of surprises! 

"Free Radios .. Watch out for the Holiday " ~am
ed the headline of our weekly, Le Monde Li ettaire, 
on July 7th. A few days before, Fillioud, the inister 
responsible, had said that 11 complaints d been 
lodged against stations in Paris for "using fre uencies 
without permission" and promised such pira s would 
be removed after a short delay to allow appeals 
under a plan by the Media Ministry. We saw his as a 
Declaration of War and began mobilising our upport
ers, listeners and sympathisers. A hot sum ! er was 
upon us. 
Magazine Libertaire: Was this kind of campai 
possible in mid-summer? 

other groups to use space on it, partly because of the 
good music and 24 hour per day broadcasts, and 
partly because listeners could expect something much 
closer to the 'truth' from a station opposed to ALL 
political parties. In any case a very large audience was 
built up, which was a big help in the campaigns 
against attacks by the State. Some broadcasts are 
re-broadcast on smaller pirates around the country. 

long, hot Summer 
Laurent: During a June broadcast Leo Ferre (an ana
rchist who is also the most popular singer/songwriter 
in France) had proclaimed "You can count on me if 
things get rough and you're put off air". And further
more lOOO's of listeners were saying "We are with 
you". This n1ass support in July '83 hadn't come by 
the flick of a magic wand. Friendships and political 
alliances had been forming on a daily basis since our 
first broadcast in Sept. '81. Through Radio Libertaire 
(mainly) the idea of "an anarchist milieu" had come 
back after a long absence, allowing us to escape from 
the "folkloric marginality" t he media and politicians 
had relegated us to. Radio Libertaire reached lOOO's 
of people. A minority were anarchists, libertarians 
and sympathisers, but the vast majority weren't in any 
broad agreement with our politics. Yet everyone had 
got a strong attachment to the station, and this was 
clear as early as summer '82 when the 'List of Auth
orised Stations' was announced without Radio Libert
aire on it. With this support we were already facing 
up to our old enemy, the State, in confident mood. 

The holiday season was however a big drawback, as a 
big proportion of our listeners were away from 
Paris. 
Magazine Libertaire: How did the summer's events 
unfold? 
Laurent: It started with a long period of waiting. -------------19 _____________ _ 



Radio Libertaire proposed a 'common front' of all 
the Free Radios, but unfortunately there was no lack 
of manipulations, provocations and attampts at recu
peration (even the rightwing paper Le Figaro was 
doing somersaults, waxing lyrical about 'justice and 
freedom for the Free Radios'). We steered well clear 
of this type of activity, and our stubborn determina
tion was to be seen far away from the backrooms 
where the government and Free Radio representat
ives were plotting ... the liquidation of the Free Radios 
themselves! Our attitude gained us respect and we 
became an important example to the rest. On 17th 
Aug., just as it was being suggested that the govern
ment might back down, 'Carbone 14' was busted off 
the air, sending a shock through the FM pirates. 
Radio Libertaire acted immediately against the 
"vandalism of the Carbone 14 studios". But another 
station 'Frequence Gaie' were quick to begin broad
casting on the same frequency, now allocated to them, 
and so shattering the so-called unity of the Free 
Radios. 

At 6.00am on 20th August six more stations were 
raided by the CRS (French paramilitary police). 
These were 'Lumiere lOl'(fundamentalist catholic), 
'Made In Italy', 'La Voix du Cedre (Lebanese pirate), 
'Radio Tiers Monde' (3rd World) who had all their 
gear smashed, and 'Radio Arabe Paris'. 

That evening Filioud announced that 'the radio 
waveband is saturated, when a plane has 145 seats 
there's no room for 50 extra passengers'. ... 
Magazine Libertaire: In this tense situation, what was 
the mood at Radio Libertaire? 
Laurent: Tragic, cos we knew the seizure of our equi
pment was imminent, but our mood was fantastic. All 
of us there and the listeners and the militants of the 
Federation Anarchiste were prepared to fight to prot
ect our station. We had no idea when they'd come so 
;;everal teams were set up to patrol the area and to 
warn us by CB's if the police were coming. The studio 
was barricaded and we stayed on air 24 hours a day. 
The phones were ringing day and night with support 
calls. The government was mistaken if they thought 
the holidays would stop our support. We waited, hot 
md tense, till 5.40 am on Sunday August 28th .. A 
militant had spotted police and the information was 
put on the air immediately. But by the time we could 
say they were definitely coming for us it was too late 
for supporters to get in. The police quickly cordoned 
off the surrounding area. The door was broken down 
by the CRS, those present were being beaten and 
kicked, and the aerial was cut.But we had got a phone 
call through to the pirate 'lei Et Maintenant' (Here & 
Now), who began broadcasting news of the raid. List
eners and anarchists were already arriving, despite the 
early hour, but couldn't get through the CRS police 
lines. Further away militants in cars were being 
stopped by plainclothes cops pointing guns in their 
windows! Some Radio Libertaire listeners were bea
ten up as they were forced to watch the painful spect
acle without being able to help. Technicians cut down 
the aerial, the equipment was loaded into a truck and 
driven away, and all those present in the studios were 
hauled off to the police station. 

20. 
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hat was that . Worse than the expected silence 
adio Libertaire frequency 'France Culture' 
roadcasting early morning Mass! 
was no question of giving in. The raids were 
number one slot in the media. From the 
Federation's HQ in Amelot Street the news 
to the 4 corners of the world: the response 

will be rldwide ! 
A ~it le later in the morning the 'clean-up' of the 

FM bt , so dear to Monsieur Filioud, was completed 
as the C S, using tear gas, seized first 'Radio Voka', 
then .R dio Mouvance' and finally 'Jet Theleme'. 
Twenty wo pirates had been seized since 17th Aug. 
ust. ; 

Mag_azi;ne Libertaire: What kind of support work took 
place. · 
Laureh t: Outside of Paris the French Anarchist Fed
eratioi/i oups did a variety of actions as well as petit 
ions. j3u the international anarchist movement also 
respoqd d, with actions in Switzerland, Belgium,Ger
many 1 I y, Australia, Japan, the USA, Mexico,etc. 
In M~d d the CNT ( anarcho-syndicalist union) was 
received by the French ambassador, as was the 
ANOik.G in Norway and the@ syndicalist Fed. in Sw
eden. !· e IF A, SIA and numerous groups, organisat
ions ~n publications sent telegrams to the Prime 
Minis r In Paris a demo was called for 3rd Sept, to 
whichl the other Free Radios were invited. At this 
point Ith only way to contact Radio Libertaire was 

I 

throuth the @ Fed. bookshop. A few other stations 
did gr a work, especially 'lei Et Maintenant' in giving 
acces t pirates who had been raided. Without 
statiobs of our o~'ll, we heard our listeners on other 
statio ' s! 

Ini a few days lOOO's of tracts, posters and a spec
ial e~iti n of Le Monde Libertaire were printed to 
tell ofr listeners of the demo. On the morning of 
the 31id, militants who had hardly slept for 2 months, 
were pia ing the final preparations, putting loudspea
kers iflt cars, finishing up banners, etc. The book
shop r packed, beating all previous records, and the 
2 phqne couldn't cope any more. The hour of truth 
was ap roaching. By 2.00pm there was no longer 
suspe~se ... Supporters in their lOOO's were thronging 
into the Place De La Republique. The demonstrators 
streal:Jile into the Boulevard de Magenta, shouting 
'Radio ibertaire will not be silenced' . Banners unfu-



rled reading 'Civil Liberties Union', 'Pacif t bmon', 
'CNT' . 'Les Occupants Renavoteurs' ., 'Lib e rense', 
'CGT proofreaders', etc. People were in gr at 1mood. 
No one wanted it to be a sombre funeral p otjession. 
Other pirates, including Radio Voka, Carbo e ;t4 and 
Amplitudes FFI had responded to the call. ~ mood 
was festive as we began to arrive at the B rb+s. Not 
far away, in the studio devastated by the r ot jpolice, 
Julian, our technician, was preparing the hi hlight of 
the day: Radio Libertaire, back on the air! 

The microphones were attached to of 
wood, and thanks to Julian's brilliant imp 
it worked! .. The transmitter was set up purring 
on the toilet seat. At 4 o clock Lavilliers' ' elonging 
To No One' was ready to be broadcast. I tie cops 
returned this time there was nothing to o them 
except the door which had already been s as ed in! 

The broadcast was heard, on some radi s nd via 
the sound gear we had set up in the demo a d was 
well received by the l OOO's of people prese . I 
Magazine Libertaire: What conclusions do o draw 
from this period of Radio Libertaire's histo 
Laurent: By our determination we were to go 
back on the air, and later to force the State 
infamous 'permit', whereas our enemies, wh 

numerous, were saying our chances of survival were 
nil. Though the anti-anarchist laws are still in place, 
we have forced the state, the media and the rest to 
admit the existance of the anarchist movement. 

The main thing that summer was that we discover
ed something new, which I think is crucial for the @ 

Federation and Movement: Radio Libertaire had 
found a true place in the heart of the public. 

Transalation by M.W. (thanks) 

Belgium: Vic pry !~~to ~"~!1 !~ ... f!2 ~w~,:. 
As in Italy and France the first . Belgi ~1Radios Europe (a CIA channel) made use of a Belgia · te 

Libres' began in the late '70s, followed b a deluge So there's a deep division between the 'rad·o~ f~a ; 
of commercial pirates. After a period of t erance and the commercial pirates. In additio~ · 

1 ~~s 
the State began legalising some stations aft '$1, and French speaking areas commercials aren't alio~~d e 
by mid '83 _380 stations had. been l~galis .?n FM. any channel. Its all a bit confusing. on 
Those espec~ally favoured be~g stat1~ns .h~ch ?ad One of the least commercial and oldest of the 
fallen back mto the standard profession rf utme. FM p~rates in Flanders is Radio Toestel in Ghent.Its 

, half financed by benefits and donations and has a 
There are two federations, Free The Airw ve~ is the democratic structure with at least 80 volunteers. In 
voice of the 'Radios Libres', but is losing o t steadily 1985 Radio Toestel was given a whole frequency and 
to the commercial Federation (GRIB). Th rd is still went legal, merging with Radio Central from Antw-
a deep gap between the Flemish (dutch spe L~g) and erpen. In Brussels Radio Air Libre has now also been 
French speaking communities, and this is r~flected legalised,despite its name its mainly an art and culture 
among the pirates. In addition the 'straig ' Belgian station, though it does allow groups to make their 
media is quite politicised, with the Frenc c~annels own programmes. It was with Radio Air Libre that 
mainly supporting "socialist" parties, while e Flem- Chantal Patemostre was working at the time of her 
ish being mainly Christian Democrat. The 'Liberals" arrest and frame up for CCC bombings (see inside 
(the fascist party) don't get much air time, a~d have cover). We don't have more info at present about the 
sometimes joined up with right wing c mtrlercial radical FM pirates in Belgium. 

! 

Ireland 
After a decade of confusion and a gro g herd 

of mainly music pirates the Coalition Go emment 
have agreed amongst themselves to license nµmber 
of 'non-commercial, community managed' st~tions. 
There are already maybe a half dozen pirat s calling 
themselves 'Community Radios' up and own the 
country, and this is good news for them, specially 
the famous Bray Community Radio. But t e music 

I. 

pirates, some of which claim higher auciiences than 
RTE the State system, will face a crackdown. Typical 
'divide and rule' tactics. There aren't really any alter
native music or politics stations on the air that we 
know of. Surprisingly Sinn Fein haven't got a pirate 
together, considering they're banned from speaking 
on state radio or TV .. The Irish republic has also been 
a haven for international short-wave pirates. 



The Rest of the W or 
Once you move outside Eumpe you're talking about 

very different cultures and political situations, and 
the experience of such pirates is not so relevant . 

Radio is a part of the international battleground, 
the medium , for instance was used effectively both 
by Hitler's fascists, who excelled at mass propaganda, 
and by the French and other resistance partisans. 
After the 2nd world war almost every conceivable 
guerrilla and national liberation movement had its 
own 'pirate' stations .. the Irgun, the IRA, Basque 
seperatists, Kurdish rebels, Spanish or anti-commun
ist exiles, etc., etc. During the Cuban revolution, for 
instance, there were at least 9 stations battling it out, 
3 revolutionary and 6 run by the CIA and the Right. 
These included the famous 'Radio Rebelde' set up by 

Central America 
EL SALVADOR., 

A good example of a classic revolutionary I nat
ionalist pirate is Radio Venceremos in El Salvador, 
broadcasting from the liberated Marazan mountains 
despite continuous army and air force attacks by 
the right wing US funded regime. Radio Venceremos 
is the voice of the FMLN federation of guerrilla 
movements and began regular broadcasts on lf>th 
June 1981, after a year of sporadic 'people's revolut
ionary radio' in the capital city. During the '82 
'elections' the air force failed to bomb Radio Vencer
emos off the air, and they had to be jammed out by 
US vessels offshore. The station gives a complete1y 
different world view to the State media, and is well 
supported by the poor and dispossessed (90% of the 
people). Such radios are an essential part of building 
and participating in a pre-revolutionary movement, 
in this case one postponed indefinitely by US inter· 
vention and the Death Squads campaigns. One danger 
of such radio, is that it can perforce become cut off 
from its supporters, and also lends itself too easily 
to institutionalisation as the 'party radio' of the new 
state after such a left nationalist revolution. Radio 
Venceremos has tried novel ways to gain audience 
participation, for instance in Jan '86 when they inv-

Th e USA 
In the US everything is free if you have the 

money. Radio and the media at large seem to be in 
private commercial hands, though much of it is con
trolled by huge corporations enmeshed in the State 
and the 'military industrial complex'. 

So, its free to go on the airwaves, but: 1) It takes 
years to go through the licence procedures of the 
controlling body, the FCC. 2) It costs many lOOO's 
of dollars. 3) To get such a licence you need to be 
a 'respectable hierarchically organised group'.With 
Boards of Directors, etc. 4) What they give, they can 
take away, if you dict by some miracle get a non
commercial licence they would stop it at the first 
wrong move. 

Che G~ev a in the Sierra Maestra in 1958, which set 
the ton~ f r later resistance and 'people's' radio. 

Fo~ t e purpose of examining overseas pirates 
we c~ · vide them roughly into five groupings: 
Commerc· I Sub cultural, alternative I subversive, 
anti-stat,e Community, participatory / and Revolut
ionary' ra . onalist. 

In ~a t the lable 'pirate' itself becomes quite 
meanin~~e s, for instance in civil war struggles. And 
are not th superpowers, BBC World, Voice of Amer
ica an~t eir Soviet and Chinese equivalents, .guilty 
of muc orse than piracy in flooding wavelengths 
in eve c rner of the world with their more or less 
subtle o er propaganda? 

I 
I 

ited tJe · audience to gather information on suitable 
targe~ f r sabotage, and send it to a Box Number 
in Me*c City! 

2. 

i 
BouJL1 

Bel~e it or not there is, or was till recently, a 
tolerat~d 'community radio' system in Bolivia, 
existin~ ongside the State and commercial netwo
rks. s· c the 50s, for instance, radio has been used 
by Bo ivi n miners in the course of their struggles, 
and mtn mining towns have for various periods 
sustain d decentralised, autonomous and self mana
ged ra io with permission from nobody, in the face 
of mili~ dictatorship. Now most mines have been 
closed, I re istance smashed and the miners dispersed 
as pen~il ss day labourers amid total economic coll
apse. I 

Weld n't have info on other Sth American pirates 
except Ith t they are many. One is Radio Liberacion, 
the vo\ce of Chilean Resistance, which does 'break
ins' on~o State radio and TV broadcasts, calling for 
strikes,' mos etc., against the fascistic Pinochet 
regime 

I 

I 

"PJ br " radio in the US began to be licensed 
the 75 s (in the US context 'public' means non

NOT run by the state directly). By now 
t stations are 'public'. One in five of these 

'public'! s tions are in the Community Federation 
and thljis laim to 'have no institutional affiliation', 
in fact ! t ey see themselves as some kind of social 
worker, . he community radio movement (now 60 
station ) as begun by the anarchists and pacifists 
of the K FA station in Berkely, SF, in 1949, and 
anarch* principles were incorporated into the 
charter 1 PF A still exists today, and is the mainstay 
of the , P cifica Foundation (5 stations,one in New 

I 



Canada York) which has come under increasi g attack 
(despite all being "free") in the Reagan ye right 
wing group called 'Accuracy in the Media ccused 
Pacifica of broadcasting 'filth, racism and o 'lmun
ism' . Back in '81 a National Enquirer expo e cfeam
ed 'Your Tax Dollars Support Red Broadc te s', but 
the licences have not yet been revoked. 

Canada has a fairly liberal radio system and few 
if any pirates. In Quebec 'Community Radio' is a 
legal alternative, and in some places is the main local 
station. This idea is also strong in Vancouver. 

While commercialism , rather than the ta e dire
ctly is the controlling force in the US, with o t stat
ions flooded by inane advertising and pl yi g the 
same few top records, there is nevertheless c a big 
range of stations that you can find alterna iv s. For 
instance in New York you can tune in t o er 60 
channels on the FM band, including .Jots f ethnic 
language or 'minority' music stations if yo l}k for 
them. In Britain by contrast you can find j st 4 or 5 
official channels on FM in most parts of th c untry. 
The argument that there is no room to legal' e irates 
in Britain is demonstrably ridiculous. 

v~· \ 
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We have no information on any pirates at ons in 
the USA. 

/ ~ 

Japan, mini T 
An i ntriguing loophole has KIDS 
created the possibility of 
legal piracy in Japan. 
Technical ingenuity has 
created wireless microphones, most 
remote control devices for Japan 

wan ti 
Japan 
when 

TVs, garage doors and model 
planes all of which use 
small transmitt ers. To ensure 
they are legal , all 
transmi tters which generate 
less than 15 microvolts per 
metre 100 metres from the 
source are excluded from the 

boom. 
af backed by advertisers 
g a liberalisation in 
s broadcasting law, and 
u . licised widely ensured 
p rates were what one 
s , in his first 
t r with a style which 

11 too familar to us, 
d incredulously as 
h monologues wi th 

pop music!" 

ids 
regulat ions requiring In there are severe 
broadcasters to be licenced! restr c ions on street life 

A tiny FM transmitter , 
broadcastiny in the 76~90 MHz 
band , and within legal l imits , 
can reach a rad ius of 0 . 3 of a 
m~le , an exciting prospect in 
a crowded c i ty . Manufactur.ed 
primarily for CB enthusiasts, 
and cost ing £20, the 
t e chnology was easily 
ava i lable, and with 9 months 
of the first tentative 
exper i ment 100 stations were 
broadcasting . Soon the media 
had picked up on the 
phenomenon and there was an 
explosion. By August ' 83, 
just three months' later, 
there were 700 mi n i stations! 
Once again the fantastiq 
demand for access all over the 
world was evident. And, a~ 
a l ways there were very 
d ifferent interests involved. 
The first stations included 
two wh ich i llustrate the 
differences Radio 
Polybucket , started by free 
radio enthusiasts from waaho 
University; and the media 
wise Rad io KIDS wanting an 
audience for their home~ 

roduced music cassettes . 

becau e of the riots in the 
late 6 s and after. Even 
stopp n9 on the street wi thout 
polic !ermission is illegal. 
But t e freedom of the 

e enabled Radio 
p rain to create a 
t new kind of event. 

from vans they 
a mi x of rock r.iu"sic 

i tical protest against 
it of the US nuclear 

Enterprise . As 
walked the streets 

on their Walkmen, 
r.adio station drove 

them. A mobile 

station and a mobile aud i ence 
managed to have o.. 
demonstration, a public.. 
meeting and a benefit all at 
the same t i me! 

The Japanese Government is 
worried, and have proposed 
ways of closing the loophole. 
But every day that passes 
brings new stations. How can 
they confiscate so many tiny 
transmitters, especially 
because they are so cheap to 
replace? And the draconian 
powers, not to mention the 
resources, needed to fully 
extingu i sh the movement would 
be out of all proportion to 
the harm they do. 

Reflecting 
Perhaps our own pirates ar.e 
too eager to mimic normal 
radio, not j ust in content but 
in service area as well . 
wanting to broadcast to a 
large populat ion makes for 
relat ively expensive 
equipment, and for fewer 
stations. If London were a 
maze of hundreds of small 
p i rates enforcement would 
cease! And perhaps, as in 
Japan, the small scale would 
st imula te some real community 
radio. 

CONTACT: TETSUO KOGAWA 
20· l NISHIHARA 
2·Chome, Shibuya Ku 
Tokyo 151 
T~l : (03) 466 3347 



How To Be 
This section tells you exactly bow to go about 

setting up your own radio pirate, with aU the tips 
teamed from bitter experience. First of all here's a 
List of the main things you will need. So you want to 
be a radio pirate? ... Read On. 

A Radio Pirate 
What You'll Need 
A. A group of committed people who get on with 
each other and have plenty of t ime and energy. 

B. A programme, presuming you have something 
worth saying or playing. You don't even need a 
studio to start off with. Just borrow someone's 
stereo and 11 microphone and start making practice 
recordings onto good quality casset te tapes. 

hams or dissident engineers. Its almost essential to 
have at least one person in your group with some 
technical know how. 
l V) Get one built to your specifications. There are 
a few electronics engineers about who will build them 
tor a reasonable price. Obviously we can't publish 
their names and atidresses. If you write to the obvious 
addresses on the Contacts Page we may be able to 
give you a box number to contact. 

itter. Also don't assume a lOOw rig is ten times as 
powe.rfuJ as a 1 Ow one ,it doesn 't work like that. 

To sum up, FM broadcasting is the ideal for the 
guenilla or community pirate, cheap,mobile and 
adaptable. Another advantage is tl1at there's loads 

of room on the FM broadcasi band,its literally half 
empty ,and there 'viii be more when the police event· 
ually move off it. On MW its pretty crowded.and at 
night.you're likely to be blotted out by continent.al 
interference. 

The Broadcasting Site (FM).-~-- ... 
TOWER BLOCKS 

In cities t.ower blocks have been an ideal answer the pole and the actual aerial). 
for good coverage and wide reception.and are The advantage of lower buildings is that you can 
especi!'11.Y favoured .by commercial pirates (who often mult1p~y both the. ava~able sites for broadcasting 
use a Link Transm1tter' from the studio to the tower You will have to switch sites as often as poss:ble, Also 
block so as t.o 'go live'). A further advantage is that you w1U have many more escape routes and 'bolt 
there are usually electric sockets in the lift or heating holes' than on a tower block. Unfortunately this may 
rooms on the roof, so you can just plug in.provided also mean you have to watch more potential 
your gear is so adjust1?<1, rather than lug car or lorry approach routes by the police and DTI,and you'U 
batteries. abo~t. This is 'Stealing Electridty' ,of need more lookouts if you're planning to save the 
course, 1f you re caught boadcasting the Electricity gear when atta<>ked. 
Board could bring this additional charge though in 
practice we've never heard of it happecing .. The BROADCASTING FROM HI LLS (FM) 
advantage of sticking to car batteries is that you can If your town or city h.as hills this is a good option, 

C. A Transmitter. Ideally over 10 watt power, but 
5 watt is fino for local broadcasts,or when using an 
aerial with 'gain'.(see Technical section). You can't 
buy one over the counter in Britain, but here are 
some alternatives: 

conceal your rig anywhere on the roof.rather than the higher the better. You can use a piece of derelict 
D. Antenna (aerial). You can adapt a design yourself h~vins it righ~ by the plug socket, though in a surprise or ~ommon land, or at night you can use parks,cemet-
from an antenna book (cg. The 2 ::\letre Antenna rai.d yo~!l aenul cable wiU lead them straight to it any etnes or even allotments. A better option is if there 
Handbook:Babani or Tabs books. or an amateur way. are hills o utside the built up area, then use a field or 
Radio handbook). Or use one o f our ready made i~~j§EFE~~T v~~ T wo~d away from houses. If you use the directional 
designs (see Tech. Section). Look out. for aluminium ROOM R -AL aenal you can cover the city just as well. This was 
tubing or struts (on skips) which make good build- L ~~~ IAL done by Andromeda radio, t.o good effect,they used l) Buy one from another pirate {beware of rip-offs). 

ll)Buy one over the counter abroad {see Contacts). 
In Italy for instance you can get a high quality 50W 
transmitter over the counter for £200. You can buy 
kits in Belgium, France ,Netherlands,USA,etc. You 

ing material. to. cover most of Manchester from a high hill outside, 
, . usmg a mere 4 watt transmitter with directional 'gain' 

E. Odds and ends. You II need basic tools (also look aerial. If you can get up into mo tain r 
t f ld · · uJ · , · un ous orests 

ou or so ermg 1ron,m t1meter,SWR meter),a you're even better off and can ado t classical 
cheap cassette deck, probably one or two good car guerrilla tactics often s~e the enemy p · ·1 b tt · n f · . · • <- coming mi es 

lll)Build your o wn.A hobbyist can build a low .a en~s, a ro o co-ax cable for the aerial, a radio to VENT away, and be very difficult to stop (See e am l f 
listen m on etc Also ·tart collect' d di R d' o ' · x P e 

0 
then have to smuggle it home. 

power FM transmitter from the instructions in this A te Rad. H db ~ 
1 

mg an r:a ng a to reyeckland,lntemational Section who were 
b k .. ..__......d IT 1 :tc 'f d ma ur io an ooks anc all relevant wtitmg& mwer-eett ' oo . 1 au-......... u on wnp 1 1e15ar t you nee To g t o to th f f T Bl k · 

VHF : Pros and Cons 
First let.~ deal with FM (Frequency Modulated ) ercnt frequencies, on MW you're stuck on one, unless 

broadcasting, which is your probable choice. The you get a new crystal. 
advantages of FM are many. Tbe transmitters are The disadvantage is that VHF -F:\I is essentially 
small, light and quite cheap. Reception tends to be a 'line of sight' communication ... ,Vruch means that 
either very clear or non existant. Its excellent for yo•.tr reception area depends crucially on the height 
music and fcir recording off and can quite easily be of your aerial above large blocking obiects. This is no 
adapted to transmit in stereo (impossible 'vith A.\f). problem if you can get up on a hill. or a tower block 
A major plus for the pirate is that its easy to hide but it does restrict the choice of broadcasting sites. 
and transport the gear, aerials are coroparitively making you easier to find and trap . With local broad· 
small and can be made collapsable. Jts also possible casting you have more choice of sites. In very hilly 
to put it in a vehicle, even a bicycle, and go mobile, areas, unless you can get up on a mountain, you'd 
albeit with a smaller and changing reception area. better choose MW, also if you want to broadcast to 
The average 5 to 20 watt transmitter would be in scattered communities over a wide area. Distance 
a metal box not bigger than 12"by 6" by 3" in size . covered \vith an FM rig depends as much on height 
and weigb not more than 8 lbs with the rest of tbe as on power. A 40 watt rig on a 15 story t-0wer block 
gear (but not including the car battery,if you're should cover a 15 mile radius if there are no blocking 
using one). The aerial is not only shorter but more bills. A 4 watt rig should go 5 miles from the same 
efficient and o! course more practical than the long height,but if you build a directional aerial \>itb 'gain' 
and tricky procedure for MW aerials. Also low power you can multiply that power many times. You don't 
FM transmitters ('rigs') can be tuned to slightly diff- really need a big expensive and hard to build transm-

e n e roo o a ower oc you need On a hill within ti 
·-· ~·~· ~ ~~, .... ~ •u~ .. ~·s keys nave outs, escape routes,CB's etc and have regular 'esca 

to be standard for all blocks.so once you have one fAj • • pe 
you can get onto most roofs easily. Try asking other - - 'R~o 
pirates, or possibly a friendly caretaker or fireman. r;lJ,, lii)~~ LJe.ER'TA~@ 
Or you can break the door.steal the mortice lock, II a• -1,o{.., 5· fr\ 
get keys made up for it,then replace it.such keys · > 
may not fit all roofs. >-. & r 

When on the roof BE CAREFUL (sudden gusts ~ ,,.. ~ 
of wind can blow you over at this height!} and ~;fa ' -•"' (i(9 

always wear soft shoes and keep quiet. Lots o f people 
have been busted simply because the tenants below 
heard them and called the police. Its useful to dress 
like a repair person, and claim if seen or challenged. 
to be a lift mechanic. The main problem with Tower 
Blocks is that, if raided, you can easily be trapped. 
(See How To Get Away With lt.) 

~IEDIU~I SIZED BUILDINGS 
lf you're a local station. or have a high power rig 

or an aerial with 'gain' (or if you're jun testing} you 
don't need t.o be on a Tower Block. Any building 
higher than most others will do. and you can increase 
your height. for instance by mounting your aerial on 
top of a hillh.weU secured scaffold pole (note: there 
must then be a wooden or plastic section between 



drills'. Best place for the aerial is a h igh.easily climb
able tree. If its ·not too obvious leave it up there and 
have a spare ready. An added problem with hills is 
that you normally have to lug at least one car battery 
about, which is terrible if you have to climb fences, 
ditches,etc at night (wear gloves and old clothes 
against acid spills),something like a pram or shopping 
trolley can. help. You can't leave the batteries on site 
as they need re-charging for your next broadcast .So 
mains electic is a big help if you can run a lead from 
somewhere. Outdoors all your gearmust be in water
proof cases, or covered with a tent or tarp. Tents are 
good if you can pretend to be camping. Take care 
also of yourself and your group (you need at least 
two people;preferably four. Hot drinks,food,waterp
roofs,short shifts for lookouts,etc are good idea~ . It 
gets boring aft.Er a few hours . CBs are excellent,but 
get ones with earphones if possible to avoid noise . 

SOD THE HOUS£,W0RK! 
t'M<10NNABE A RAOl0 PIRA.TE!! 

in these circumstances. If possible make a 'live' 
studio in a tent,caravan or truck and get everyone 
involved. Try to get mentioned in pre-festival pub
licity ,or do your own,so people will bring radios. 
This is pirate radio at its best. 

DEMOS. esoeciallv lone: ones. like blockades for ejl ... 
of Nuclear Stations or War bases, can be equally 
worthwhile.(See Sheffield Peace Radio) . In this 
context the pirate can be a perfect medium for 
discussion,information and warnings of police move
ment~, as well as for entertainment and music-

BARRICADED SQUATS OR SQUATTED VENUES 
are another obvious and much underused site for 
the guerrilla pirate, especially during big meetings 
or gigs,which you can broadcast live from the roof . 
This has been done successfully for instance in Amst
erdam and Berlin. 

such wars,broadcasting from freed zones or neighb
ouring countries. But you 're not likely to come 
across this in Britain. 

INTERNATIONAL WATERS is of course a favourite 

site, but out of the question for the small 'do it your
self' pirate. 

GOING MOBILE, from cars.vans or even bicycles is 
discussed with 'Guerilla Radio' later in this Section. 

How To Set Up Your Gear. (FM). 
BEFORE YOU GO (if on mains) . Check it works . Wear gloves when 

handling gear, and clean it regularily with cloth and 
Before setting out you had best brief everyone, alcohol. They dent usually bother with fingerprint 

especially newcomers, on what will or might happen. evidence,but they might start. The antenna must be 
Talk about getting caught, for instance have good cleaned regularity anyway for good transmissions. Set 
excuses made up for being at or near the site. If you up your antenna as high as possible, if possible on top 
are planning to give false names, for instance, you'll of ru1 extension pole or length of scaffold pipe. Often 
need an address where someone \vill confirm you there's a pole already, left by earlier pirates. Attach 
live, otherwise you might have troubles getting bail the antenna securely ,with bolts or strong gaffer tape, 
if you were arrested. In this case keep your fi.tst to a length of wood, then the bottom of the wood 

OCCUPIED FACTORIES or industrial areas during names the same,to avoid being caught out. (See to the metal pole,(if there) . The antenna must NOT 
strikes and disputes provide an excellent and often Legal Secti-0n). be touching or blocked by metal . The co-ax can be 
missed opportunity for the more political pi.rate Make out a standard 'check list' of all you need, soldered or bolted onto the antenna, or attached 
group, and can provide vital communication for and go through it before you set out. Its surprisingly with strong,rust free car battery clips. The clips are 
mobilising,publicising and gaining support. There easy to find yourself on top of a Tower Block, or recommended for fast dismantling and for testing 

~-Jl.t-years. . ette deck lead is at home five miles away. where. The C.9.-~x cable __ s_l)ould not be longer th.an.__ 
absolutely necessary ,you lose power \vi th every extra 

ave Geen many such opportunities m Britain over cttmbiug some tlee, only to discover that yocu cass- and developing antennas,rmnk clemly whlt:h goes 

If on a hill you can also use an ordinary house, 
flat,squat or deielict, and just set up your aerial as 
high as practicable on the roof ( eg.sliding it up,atop 
a sca!fold pole.through a skylight). Its better to get 
a place,by squatting or if you're rich. by renting, 
specially as a broadcast site, no one likes to live under 
constant threat of the police storming in. In practice 
you may have to use someone's house.then don't 
use it too often. If you must use your own place 
DONT leave dope, stolen goods, false !D's or other 
naughties lying about. It is possible to run your 
antenna cable from your house to the aerial on 
another roof,aud whip tbe cable off quick if they 
come, but this would only work once, and you 
lose output power with every extra foot oi co-ax 
cable going to your aerial. Mote of this in the ' How 
to get away with it' section. NEVER have your studio 
at the boadcast site. They'll confiscate the lot,under 
the new laws. 

OTHER POSSIBLE BROADCASTING SITES 

FESTIVALS, especially large free festivals are an 
e xcellent and common broadcast sit. A small 4w rig 
will do fine. Set up on high ground in a tent or 
vehicle. and invite the festival goers to protect you 
from possible police attack.much more unlikely 

SIT-INS and protest occupations (eg.Greenpeace} are 
another good possibility,which we don't think has 
been tried. Especially occupations of high towers, 
buildings or pylons for publicity. But in this situation 
capture is pretty certain, therefore a small disposable 
transmitter would be ideal. A good strategy is for 
everyone to deny using it,and to use any following 
trial for more publicity ,eg. on t.he lines that the 
army etc and police are already hogging most of the 
airwaves. 

'NO GO ARF;AS' are a step up from occupied 
factories. We know for instance that nationalist 
pirates broadcast from Free Derry and parn of West 
Belfast when they were ' no go areas' to the state. Of 
course there are now no true 'no go areas' in Britain, 
but there are plenty of inner city estates where the 
police rarely venture.especially in the evenings in 
the riot season,for fear of 'concrete rain' or worse 
from the roofa. A high block in such an area could 
be an excellent site, espcially if you can tip off the 
local youth t:> lend a hand. Whenever major rioting 
begins large areas are suddenly devoid of police,till 
they can group in numbers and re-take the area. 
This is another o pportunity for 'on the ball' local 
piiates . By monitoring police radio. runners, and 
phoned in reports such 'uprising radio' could be 
a brilliant aid to the fighters on the streets ( see 
Amsterdam in Int_ Section i though you would need 
good security, disposable r.ransmitter, quick getaway 
routes.disguised voices.etc. 

LIBERATED ZONES ! (Let us know if you find 
one!) Practically every guerilla or \"at. Liberation 
movement,be they right or left wing, has their own 
piiate radios,which are often a crucial influence in 

HERE IS A SAMPLE LIST OF THINGS YOU NEED 
Transmitter (TX) /TX mains lead,or 2 clip on battery 
leads(large & well insulated)/ TX lead to cassette deck 
if not attached/ cheap cassette deck plus mains lead 
or 2 clip ons and 6 volt bike battery / charged up car 
battery 12 volt.if not on mains I Antenna (aerial) 
check you have the butterfly bolts if collapsable) I 
the co-axial cable (with plug attached and clips or 
attached to aerial I fused plug board (if on mainsi/ 
program.rue tapes (rewound to starting position) I 
small FM radio receiver(s} to monitor broadcasts/ 
CB's for lookouts,fairly essential,(£10 licence fee 
optional) /plastic 'gaffer tape' /soldering iron and 
solder in case of broken leads /torch I warm clothes/ 
munchies I bus fare/. 

ON THE WAY 

Ideally you need four people, at least two. Carry 
the gear as inconspicuously as possible, in holdalls or 
plakky bags. The antenna is a problem. lf its a big 
long o ne make it collapsable,using butterfly nuts 
in assembly. Or try to keep it somewhere close to 
the site. On arrival at the site, especially if you've 
used it before, send an emptyhanded scout ahead, to 
be sure the police and DTI aren't waiting for you and 
all is clear_ Check also you're not followed. 

SETTING UP 

foot, and should be good quality and well insulated. 
Your lookouts should already be on station,with 
torches or CBs, one at the foot of the tower (prefer-
ably sitting in a car or flat) and one on the roo f. Keep 
low and quiet and wear soft shoes (In one court case 
Eric Gotts (head of the DTI squads) claimed he recog
nised an Our Radio member from the ground,18 
stories up,at night.The judge accepted his word.) 

\l\lhen the antenna is up securely, lead the co-ax: 
back and plug or screw in to the back of your trans
mitter. Now plug in the TX to the cassette deck (TX= 
trru1smitter) keeping the two as far as possible apart, 
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In the case of a tower block. You should have 
been there beforehand, and have eiU1er a key or a 
broken Joel<, to get straight onto the roof. Lock the 
door quietly behind you. If there's two doors onto 
the roof have access through both. Take your gear to 
U1e lift/ heating room and find a plug in wall socket 

:27. 



avoid interference. Keep the din lead well away from 
the power leads. Interference between leads can often 
cause loss of power and/or "Sprogs" (unwanted 
signals on the wrong frequency). You can go so far as 
to block lt!ads Crom each other wil.h l)ricks. 

Plug in the cassette deck and the TX to yotu plug 
board (or connect to batteries) and switch on. If you 
have that facility just switch on the ',exciter' stage of 
the TX first for testing, no need to alert Big Brother 
prematurely. Go to the other end of the roof with 
your radio receiver and tune in. Then adjust the mod· 
ulation on your TX, in relation to other channels, to 
get the best sound. If thats OK but there is unusual 
k nocking o r crackling sounds try moving the cassette 
deck further from tbe TX,or raise it above ground if 
p ossible. Try further separating or screening the 
power lines from the din lead. 

You may well find that you have sprogs (hannon
ics or spurious signals) all over the waveband.Check 
for this. If so check reception with your lookout 

100 yards away, normally such sprogs disappear by 
that distance and you're OK. But if your signal is 
still spread all over further away switch off and clear 
off. Your TX is fucked up and needs difficult repair 
or tuning you can't do on site. If you find you 're 
interfering with fire,ambulance or pigs, stop, before 
they come after you. Most pirates are very careful not 
to do this. 

When all checks out OK. insert your programme 
tape, switch off, and wait for the agreed time to begin. 
With practice you can easily set it ail up and test it 
in l 0 minutes, but its good to allow a half hour and 
to be methodical and cool. Never,for instance.switch 
on your TX without the antenna attached.you'll blow 
it. 'l'he amp stage of your TX should get quite hot 
when drawing power, if not its not working. With 
bigger transmitters you may need also a small electric 
fan to cool the heatsinks on the power transistors. 
Once yoll'te -on air its good to go and phone friends 
for reception reports further afield. 

BROADCASTING .... HOW TO GET AWAY WITH 1T 
KNOW YOUR ENEMY 

broadcasters can both get pissed off and become a 
power elite ('l'm not transmitting this crap!'). 

phone in a false name at a temporary address or 
>quaited flat (NO'I' your studio). Tape the calls 
and check you're not followed there . For letters 
use a box number (BM boxes are best) and assume 
a1J mail is read. or use a forwarding a ddress. When 
travelling to sites vary your means of transport. 

Don't of course broadcast your location, real 
names or addresses. Don't give your phone number 
either, certainly in Britain, the days of phone-ins 
and instant access to pirates are numbered (see 
Legal Section I. If you're really into phone-ins get a 

/~HE RAJD .. SAVING THE GEA~ ( :~, J) ) \ 
I ' 

( A). HlDING IT ON SITE . . , , / 
Some pirates have tried building the transmitter into . ~ 

"""'· """'''"· mof, ohi~oy "''''•'<. Yo"~ ~ 
conceal it under water tanks. central heating or lift ~~. 
machinery. Better still have it hidden in a legal or · 
squatted top floor flat (possibly 2nd to top would 
do) concealing your co-ax cable, either up the side of 

.. ~ 

~~ 
the building, by boring a hole in the roof, or by the tower block. You can delay them by swttehmg 
running it up ventilation or 'stink' pipes. Another off the power in the lift room, but if doing this be 
variation is to have your tape player in a flat, and a quite certain you're not trapping a.nyone,which is 
long concealed din lead to the TX on the rooi. The difficult. You can call the lifts immediately,and if 
possibilities are endless, and most have been tried. you get them first jam the doors open. You should 
On one occasion Our Radio tried the 'dummy trans· practice for quick dismantling and packing of the gear 
mit ter' trick,with its own dummy aerial , leading the in advance. Sometimes its easier to lea ve the antenna 
hounds to one end of the roof.while they left by and build a new one. 

On a tower block, in London, the DTI squads can another door. Inside the transmitter box was a A good simple 'Cat and Mouse' is to run down 
tell where you are, within 20 metres, less than 10 can of beer and a ' Booby Prize' note. In all these several fljghts of stairs with the gear, hide it in a good 
minutes after you switch on. So they can bust you cases you still need to at least remove your co-ax spot (the ideal is the flat of a 'neutral' friend) and 
any time. fJl the case of new pirates the procedure is cable before the baddies a:rrive, or of course it'll lead tum into 'normal' cit-izens. If you get stopped have a 
to monitor you for a while (in case you're just mess· straight to your TX. good excuse for being the.re. 
ing about) before busting you. It could easily be a . Cat and Mouse is a good system to start off with .. 
few months before your first attempted bust. If you 'llk B) LOOKOtlfS But remember they have done it 1000s of times 
play anything but straight music they will record and For large rich commercial pirates the game is to You ne~ tw~,preferably three.and. take it in bef~re. When they become determi~ed to bust you 
kee.P all your proi.rrammes for poss,1ble further use have plenty of transmitters lined up, and not to try tun:is, and 1f possible also monitor poh~e and DTI you ll need more and more determined people and 
agamst yo~ (though voice prmts aren t used m court). and save them if the police and DTI raid. They often radio channels. You can use torches or signals from ne~v broadcasting sites to stay ahead. After a certam 
In other cities-they are generaity-stower-te-get after use remote ' lilikS' and can oftA!l'rSWitch 011 and-off ground to rnof If on CBs turn them yecy low or ~e powt they'r!? sure to catch you, as they learn more 
ou. In smaller towns thev dont have permanent staff ····-- "--- -· _,,,_ ·'~·'· Oh, ..... "-"' h•u• •~ "~ headphones, and use codewords, they re very public. about you, your faces, your habits, your tricks, and 

. . . _ -·- o 0 
• Watch out tot cm or vans with wo many ae1i. 

so will have to ~ome spedall~, depend1?g o.n your bock and change tapes and no one need get cau~t m electrical gear in the passenger seat, hanging around 
usual broadcast time, so sw1tchmg your t.ime IS a big the act (but recently the DTI have cracked this by 
advantage. raiding the ' live studios' and nicking everyone and 

The detection squads are now directed by the everything). . 
Home Office through the Department of Trade and But for small community /political pirates with 
Ind ustry (DT I) and are officially responsible for only one or two transmitters its P..ssential to save the 
stamping out "radio interference" . They have recent· gear if at all possible. At the same time its now always 
ly been reorganised and upgraded with fancy new cheaper to lose all the gear than to get caug~t an~ 
equipment. Their HQ is at Waterloo House by Water- pay the fines. Nowadays even for the small puate it 
loo Bridge and they have several other fixed triang- may be more advisable to put energy into money 
ulation stations in London, for instant tracking. We raising and mass producing cheap transmitters than 
think their facilities are also connected to the GCHQ into trying to save the gear when they're hot on your 
bases.and MIS. They use also mobile detection vans trail (though you need to guard anyway agamst the 
and lots of unmarked cars and have a depot in East curious and rip-0ffs by other pirates). 
London for vehicles and gear. We dont know where 
they keep their extensive horde of stolen transmitters 
pr ior to disposal. They also have their own radio 
frequencies, they used to be (and still may be) using 
around 86mhz, just off the commercial FM 
waveband. 

The OT! squads are not supposed to arrest you, 
so they have t.o bring the local filth along on busts, 
which makes them a lot easier to spot and makes 
them less flexible.as they often have to wait till the 
cops have the time free. 

PRECAUTIONS 

trying not to look suspicious, police cars passing 
several times, etc.Keep an eye on nearby tower blocks 
or anywhere they may observe the roof with field 
glasses. A raid is usually obvious, two or three cars 
with uniformed police accompanying them (though 
piggies may be also in an unmarked car). They usually 
try and rush in a side or back entrance, so watch out .. 
its quite embarrassing to have all your friends nicked, 
and you still standing out front yawning! Usually 
they take the lift (sometimes using a 'firemans key' 
to bring it down rast) and often send a few young 
ones up the stairs. 

C) CAT . .\;'10 ~IOUSE 
This involves moving and hiding the gear. in flats. 

stair cupboards, lift shafts, hanging out windows, 
disguised as something else, etc., ete .... ~ormally 
they have no case if they can't find it, but under the 
new laws they might try to do you anyway if you're 
caught. If your lookout system works you have at 
least 2 minutes warning before they reach the top of 

want to get away with it its time for a complete 
change of tactics. 

D) DISAPPEARI NG 
When the DTI are rcnlly on your tail one thing 

you can do is take a weeks rest, then come back 
with a different name.style and timing. Of course 
this fucks up to"tally your efforts to make a name for 
yourselves and gain a regular audience, but at least 
you're still on air, with maybe a few months grace 
before they start after you again. Also change your 
frequency and voices on tape i! possible. 

E) SWITCHING 
ln theory this is a good system, but you need a 

big team, your own transport, and two or three 
transmitters (on the exact same wavelength). The 
idea is this, .. as the police and DTI close in on one 
location, the signal switches to a second site. Either 
you 're using links, or havecopies of the programme 
tapes. The team at the first site evades the police and 
sets ofi for a 3rd site and sets up. If th ey go for the 
2nd site you switch to t.he 3rd site and carry on.etc. 

; s 5 a a &28. 

Don't talk or boast unnecessarily about your sites 
or studio. Work on a ·need to know' basis from the 
start. One method is to keep programme makers 
seperate from your broadcasting team .. tapes can even 
be delivered to a 'dead letter drop' for instance. But 
if you can really trust each other its better if every· 
one takes a turn at broadcasting, otherwise the ----------:?9 __________ _ 



When combined with Cat and Mouse tactics this can 
make you di!Cicult to stop. The problems are, if 
you're using tower blocks your choices are limited .. 
If you set up say 5 mi.les away your reception area 
may be completely different, and you'll need plenty 
of dedicated people ready to wait night after night 
to play games with the potice .. And when they 
become determined they will still get you. We know 
of one South London pirate, who used switching 
with apparent success, then one night all 3 of their 
transmitters were seized within 15 minutes! 

Switching would work better when combined and 
varied with other methods of getting away with it. 
Particularily if you're doing a local station. where you 
don't need so much height. and have lots more choice 
of broadcasting sites. 

F) GUERILLA RADIO 
This is on& of the main ideas this book is trying 

to promote (See Chapter One). Guerrilla.or Hit and 
Run radio is the war of the flea. First of all you can 
reduce the risks of getting caught drastically by 
broadcasting not at fixed t imes or with a ti;'(ed name. 

I or by doing iU,nly_ for '11 hour periods Tue problem 
of course is that your audience is also random and 
~l'l'illa idea is to get together quite a -

few stations.broadcasting on the same frequency 
with cheap mass produced transmitters, thus forming 
one big loose station which listeners would have a 
good chance oi finding on air, while being very diff. 
icult for the DTI and police to stop . 
BREAK· INS 

Break-ins are a higher and riskier form of guerilla 
radio, as used in this country by Radio Arthur and 
Radio Wappin~. The idea is to grab your audience 
by broadc.a.stillg on top of a legal station. Tne 
sentences are much higher (see Legal Sect.ion l but 
there is little chance of getting caught if you keep 
your break-in$ short, say for five minutes, on top ot 
the news or advertising of a major station. You're 
taking advantage o f a quality of FM broadcasting 
th.at the stronser signal tends to 'win· . blotting out 
the weaker one completely. With a small transmitter 
you'll on ly 'win' for a short distance . but even a 
few hundred yards could cover a whole high density 
estate. For break- ihs strength of signal is the ma.m 
factor. a big powerful! transmitter (100 · 200 \Vattsl 
would be ideal. and your TX needs to be built: and 
tuned exactly to the required frequency so you can 
break in with your message on the most popular 
channel on pnme time. for break· !OS all precautions 
should be doubled. also be sure to clear right away 
from the area as soon as you've iimshed. and don 't 
use the same time or broadcast site again . It's as 
simple as that 

Break· ins are also easily possible on T\ .. but 
only over the sound. 

Break· ins are more common in countries where 
pirtu.cs have been repressed. e.g. in IV . Germany or 
the Eastern Block. and arc ideal for announcim: 
demonstrations etc .. 

There is atiother and better way of doini,: hreak-

ins on FM, which may have been used by Radio 
Arthur. This is to use the VVHF mic.rowave 
transmitter . beaming your signal at the microwave 
dish recieving the signals of a legal station from the11 
studio's. Their dish then picks up your signal, and 
providing you 're close enough to be stronger than 
tb.eir signal, you get re-broadcast by their main 
t ransmitter, thus givin.g your break ·in perfect coverage 
throughout their reception area. 

However, we don't have technical plans to build 
such tricky VVHF t ransmitters. and it would be 
quite expensive. Though th.is type of break-in is 
possible at present. (To stop you fast, they'd have 
to switch. off the entire station). They will probably 
make it more difficult by using access codes to 
receiver dishes, as is already done to avoid piracy of 
satellite dishes. (Note: Don't play around witb 
microwaves. they can be dangerous). See also Radio 
Arthur. Radio Wapping. 

GOI NG MOBILE 
In theory this is an ideal way of getting away 

wi.th it, but there are quite a few problems. lf you' 
re going in a vehicle you can use an ordinary car 
cassette player, but you are better off having a 
.::ropf.Uillit: J. t:. y Ul\t \,,Q.I. vatACI y '-'V .v 

_ _ g:~smitter. One problem is with the aerial. If you 
use a bigger, more efficient one it will be very 
obvious, one possibility is to b.ave it under a tarpaulin 
tarpaulin on a roof rack. A bigger problem is height, 
unless you can park or drive up and down on a high 
h ill. your coverage will be badly blocked. And then 
of course your reception area will vary radically 
if you're driving any distance. Not much use for 
gaining or developing an audience. The main 
advantage is that you will be much more d 
difficult to stop. 

Going mobile is more practical as a publicity 
stunt, or possibly for local broadcasts. To a small 
extent, h_aving a bigger TX will compensate for lack 
of height. Going mobile is good fo~ broadcasting at 
random just for the hell of it. 

Doing break- ins in this way would be great fun 
in the rush hour traffic . 
LINKS, TIMERS, SC/UARE WAVES. 

These aren't for the shoestring pirate, though you 
can build them cheap if you have the know-how . .-\s 
we said earlier links oft.en prevent you being busted 
personally. if you can afford to lose the gear. and 
allow you to do live progammes . .-\II it involves is 

1 INFRA RF.:D LINK FROM STUCIO 
2 MICROWAVE LINK 
:3 UHF LINK 
4 VHF BROADCAST S IGNAL 

.. ! __ 
:;i;:;>;:·Q ::;Q: :; 

·::~:: ;t;i:: :t:i::: 

-----------·30 ___________ _ 

adapted cordless telephone, or an FM exciter on a 
different frequency (or even over an ordinary phone 
line,tbough sound quality suffers) . You also have to 
make a small directional high gain antenna. if you're 
using a low power link and a narrow beam its nigh 
impossible for the DTI to trace you.and it was 
assumed it was safe to link from the studio. But 
recently studios using links have been raided,in a few 
cases, with every bit of equipment, furniture, record 
collections etc etc seized under tb.e 1984 laws ( eg. a 
raid on Radio Horizon's studios in late ll5 when over 
£20,000 worth o r gear was 'stolen' legally. This may 
not however mean that the DTI's new gear can detect 
links. Its just as easy to find your location by gossip, 
phone taps or just by following you. Links can make 
you personally safe, if they can trace one you could 

always use two, or three ... what they don't and can 't 
do is protect your transmitter, its main advantage is 
that it allows you to go live from the studio. To 
protect yowself you might as well use a timer,to 
switch the gear off and on remotely. Timers are 
pretty easy to build, and you can buy kits. but gcod 
ones arc hard to find 'off the shelf' as they can obv
iously be used to make bombs. A good one to buy 
is the plug in variety, used for fooling burglars "''hen 
you're on holidays. or by landlords t-0 deter squatters. 
For remote switching you can also make soun d 
activated switches, via a radio link, or 'square wave' 
switches, via a phone line (see diagram in Tech Sect) .. 
What none of these devices can do however is t0 

turn over a t.ape , so you still have to go to the site 
to do this, unless you want to broadcast for less than 
an hour. 
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CONFRONTATION 

A good trick if you can get away with it. The DTI 
md police (they normally only bring a few) are 
wide open to attack ( the mouse becomes the 
cat!) when coming to get you. The problem is that 
in future you'll have to change your station name, 
frequency, even your radio voice and they'll always 
be on your tratl. The good thing IS that it pirates 
stan attacking them they have to bring many more 
police with them. and can only do it when spare 
police are available. Also they are always looking 
over their shoulders , and have to be more careful 
with their surveillance work. 

One easy way to hit back. on tower blocks. 
is ·to trap them in the li(ts. The lookout signals up 
when they 're in and you throw the main power 
switches in the liCt room. (Careful you don't trap 
residents as well!. Then you take your gear down the 
the stairs. beat.mg up any of them you meet on the 

way, and make off. Their cars are also vulnerable, 
usually they 're parked unguarded around the comer. 
If you're going to attack the,..directly make sure 
you're well masked and tooled up and have enough 
skill and numbers to get past them. Go straight for 
the police officers and disable them before they 
can make their 'officer in distress' call (take. or 
smash thetr radios. or have someone jamming their 
frequencies). 

Other direc t ways of hitting back are. attacking 
the OT! at their bases, attacking their vehicles at 
their depot. obtaining home addresses/phone 
numbers of chief officers and harassing them. etc.etc .. 

Remember, they have the entire state apparatus 
backing them up, any form of direct attack should 
therefore be anonymous and never spoken of or 
boasted about later. or before hahahahahahahah: ------------31. ___________ _ 



When the lookout signals a raid or anything 
very suspicious (e.g. a cop car cr1ising too close 
too often) immediatelly switch off. dismantle the 

gear and move it (swttch off the TX first. then the 
tapedeck.DON'T rip out the aerial when the TX is 
still switched on!). 

Building Your Pirats~tain~!e~'2J}: theirfirstlanguage) 

together, you should think seriously about team
ing up with other groups who you broadly agree 
with (or dorit disagree). For example at the moment 
(late 1986) there are dozens of such groups who 
have failed to get Commumty Radio licences and 
are dying to get their stuff on air. though afraid to 
'go pirate' in the present hostile climate. 

We're not talking here about commercial 
pirates. where its ju.st a matter of having good 
financial backing,popular D.J.'s and hit records, 
plenty of adsjinglL>s and news replayed from legal 
stations. 

We 're talking about the 'do it yourself' 
community or polit ical pirate, starting from square 
one, and doing something worthwhile and oriiiflal. 
The truth is that most commercial pirates, in their 
effort to offend nobody and bwld towards a 
possible licence, practice heavy self censorship and 
are often as boring,banal,repetitive,capitalist.S4"xlSt 
elitist and even as anti-democratic as the legal ones. 
t)1ough there are a few exceptions .. Such pirates 
are obsessed with keeping their technology secret 
and attacking the 'competition at every opportun
ity. 

Smaller,non-commercial pirates arc Ul a dUier
ent situation.and can only survive and develop 
by co-operation.with the eventual aim of breahng 
the state and commercial monopoly of 'Htr ~laj

you'll waqt to advertise widely through ethnic 
organisations. If you're a ·revolutionary ' group 
planning to claim responsibility for armed actions The idea of 'Open Access' is to share a 
you wont want to advertise at all. Minority music frequency. studios and even transmitting gear 
stations are the most common. But we'd advise to" start with, with different groups. 'The advantages 
you to widen and deepen youz group, or join witlj are obvious .. more money coming in from more 
others, if you're· going to build and maintain the sources, -less equipment needed to begin with,a 
committment (and ca.~h I to keep a station going. pooling of technical abilities,. more political clout, 
Many mu.sic stations get backing from clubs. and more participation, bigger audiences etc. A good 
are the platform for the disgustingly egotistical and way to approach this idea is by havtng public meet-
inane DJ's who work m those clubs. Such $Olid ings, contact Free The Airwaves Campaign, etc. 
backing is a good idea however. If you're running The problems come with coordination, politi-
a station you 11 be hard pushed to fund raise as cal rivalry ,possible infiltration ancl the sharing oi 
well . If you see your station as part of a wider tasks. For an Open Access grouping you need 
movement ( eg. anti-war, womens, gay, anarchjst, regular democratic meetings of all involved ( at 
animal rights.etc) you should try to get regular least· monthly) and insist on full attendance. You 
backing from that mov11ment. Another good trick need a few good people who are into organising it 
is to siphon oft small amounts of cash regularily and making it work. Another problem is with 
from council, charity or student union funded bro_adcasting -You sho,uld aim for everyone having 
bodies whkh your members are involved in. What their own gear and broadcast team as soon as you 
you need is income, not a lot,even £20 a week can, so you will be more difficult to stop by the 
would do if regular. lf some of your members have police Hnd DTI. So you should irisist on every 

esty's ' airwaves. 
YOURSELF. 

good jobs they might be able to do it, otherwise group producing tapes providing at least two 
First thing you need is an interest . d you could be. tied in with a money making co-op trusted people regularily both to the broadcast 

and something worth saying or playing. G~t~:ld or small business. One example of this is the ~aro an~ to ~o_rk on th~ _technicai and backup 
of a mike and a cassette deck and play arourd "th squatters pirates in Amsterdam, who can get a side of it (building._ repainng, purchasing etc.). 
it. Record yourself record an d ;: small regular income from a fund raised by a _ Open A<..cess stations depend on cooperation. 
Listen and record 'off the ra~:" otfve-i: 10~( small tax on drink in squatted pubs and cafes. ~l you have that then all the other advantages come 

at? Or better. creating your pirate with? Or are 
you really working on your own career? Or crying 
to create 'community' in your own head?.. ....... 

Local pirate radio is a more clear idea. There 
are many advantages to broadcasting locally, eg. 
more broadcast sites, harder to get caught, room 
for more pirates on the broadcast band. cheaper 
ea.~ier to build transmitters , closer contact and parti· 
cipation of l.isteners.etc. In a big city its a g~'Od idea 
for your station to base yourselves in one area. 
whether you 're broadcasting locally or citywide.You 
need a local base, and local backing,financial if poss· 
ible. If your station is appealing to one small section 
of listeners it may not however make sense to do a 
local station, because the potential listeners are 
fewer a local station should aim at a fairly wide 
section of the population. An open access station 
would work well on a local basis.as coordination 
would be easier, and all kinds of interest and ntln
ority gl'oups could be persuaded to make 
programmes. On a local basis publlcity and suppon 
are much easier to get, as i.s the possibility of mobil· 
ising people to defend you when attacked .. eg. a 
popular station in the middle of a large housing 
estate. Local broadcasting in inner city areas can 
nevertheless involve hundreds of thousands of 
potential listeners. Most of the smaller existing 
pirates are, in effect, local stations, because of the 
limitations of height and the power of their trans
mitters, though very few allow any accesg or see 
themselves as a local voice and resource. 

people's stereos, in the street. Piay back '-s:ur OPEN ACCESS mto play_. bu~ yo~ are fighting all the titn~ _against 
. -sul·t&..-&ea.-whe~~iain Once your group 1~ going well, and you've ?ur, ~mg, .n th~. society, to be compet1t1ve and 

Note down your results and ideas and discu..,. tbem started to make tapcran~t the gl!ltf ftft~h ~divid~t- The_ 1de~ of Open Access .radio have ,__._, • en pioneered m this country by stations like 
with others. Read and find out everytllmg you can 
about sound and recording and think abo\lt why 
you want to be a radio pirate. Join the Free The 
Airwaves campaign and read their 'Radio Oirnes" 
bulletins 
THEOROUP 

You need to find more people with itrular 
ideas, and noqust 'hangers on'. You need to get to 
know each other weU,fmd out who you can trust. 
and ditcb those you can't! Members sho.lld be 
prepared to share in the tasks, risks and finances 
equally ,according to their abilities (in practice this 
rarely happens). Hold regular meeting~. just 
keeping in touch can be a problem m big ci t ies. Go 
for the maximum openness.so everyone knows 
whnts going on. Beware of lhe power rrca~s. ego 
trippers, party builders etc .. who are sure io ;urn 
up sooner or later. 

A good point to start is with fund rwing, 
organising gigs. jumble sales, meetini:s, spc:.nsored 
events or whatever, which can cement your group. 
attract more people, and advertise your st.a11on. 
How you do it depends a lot on the type of >:>r<JJect 
you're doing. If for example you 're plamug a 
minority laniiuage station tand there 's millo11s in 
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Community Radio and its worth studying their 
experience quite closely, as well as the example 
of such statfons and Federations of pirates in other 
countries. (See el<ewhere in this book). ltS often 
fatal to allow· one person ,however benevolent they 
may seem, to become a leader ·or spokesperson 
Cor an Open Access im>uping. The straight media 
also love this t-0 happen. 

LOCAL / "CO~'IMUNITY" PIRATE RADIO 

The word 'community' has lost any real mean
lng, through misuse and over-use (eg 'Community 
Policing'). The old styfo communities are a thing of 
the past (if they ever really existed) except on the 
Soap Operas, as the system breaks us all down into 
individual consumers. So if you're talking about 
"Community Radio" you should be quite clear 
what you mean by it, and what the State means 
by proposing (and then cancelling) such an idea. 
What class. ethnic, interest. political or gender 
sections of the people are you ruming your pirate 

HOW TO MAKE A STUDIO 

Back to square one, you 've fooled around with 
tapes and microphones, but soon you're going to 
want your own studio. If you have no cash don 't 
let that stop you! Most of the gear can be borrowed 
to start off with. For beginners purposes a studio 
is a small room, a couple of turntables and cassette 
decks. a microphone ,headphones, a small disco 
mixer, a plug board, leads, some records and a 
table to put it all on. You 'll also need some blank 
cassette tapes. and sound effects records if you can. 
(borrow from a record library)-
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and on the final tape recorder, allow the needle to out) and if doing long pieces you need to 'flash back' is the most powerful publicity and you should 
i:o jus\ into the red for music recording, but only the story so far. You need variety and interaction, certainly court the bastards rwming the local 
half way up for speech recording. For group without sticking in jingles every 30 seconds. Try 'fV news, this kind of appearance really does stick 
interviews an omni-directional mike can be handy, and make it interesting/enjoyable/entertaining both ' in peoples minds and start them talking .. Strangely 
and pay special attention to sound recording levels for you and the audience, otherwise why bother? enough the media are not overly hostile to pirates, 
and background noise. Don't use a telephone in the Style and themes are your department. Its easy providing you 're just an oddity, not a direct threat. 
>tudio. Though the phone is the lifeline of democr- on radio to get arrogantly carried away with an idea ' · Many media workers hate the shit they're forced to 
atic radio, in the present climate it means you'll of your own ego, or with 'in' jokes or political hobby ' produce and admire the 'romantic' pirates. You 
be busted and/or have everything in the room horse, watch out for this. Practice with using the ""'. should play on this for all its worth, and always try 
recorded by the police .. You really do need two gear, good preparation and research make everything and get your frequency and broadcast times across. 
turntables, and at least two cassette decks .. All go much more smoothly. Background music and They will sometimes put you on, as an interesting 
these tips, and more you'll pick up as you go along, fading music in and out can be very effective if done item. Remember that pirate radio is a 'victimless' 
but its good to work out a standard 'how to use well. A large studio. tea breaks etc., help a lot. The crime! 
the studio' lesson for newcomers. Pay attention to more time you put in the better the result (usually), If you're a mainly music station you should 
safety, eg have the plugboard (fused) well out of you can spend a whole night making a good one ho publicise where people listen to that type of music , 
the way, and don 't allow coffee or beer near the current affairs programme. for instance. if you have your own club,of coune, you're laughing. 
gear. Read a book on basic sound studios. More than that its hard to say, so much depen Join Free The Airwaves and get publicity in their 

After that its just practice and patience, , . . . . . on the people , the subject, the projected audience, paper. Write articles for radio papers, and do benefit 
knowing and collecting your material, and getting One last tip, lock it up well, . especially tf its not u:. the time of broadcast etc,. You should actively go out gigs, public meetings, media stunts, whatever you can 
more or better sound gear as you go along. y~ur own ho~e. and ban:icade and cover any and seek feedback and opinions Crom people you manage. Choose a catchy, hard hitting name for your 

Having said that there's plenty of tips we can wmdows. There 5 one sure thmg about. ac~umulatin1: know have listened. Probably you wont be able to do station. lf you 're doi.J;lg political stuff they're going to 
give you. A permanent room is handy. Sound proof sound gear . .sooner or later someone11 ruck it! phone ins and mail is slow and erratic (dont worry if go for you anyway, so you might as well get value 
it if you can, cardboard, layers of carpet,egg boxes you dont get a big postbag.few stations or progra- for effort! 
ontyrofoam are all good. Try to plan it out before THE PROGRAMME........ mmes really do). Its easy to become cut off and feel Remember, if you want to be a participato 

~to-Aav-~~hing-~g-reaeh--of like you're taiktng Into a vacuum, or get a completely station, you'll have to go out and seek feedback. Get 
the operator(s), whil: _ ~aving cnou~~.room for the This en tirely up 10 )(Ourself No need to follO.\v. wrong idea o~d_Qf_penple_ru:ejis.tening out on the.street-an~l'Views-wh&evet'-)'eu-ean-. - --
tntemews and group wor.K (See Diagram example). any conventions. Some people say you have to Making programmes is really not that hard, howe- Take along your cassette recorder to every type of 
If you build your own control desk you can drill 'master' conventional programming before you can ver bad and inexperienced you are, you can quite event, the more different voices and views the better. 
holes and arrange for all t.be leads to disappear do something different. Other say if you do that easily improve on some of the 'aural shit' being 
and join up underneath, much less hassle. lf you're you'll never do anything different. pumped out by legal stations over the airwaves, 24 BUILDING UP YOUR PlRA TE ST A TI ON 
buying cassette decks try to . get something ~o Again there are some hard learned tips for pirates. hours pe.r day! 
su1tabl~ for outdoor ':"ork. Try it out bef~re buying, Its good to talk with all concerned before starting, 
eg don t get one which leaves a loud chck on the make a list of all the possible material gathered (mus-
recording when.ever you lift t~e 'pause' button. ic, interviews, sound effects. news items, jokes, or 
Quality and editing are better if you record your whatever) and try to put it into some kind of order. 
final product from the mixer onto a reel to r~el A signature tune or jingle isn't such a bad idea, as 
tape recorder, though that means re-recording people recognise the programme by it often after 
onto casset~ for broadcasting, and a good cassette they've forgotten the name. Repeat the n~e of your 
deck ~ l!>Ve near as good results and .is cheaper. programme often, but not too often, along with your 
If buymg a microphone its worth. getting a good frequency and broadcast time. Put your important 
~irec~onal one suitable for stu?io and o~tdo.or items first (eg a demo next day ,your appeal,etc) as 
mtemews, and make sure the 1mpedence swts its always possible you may be busted before the 
your. mixer. A 'cheap' £~0 disco mixer will do programme ends. If you 're expecting a bust put all 
th~ 1ob (you can even mtx through some stereo your best material first and keep the programme 
units). Lt you have the ~ash. llO for. the fl~hy short. Use first na.-n.es ( false ones) and try to have a 
n~w .£15.0 range wtth built · ln graphic equah~er friendly, relaxed atmosphere and give everyone 
wtth which you can do wonders. Another lip, present a go on the microphone and control desk. 
keep mike leads, din leads and power leads well ~{I/~-~· '\'L 
seperate from each other and make sure everything : . • • 
is well eartht>d \ from the chassis ii necessary) . If I . . < 
you also ha-e 'hum' problems with cassette dec ks · ' · .. ~~\' 
try pluggmic m the power lead the other way 
round! (ie where it i>oes into the deck). lJse cheap 
tumt.ables. not automatics. and huy ones which 
use cheap cartridges, as you'll have to replace them 
oft.en anyway. Use good 4ual ity cassette tapes how
ever 1TDK's are just about okay ). Cl 20s are best 
for length o f prognmme. but i:et the best or they'll 
1ear or Jam. On the tumtabl~s put m your own 
on-off 'cue' switches, for case o f operation. When 
/ OU 've ·cued' a record to where you want lo start. 
:.um it a full turn back, by hand. to avoid 'slow start 
up noise . Try and have an LED meter on the mixer -------------3.i. 

While thro,Vlng out conventions don't forget that 
we're all conditioned to quick variety and short att· 
ention spans. Long single person interviews are not 
on. no matwr how interesting, but need breaking up. 
also rememher people are continually tunin11 in 1 and 

PUBLICITY 

Its hard to give advice about longer term develop 
ment, but there's a few things worth saying. First 
of all its important to pace yoimelves. Its easy to 
start off with a lot of enthusiasm, then get busted off 

Publicity is very important, especially when you're the air, or just burnt out with too much work or too 
starting of! your new station. Of course your main few people. However good or different you are you 
publicity is to keep coming back on air, no matter will be very lucky to build up a regular audience or 
what. 13ut if you're hoping for a minority audience mass support overnight. Though your potential no. 
to tune in specially you need to advertise a lot where~ of listeners may be huge you can expect response to 
those people are likely to see or read it. Be warned, ' be slow. Brea.king down passive consumption of the 
there's no real tradition in this country for large scale / media is not easy. Having your own clubs, events, 
support for pirates, and people often tend to regular demos etc helps, as do dramatic publicity 
consume the media ie forget instantly they switch stunts. You need to work out what you're aiming at. 
off. It could take you a long time to build up the ~ We say support, participation and a large number 
regular, participating audience, and the solid support of listeners is a good aim. But you may just be 
you need to attract new blood, break even financially broadcasting as a way of pressuring for a licence 
etc. (which is a bit of a sellout and a pipedream). Ideally 

If you're a local station your publicity is obvious- you should plan ahead and gradually increase your 
ly a lot easier, and you can poster. graffiti or even broadcasting times. while developing all aspects of 
leafleL your entire reception area. If yo u're a \vider · :;our station. rather than going all out and then 
station make sure you're always mentioned in the collapsing at the first 'hust'. The best advice then 
'whats on' papers and get articles or interviews into is to operate well withm your capabilities, and to 
any paper likely to support you. Send out regular join up with any other pirates who are not commerc-
prcss releases to the local and national press. and try ial and not racist. sexist or fascist. Your longer term 
to cultivate contacts among the slimy reptiles aim. as a pirate . should be to reach a situation where 
(journalists I . .-\!most any publicity is good. as those you have so much support t money, volunteers. tran-
peop!e likely to liswn in to you wiU also likely read smitters. listener support etc., I thn the state just 
behind the bias of the Tory press. Oddly , one place cannot wipe yo u out at will. The hest hope for 
you should certainly seek publicity is on radio. try pirates is to swamp the forces of repression by sheer 
for instance getting onto phone ins .. On radio you numbers, as happened, at different t imes. in Belgium, 
arc already talking to people who listen to it! TV. the Netherlands. France. Italy, and now, it seems. in 
if you can find any way or stunt to i:et onto it . Spain. This docs not imply chaos. hut cooperation. 
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federations and sharing of the available ainvaves and 
times. This swampmg the airwaves is NOT going to be 
caused by the commercial pirates, hogging, hiding · 
and mystifying the technology and even sabotaging 
each other. However if we do manage to start a 
non-commercial movement of pirates capable of 
d oi.ng t his then commercial pirates wiU jump onto the 
airwaves, with more power, and try to force us off. 
This would be a major problem .(See International 

Medium Wave 
Advantages and Problems. 

At the moment FM bradcasting,with aU its advan
tages, is the favourite for pirates. Bllt its well worth 
pointing out that at least 253 of rad io receivers in 
Britain can't even receive FM, so you can't pick up 
most pirates on older radios. Another thing, in some 
hilly areas FM broadcasts have a very bad coverage 
area. ..\nd a third advantage, you can cover a very 
much bigger area on MW, at least potentially. MW 
can be the best choice for you, especially if you're 
in a country area, or in hills or mountains, or only 
want to broadcast by day and aren't too worried 
about sound quality. MW transmitters are also fairly 
cheap and easy to build, and because you use a 
crystal there's no problem with tuning or with 
'sprogs' (harmonics). Though the antenna is a huge 
length its just a roU of wire, and doesn't necessarily 
have to be up high,which gives you a quite different, 
if still limited, range of possible broadcasting sites. 
MW works by bouncing radio waves back off the 
stratosphere, not by line of sight like FM. 

Of course there's lots of other disadvantages, 
one is sound quality, and stereo is out of the 
question, and there's not much free space on the 

Section,especially Italy.) 
It is a mistake and an excuse to blame the Tories 

and the new draconian laws for the lack or alternative 
pirates in Britain. The main thing stopping us is the 
lack of any strong combatative movement ( whether 
it be workers, womens, anarchist, or whatever) in 
which to build a big wave of new pirates, though 
there are literally millions of sympathetic people 
about. 

keeps you on frequency without the problems of FM. 
So you have to decide from the start which frequency 
you're going for and stick to it, or buy a new crystal. 
When choosing your frequency remember that it 
must be divisible by 9 .. MW frequencies are seperated 
l)y 9 Khz by international treaty. l! your signal 
doesn't conform you'll probably have your signal 
ruined by a horrible whistle, and certainly have the 
DTI and police down on you faster. If you have 
problems getting a J\llW transmitter you may be able 
to buy a kit (See Contacts) or adapt an amateur 
radio transmitter. 

--· _,--: 
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wave band,-chieOy because of a host of Eui:opean ADAPTING .\ MW TR.riNSM. 
stations, which become stronger at night, blotting I'm not exactly an expert on this and the 
out your relahvety weak signal (tti1s is due to atmos- !oUowmg mto comes from the OS. Apparently you 
pheric changes we are told). The TX is also bigger can easily buy second hand radio ham transmitters 
and heavier (about 12"X8"X6") and you'll probably and adapt them. The best to go for is the Viking 
need to use car batteries. Valiant {200watt) or the Viking Ranger (75watt), 

One thmg I forgot, if you want to reach any of both made by Johnson & Co. These ham radios are 
the 50,000 prisoners in Brit jails.you mus~ use MW, well built, have excellent audio, and moreover nave 
FM is still banned in prison, for some typically petty built in VFO's ( variable lrcquency oscillators) which 
reason. make them simple to modify to work on the top end 

It is also agreed that you're generally less likely of the AM band. All you need to do to the R1'' (radio 
to get busted. ln the present repressive climate thats !requency ) circuits is to add capacitance to the 160 
weU worth considering. meter tuned circuits. And aU you must do to the 

HOW TO DROADCAST ON MW (540 • 1600 KJ1z). 

YOUR T R.ANSMJTIER. 
Enough general talk. So you want to broadcast on 

MW. So here's how to do it. First, your transmitter. 
Medium Wave transmitters aren't so hard to build, 
any good amateur radio buff could do 1t, and there's 
people around who will build them (reckon to spend 
.£100 to .£150). The technology is tried and tested 
imd our design (see Tech Section) is as good as any. 
The TX is valve operated and you use a ceystal (which 
you have to order on the chosen wave length) which 

audio circuits is to bypass the first pre·amp (assuming 
you 're using a line level instead of a mike level. 
One other thing, you must bypass the speech frequen· 
cy filter, which is located between the 2nd pre-amp 
and the driver. 

When buying such a 2nd hand ham transmitter 
a) get one with 160 meter capability. b) Don't pay 
more than £100 for one. c) make sure it has plate 
modulation (look inside and check there are two 
transformers well seperated from each other). and 
e) don't get a 'kit built' one with dodgy wuing and 
if possible check the valves before buying, they're 
costly . 
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SITrlNG UP YOUR AERIAL !Medium Wave). 
Security precautions and preparation are the 

same as for FM. But there the similarity ends. For a 
start your total aerial lengm is 'A your wavelength, 
so it your wavelength was 200 meters, for instance, 
your aerial would be 50 meters long! You use ord in
ary thin single strand wire . Buy a roll, keep it on t.he 
roll and measure it out, metre by metre. Ideally the 
aerial would poin t straight up, but thats just not 
fe.asihle, unless you hang it out from the side of a 
tower block or a steeple, or suspend 1t Crom a ballooo 
(only the balloon blows away). The mormal method 
is the 'dogleg' which works just iine (See Diagram). 
The ideal site is a field, or deserted common land, 
far away from houses, with two tall trees (only 2 
if possible ,poplars are best) about 30 to 40 metres 
apart. Now soring the 'dogleg' between the trees 
and down to your TX without touching branches or 
leaves. Sounds impossible? If you ha\•e a trained 
monkey thats ju.st fine. Otherw1Se try our method. 
Practice and patience is necessary. 

Bring along with you a catapult, a long reel of 
70 lb strength fishing line, and plenty of lead fishing 
weights (not too heavy for the catapult). Also some 
small plastic rings (cut ou t lids of plastic containers 
work fine). 

SAMPLE CHECKLIST. Things to ilring along when 
broadct~ring on Medium Wave ouidoors. 

Transrmt.t.er. TX battery leads. Cassette Deck. and 
battery toads. Din lead from Cassette to TX. 12 
volt and f\ volt batteries (charged). Earth leads 
and stakes. Aerial wire. 70lb fishing line and weig}lts. 
Catapult. Plastic rings. Disguise gear ( eg kite.fishing 
rods). Screwdriver & pliers. Soldering iron & solder 
with 12v t.rausformer (if possible}. Programme cass-
4fte• CB's o• torches or wh1stles.-PlliSbc sheet or 

and drink. Radio receivers. Waterproofs (warm). 
Possibly a tent. 

Tie one end ·.>.f the fishing line to a lead weight, 
leaving the line coiled neatly and loosely on a piece 
of bare ground. Then fire the lead weigtit from the 
catapult right over the centre of a tree! Go and search 
for it (don't tzy this at night). Tie on your plastic 
ring in place o! the weight and pass about 30 metre 
of your ae.naJ wire through the ring. Now get your 
mate to pull in the other end or the fishing line, if 
it doesn't get tangled pull it till the ring is about 5 
metres from the tree top. Tie the fishing line secure
ly (to the troo), cut it, and head for the second tree. 
Repeat the performance, firing right over the tree 
from the far side. Pull the aerial end throu,gh, and this 
time tie it to the ring. Pull up as before to about 5m 
from the top and tie the line. Now back to the roll 
of aerial wi.re (extended with fishing line as necc.) 
and start pulling it in till it.s suspended without 
touching the trees! Its hard to get it just right so the 
aerial reaches your X and is tight, adjust fishing line 
lengtbs and/or position of TX. Better choose two 

trees too far apart than too close. When you fmally 
get it all set its h!ll"dly worth taking it down again 
after the broadcast, though you should loosen it off 
or it'll snap in the wind.Disguise it if possible. A fur· 
ther problem can be with kids and passers by, 
disguise your act ions, bringing along fishing rods or 
a kite is a good ploy. One ot the best broadcast sites 
is a clearing in a large wood. On Medium Wave 
remembe.r, you can go right outside the city and still 
cover it and lots more besides. 

M .W. AE~IA.L 
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SETIING UP THE GEAR ( Medium Wave). 
See the Diagram. The transmitter should be on 

wet ground. If its dry, wet it. Mud is go od stuff. The 
aerial wire should be taut all the way. Bushes are an 
advantage, for concealment, but don't let any touch 
t.he aerial. You power supply is a 12 volt car battery. 
Bring two, well charged up, if you're broadcasting for 
more than a few hours, Medium wave uses Jots of 
power. If your TX is on mains (240vAC) you'U have 
to get it adapted using a 'rotary inverter', its not 
difficult. A lony battery is the real thing, but what a 
drag to carry!lf there's a chance to go on mains, by 
running a line from somewhere, you should go for it. 
Otherwise wear old clothes and gloves against acid 

-Spills-When choosing )'Our site balance the need fox 

: lle;u"'-
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remoteness with the problems of moving the gear. 
The Transmitter must be very weU earthed, the 

earth is an essential part of the aerial system. Use a 
ring of meta.I stakes (eg tent stakes) and file off any 
ru.st or dirt for good connections. Attach the stakes 
securely to the chassis of your TX, with thick metal 
straps or wires held by butterfly nuts or strong clean 
battery clips. 

So far so good. The cassette player. on the cont
rary, should be off the ground, on a box. or whatever. 
Ar. usual keep the din lead, battery leads, and aerial 
wire as far apart from each other as possible. The 
cassette player is normally powered by a 6 volt motor 
bike battery, with suitable leads. Torch batteries are 
dear and have a pathetic lifespan. 
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SWITCHING ON 
Connect up your batteries, load up your casseLte 

player with a 'I.rial tape' and you're ready to go. (See 
Diagram B ): 
1) Turn tuning adjuster to the right till the meter 
gives the lowest reacting. 
2) Tum 'load' adjuster till meter rises about 50 milli· 
amps. 
3) Tune again till it drops about 25 Ma. 
4) Load up again as above. 
5) Carry on procedure till you get a load of about 
150Ma on a 20 watt transmitter, or IOOMa on a 10 
watt rig. Your last tuning adjustment sbonld produce 
vil"tually no dip on the meter needle. 
6) Adjust mocluJation in relation to other charu1els 
to get your best sound . Use a radio receiver held at 
least 50 yards away for testing. 
7) If Lhere is ccac!iling, knocking or bad sound, repeat 
from the beginning. Check that your stakes are in 
well to damp ground, that all lines are well separated, 
that aerial isn't touching trees, hold receiver further 
away, etc. 

PACKING UP 
When you're finished switch off immediately . 

Then disconnect everything and pack into holdalls 
or large plastic bag. Be especially careful carrying 
the TX wilh its delicate valves. You should have 
several sites , and switch as often as you caA. Don't 
re-use a site after an attempted bust. If you have a 
good dry safe stash and are coming back best leave 
your transmitter,cassette deck and leads there, and 
just take the batteries back for recharging. Such a 
stash should be in cover, be quite sure a hidden 
watcher or bod with binoculars couldn't spot you 
stashing the gear. Its likely that the DTl will send in 
men to sneak up and watch you, prior to planning 
a bust. so be careful, even when not on air, don't 
relax till safely home. 

and fingerprint you. You can't refuse under the 
new Police Bill . 
When nicked your best bet is to remain calm. 
Demand to ring your solicitor. Don't panic, it's 
not the end or the world. Smile at the bastards. 
Have a good kip in the cell · you've done your best. 

FIGHTING YOUR CASE. (See Legal Section). 

It's usually months before your summons arrives, 
if they decide they have a case. Get legal aid if at all 
possible, and a good solicitor who knows the,by now, 
pretty complex legal situation. Plead NOT GUILTY, 
but beware if you have money, they may award costs 

story for your solicitor to tell, its always good to say 
you're just getting married/st=ting a new job,etc 
but don't say you have money or the fines will be 
bumped up higher. If you're going to 'bend the truth' 
a little don't tell your solicitor you're doing it, and 
be sure friends watching in court don'~start laughing! 
The DTI and police will lie anyway ,more likely than 
not, get your witnesses to focus on these lies and 
your solicitor to cr:oss question them closely, 
especially any police witnesses.who are more stupid 
and inexperienced in this kind of case. Demonstrat
ions outside the court are good for publicity and can 
intimidate the magistrate if big enough, but don't 
always help your case (eg. if you're pleading 'dumb 

against you if you lose.Get your Bust Fund together, bystander' how come all these people are so 
with gigsjumble,radio appeals,donations all round etc. concerned about you?) If you want press, send out 
It's good to campaign about your bust on the air if ·Press Releases at least a w~ek in advance, so the hacks 
your station is still going. Most commercial (read can put it in their diaries, and phone r.ound with 

WHEN ON AIR. PRECAUTIONS. (Medium Wave). 'conservative' ) pirates don't do this,carrying their reminders the day before. 
Read the FM chapter 'How To Get Away With bid for respectability so far as to ignore their own Your fine should be paid by the Bust Fund if at 

It '. A Jot of those precautions also apply. best weapon. Make sure the address you gave when all possible. If not extra costs should be divided up 
At a MW site your chances should be much better, arrested is 'clean' they could possibly raid you to among everyone in the station (always plead 

you need one person just to stay near the TX, in case look for further evidence. If you're a political station poverty and ask for tune to pay). 
of kids, passers -by etc., and to grab or hide i t fast watch m 1t For •11s.pido11s..l:w.l~g is When yoU ve been busted once you sfioiildn't, 
when they get the druiger signal. On many sites you stolen.the Branch often do this. y, work 011-!Jie__broaclcasting-.end-again,---

I can-work eut ·loele<tttt-points-to-give--pienty-u e your s ory strrug , ge any witnesses to wntc though you could still do lookout,backup, 
warning. However you might as well abandon the out theiJ: statements together,make copies and give monitoring etc., as second offenders normally get 

o..e.r:al 
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I! you've done all the above you should be broad· 
casting loud and clear. II yow- signal is still wretched, 
chances are your crystal is burnt out, or something is 
blown. Then go home. 

l! all is well, switch off and await the time your 
programme is clue to start. Don 't detach a~rial wire 
with the TX still turned on. 

BUSTS ... IF ALL GOES WRONG 

You 're nicked. (See Legal Section).What you say 
to them depends on the circumstances. If they 
haven't got you, deny it point blank, give them 
your cover story "and a verifiable address. and stick 
to your story no matter what. The problem with this 
is ii they have nicked others and they give different 
stories, a different name for you etc. Best discuss 
all this beforehand. If caught on the hop, best say 
you don't know any of the others. You're 
cau~ht in the act or with the gear. Give them 
a verifiable name and address and refuse to discuss 
the matter further. No matter what. People have 
managed to get off in the past, even with the gear 
in their hands, b ut under the new laws this is 
unlikely. 

Although they can arrest and charge you, illegal 
broadcasting is still normally treated as a •·summons 
offence". Which means they question you, let you go 
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batteries, and certainly the aerial, if you have to run them to your solicitor. Don't trust your solicitor the maximum fine. 
far. If you have transport or good escape routes you too far, they sometimes say 'plead guilty' just to save If you win the case, as quite often happens, 
can try a clean get.away, but a safer method is to hide thumselves trouble, if he/she starts getting cold feet have a good party! 
the gear well ( not too close to the aerial if its left up) get yourself a new one (they don 't like this at all 1f you win there is also some possibliity, in 
and beat it. We favour bunkers, holes pre-dug and but it can be done) . Get your solicit.or to ask for theory of claiming the gear back, though this is 
lined with waterproofs. under rocks, with heavy lids copies of the prosecutions witness statements in much less likely under the new laws. Ask your 
covered with earth and bushes. Jn theory Lhey could advance of the case and make sure you see thern. solicitor about it, and if there's a chance get some· 
find these with dogs or metal detectors, but we've In court dress neatly and be polite to the bastard one else, with some kind of receipt, to apply for 
never heard of them succeeding or even trying. (You (magistrate) and the filth. Have a good 'hard luck' it.saying they 'd bought it before the bust. 
could always bury bits of metal all ove.r the place). 
The possibilities are unlimited, if you're on the ball 
there's no reason th"Y should get the gear .. . and with· 
out that they have u lousy case against you. 

(eventually), then summons you by letter to appear 
in court. This opens possibilities of getting away 
with it - you may be able to bullshit them with a 
false name etc. (though they can now hold you on 
suspicion of doing this for three days). They will 
normally 'ask to accompany you to the station', 
or if they've raided your flat may interrogate you 
there and then. If you refuse to go to the station 
they will arresi you (for obsLruction, insulting words, 
suspicion of stealing electric etc. etc. ) and take you 
there. where you can be interviewed by police and 
DTI. The 'pretext charge' is often dropped later. 
When interviewed in the station it's better really to 
refuse to say anything, especially if there arc several 
of you, coverstories ususUy fall apart under long 
and detailed questioning. However silence usually 
means they will hold you longer. lf they get you to 
the station they are pretty certatn to photograph 
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Radio Support 
Group 

To join Radio Support Group and get updates and 
development aid write to: 

Radio Support Group, c/o Drowned Rat 
Communications, 

Box 010, 27 Stokes Croft, 
Bristol, Avon BSl 3PY 

Free The Airwaves 
BCM Box 1502 , Lon don WC1N 3XX 

Radio Crimes is the name of the FTA bullelin, 
and will carry full technical updates on these 
designs, and much more. To join FTA :ind rec
eive the bulletin send .£2 ( for organisations .£! 0) 
l'o the address above. 

JOIN NOW 
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Legal Briefin (condensed and added to from: 

FREE THE AIRWA YES. June 1984 

The following is a summary of the legal aspects of unlice
nsed broadcasting on land in the UK. The Acts of Parliament 
are: 

Wireless Telegraphy Act 1949 
Wireless Telegraphy Act 1967 
Telecommunication.> Act 1984 
which we'll refer to as 'the 49 Act', 'the ?7 Act' and '~he. 84 
Act'. We also include info about your rights under cnm1~al 
law generally, but NOT details of changes under the Pohce 
and Criminal Evidence Bill. (Not then enacted. Ed). 

THE OFFENCES 

The main offence is under section 1.1 of the 49 Act as follows 
" No person shall establish or use any station for wireless 

telegraphy or install or use any apparatus for wireless telegr
aphy except under the authority granted by the Secretary of 
State, and any person who establishes or uses any station for 
wireless telegraphy or installs or uses any apparatus for wirel
ess telegraphy except under and in accordance with such a 
licence shall be guilty of an offence under this Act". 

The terms 'station for wireless telegraphy' and 'apparatus for 
wireless telegraphy' are interpreted (s19.1) as referring to stat
ions and apparatus for emmitting or receiving over 
paths which are not provided by any material substance con
structed or arranged for that purpose, of electromagnetic ene
rgy of a frequency not exceeding 3 million mHz, for purposes 
of conveying messages, sound or visual images, or for the actu
ation or control of machinery or apparatus, or for purposes of 
radar. 

So 'apparatus for wireless telegraphy' includes relay transmitt· 
ers (links) and remote control devices as.well as broadcast tran· 
smitters. (And also TV transmitters but possibly not infra red 
'links' Ed.) The term 'station' is ambiguous and isn't interpi:et · 
ed more under the 49 Act. Strictly speaking a station refers to 
a 'place set apart and equipped for some particular pm.pose' 
and in this case should only refer to the transmitting site, and 
only include the studio if progs. are live, or possibly if broad
casting takes place from the same premises as the studio. 

For an offence to be made out under this section it has to be 
shown that you have been involved in setting up or using a 
transmitt'.ng site, or installing or operating transmitting gear. 
Any of the site crew could be charged on the angle of being 
'involved in establishing or using a transmitting site'. But unl· 
ess programmes are live it shouldn't include people who make 
programmes, supply tapes or interviews, advertise or provide a 
mailing address. The DTI did once threaten to do advertisers 
for aiding and abetting but this hasn't happened. (also not till 
1986. Ed) 
Under the 49 Act its unlikely that you'd be prosecuted unless 
the transmitting gear has been tracked down or traced ............ . 
... (but under the 84 Act you can be. Ed) .. and you had to be 
more or less caught in the act. 

Section 7 of the 67 Act (as substitude by s77 of the 84 Act) 
provides for the Secretary of State, for the purpose of prevent· 
ing or reducing the risk of interference with wireless telegra
phy, to make orders applying restrictions to wireless telegrphy 
apparatus of any class or description. Any of the folowing 
actions are subject to restriction under this section: 
a) manufacture (whether or not for sale) 
b) selling or offering for sale, letting or offering to let on hire 
or indicating one's willingness to let on hire 
c) having in one's custody or control 
d) importation 
(its made clear that manufacture includes construction by any 
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method ot t e assembly of component parts). 
When suc}l ' rders' are in force a, b, or c are offences under 
the 49 ~~t, though in the case of c (possession) the words 
"without rpas nable excuse' are added. 
In. 1984 tpe nly order in force was ford, importation, though 
th1S appelfe to apply to only CB rigs (with an inbuilt or con
nected m~«cr phone or microphone socket). And the penalty 
for impor at on is only confiscation (under the Customs and 
Excise Ma a ement Act, 1979). 
(However : by 1986 it seems that a, and b, have been invoked 
by 'orde~'. ccording to the Feature, 'Pirates and the Law' 
in TX m a ine, Jan 86, with the same max fine of £2,000, 
no prison se tence. We have no reports of any prosecutions 
for sale o anufacture, and as late as Oct 86 a TX rig was 
returned y olice after being taken in a drugs raid with the 
advice . .'Y u' better not use that' . Ed). ' 

THE P 

49 Act (S ct'onl.1) The main offence of unlicensed broadcast
ing. Its a 1su mary convictic.n (ie magistrates court) and the 
maximum p nalty is 3 months in prison or a fine of up to 
£2,000 ot b th. In practice present penalties (1986) range 
from £20y t £1000 for a first offence. It depends where you 
are (in C~nt l London fines tend to be much higher than else
where) an:d n the mood of the magistrate (check they haven't 
got share~ int:rour local IBA franchise!) Fines are likely to be 
greater for p rsons seen as ringleaders, and for 2nd or 3rd off. 
ences, with he chance of a suspended sentence after more 
convictioqs. But we have no reports of anyone going to prison 
y!3t, and spm~ people have a dozen convictions. Ed 1986) 

! 
Also und r t e 49 Act (sl.1) its an offence to listen to pirate 
radio.So ~~o r entire audience is breaking the law! We have a 
record ofl o e member of an Our Radio team being done for 
this (they c .uldn't get him on anything else). He got a £30 
fine. ! 
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Under Section 7 of the '67 Act (manufacture, sale, pokssion, 
not importing) the penalty is a max. fine of £2000, wlien such 
'Restriction Orders' are in force (see above). 

I 

Under Section 5a of the 49 Act (as amended bys hedule s75 
of the 84 Act) you can get a max £2,000 or 6 mon hs iprison or 
both for 'sending false or misleading messages b . means of 
wireless telegraphy, which are likely to affect any s feti of life 
service or endanger the safety of any person or o an~ vessel, 
aircraft or vehicle. I 
Under Section 13 of the 49 Act (as amended bys elule 3 of 
the 84 Act) its an offence if you're 'Using any a pa .atus for 
the purpose of interfering with wireless telegraph '. Deliber
ate interference or 'jamming'. The penalties are tl e 1same as 
for section 5a above. 1 

I 

POWERS OF ENFORCEMENT 
i 

To bring proceedings under the Wireless Tele ra~hy Act 
requires the consent of the Sec. of State. In p ac~ice this 
means that the DTI decides whether to press charge . ~o it was 
usually (and usually still is) a 'summons. offence'. f y u were 
taken to the copshop unwillingly it was either o a pretext 
charge (like suspicion of stealing electricity) or unla f Uy. But 
the 84 Act (s76) (which applies to offences unde s .1, s5a, 
and s13 of the• 49 Act) gave a constable power to r st with· 
out a warrant a person who has committed, or wh m he con
stable with reasonable cause suspects to have co mi ted, an 
offence to which this section applies, if the name nd! address 
are unknown to and cannot be ascertained by th cdnstable, 
or the constable has reasonable grounds for doubf g Whether 
the _person has given their real name and address, r ~hether 
the person will be at that address for a sufficiently ong period 
for it to be possible to serve them with a summons. ~ 

This hampers wily pirates from slipping off it a false 
name and address (but if such an address is easily e fiable it 
should still be possible. Ed) and in practice giv s ~he filth 
power to arrest on suspicion. : 

UNDER ARREST i 
I 

Once you're nicked its like any other arrest. o•J should 
try and take notes, get the number of the cop who ic~ed you, 
ask to see a solicitor immediately under the new 'D ty !Solicitor' 
scheme, refuse to answer any questions, refuse to b photogra
phed or fingerprinted (though they don't need a agistrate's 
warrant now to force this), only sign for your own ossessions 
and not for the TX gear they may add on the list, et . 

In practice since its the DTI and not the cops w~o bring 
prosecutions under the Wireless Telegra.phy Acts y~o \ .on't be 
charged then and there. What they will do is in rvi w you 
separately and then let the DTI (radio Investigati n . ervice) 
interview you. You don't have to say anything tot en'/ either, 
especially don't talk to that old charmer Eric Got s who will 
try and trick info and admissions out of you. 

They're supposed to let you go as soon as they1ve ,decided 
not to charge you (you get that by a summons). Bi;it they can 
hold you up to 3 days. Keep banging on the door'and as-.ing 
for your phone call. The only delay should ,be iwhile t~ey 
check out your address, though of course they ll e oheckmg 
if you're wanted for anything else. There should b nr quest-
ion of bail if you haven't been charged. , 

I 
SEARCHES, CONFISCP.TIONS, FORFEIT RES .... 

Section 19 of the 49 Act provides for the Issue bf search 
warrants. They last for a month and authorise any ne named 
by the Sec. of State to search a premises or vehicle n exam-
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ine or test any apparatus they find. This didn't allow them 
to seize anything till the case came to court, but this loophole 
was never realised till 83, when there followed an upsurge of 
pirates till the 84 Act brought in new powers. 

The search powers were extended by the 84 Act and 
brought in wholesale confiscation powers. (By s79 of the 84 
Act which applies to offences under sl.1,s5a and s13 of the 
49 Act and s7 of the 67 Act) .. Subsection 79.2 provides for 
the inclusion in such search warrants of the authority to seize 
and detain, for the purpose of relevant proceedings, any appa
ratus OR OTHER THING found in the course of the search, 
which appears to have been used in connection with or to be 
evidence of the commission of any of these offences. 

This new power allowed the current practice of tracing 
and raiding studios and confiscating everything, and was re
affirmed by the Horizon Radio case of 1985, when a studio 
valued at £20,000 was confiscated (down to chairs and carpet) 
and, though the case was denied and the TX gear was never 
found, the DJ's were found guilty and fined in addition to 
the confJScation. 

When faced with a Search warrant don't open the door, 
examine it through a window or letter box. Check the date, 
(if its valid)who it allows to search, if it allows for body search, 
if it allows for seizure of evidence, any names etc. Then ask 
them for I.D. to check if they are those authorised. After 
that its an offence to obstruct them. If you have an escape 
route, use it! 

Under s80 of the 84 Act they can order forfeiture of any 
gear restricted under s7 of the 67 Act whether anyone is char
ged or not. If you're convicted they must order forfeiture. 

Proceedings must be brought within six months. After 
that you can forget it. 

Apparatus of the station does NOT include the studio 
unless programmes are done live. 

CLAThfING BACK YOUR GEAR 
If you haven't been charged after six months, or if you've 

won your case (sometimes happens!) you can in theory claim 
back anything seized. You write to the Radio Regulatory Dept 
of the DTI or your local Radio Interference Division, or better 
get a good solicitor to write, giving a clear description of the 
gear and saying you're the owner and can prove it. Such proof 
could be receipts for items like batteries, cassette players or an 
identifying mark on the gear. Don't admit to anything else but 
ownership, any other evidence that you've committed an off
ence and you could still be prosecuted. (Ask your solicitor 
first if there is an 'Order in force under Section 7 of the 67 
Act prohibiting 'custody or control' of TX gear). 

GOING TO COURT 
Usually its by Summons, (unless under s5a or s13 it'll 

be in the magistrates court) if you get one get yourself a 
solicitor who knows something about it and Legal Aid if at 
all possible. Even if you're caught red handed you can deny 
everything and sometimes get away with it. If you're bending 
the truth a little don't tell your solicitor as they won't go 
along with it. If you think you have any chance at all plead 
Not Guilty, often solicitors will tell you to plead guilty just 
to save themselves the bother. But remember that the Magi
strates Court is basically controlled by the police and most 
magistrates are right wing tories (the old ones are often more 
liberal than the young Thatcher lovers). The police and the 
DTI witnesses will lie through their teeth if necessary to nail 
you. For instance the head of the DTI 's RIS squad, Eric 
Gotts once told a magistrate he recognised an Our Radio mem
ber putting up an aerial on top of a 22 story tower block at 
night,from ground level, the evidence was accepted. 

Be polite and courteous and smile at the bastards if you 
want to get off, and get your station to organise a bust fund 
and benefit to pay your fine. You can appeal against the 
decision, and you go to the Crown Court with a barrister, 
check with your solicitor if its worth it, you may have to 
pay high costs if you lose. 
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FOREWARD 
The following is by no means an introduction to electron

ics, there are many such books that cover the subject, but int
ends to explore some of the ideas and concept involved in 
radio broadcasting that are relevant to the pirate radio operat
or on VHF FM. In particular we will go a step by step tour of 
a typical VHF FM transmitter system starting with the output 
from the tape recorder or mixer, and finishing with a brief 
discussion of aerials. At each stage we will discuss the pros and 
cons of varios alternatives and additional background info, 
eg. the use of test equipment will be introduced 

Radio Frequency signals have AMPLITUDE and FREQ. 
ENCY. The frequency is how fast the signal is oscillating from 
one extreme to the other and back again. Frequency is meas
ured in cycles per second (cp/s), which these days are known 
as HERTZ (Hz), lOOOHz - lkHz, 1,000,000Hz - lMHz The 
amplitude is to what extent the signal is oscillating. LEVEL or 
STRENGTH can be thought of as meaning the same as amplit
ude. Amplitude can be measured in Volts (v). There i.s more 
than one way of measuring amplitude. 

INTRODUCTION 

What we are trying to is get information from one place to 
lots of others. I'm using information here in a wider sense, 
meaning speech, music etc., rather than phone numbers of 
local hairdressers cir whatever. Now I'm going to assume we're 
going to use radio broadcasting to achieve this, which immed
iately rules out things like standing on top of tall buildings and 
shouting really loud. We'll also assume we've got this info in 
the form of an audio frequency signal, ie. what comes out of a 
tape recorder or an audio mixer. You can't transmit audio 
frequency signals very easily so what we can do is impart the 
info in the audio frequency signal onto a higher frequency 
carrier signal. Two ways of doing this are AMPLITUDE MOD· 
ULATION and FREQUENCY MODULATION (AM and FM). 

In AM the ampltude of the carrier is determined at every 
instant by the ampltude of the audio signal, the carrier freq. 
ency remains constant. In FM the frequency of the carrier is 
determined at every instant by the amplitude of the audio 
signal, and the carrier amplitude remains constant. 

2. 
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Fr~qu ncies between 30 MHz and 300.MHz are known as 
Very H!igh Frequencies or VHF. This corresponds to wavel
engths ~et een lOm and lm. To convert between wavelength 
and freque cy use the formula 

: w velength (in metres) 
I 
I 

FM 

300 
frequency (in MHZ). 

I 
Th~re re two sorts of FM, known as Narrow Band FM 

(NBFM) a d Wideband FM. They differ by the maximum 
allowab\e f equency shift of the carrier when the transmitter is 
fully mipd lated. This frequency shift is known as the DEVI
ATION.! L gal CB radios use NBFM with a maximum deviat
ion of ~ k . Wideband FM is used by the BBC and IBA for 
radio bfoa casting and for studio to transmitter links. The 
standard m ·mum deviation for FM radio broadcasting in this 
country '.is 5kHz. There is no simple way to set the deviation 
Of a tr~ itter without a Deviation Meter which is an expens
ive piece o test gear. Probably the best way to do this is to 
vary thJ le el of the audio signal going into the transmitter 

I . 

(TX) antl 1 sten on a receiver, until your signal sounds about 
the sam~ I udness as the other (legal) broadcast stations. If 
you use lto high a deviation you'll use a bigger than necess
ary chu~k f the radio spectrum and be more likely to cause 
interfere~c to others, which will make you even more unpop
ular with ti$ DTI. 

The police use NBFM as well, which is why if you Ustt:n 
to them on an ordinary FM receiver, which is wideband, you 
can hear m re than one channel at a time. 
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A TYPICAL SET-UP 

DNL 

CHOOSING A FREQUENCY 
If Your first action could be to reach for you 1 ec1 iver and 

tune through looking for a blank space, thmk agam~ f9r a kick
off the UK FM broadcast band is 88 to 97 .6 .M a d 102.1 
to 108 MHz. 97.6 to 102.1 MHz is used by the ol ce, so is 
best left alone. What stations you can receive is de er ·ned by 
where you are, as well as by the nature and positio in of your 
aerial. If you look to our old friend the Maplin c gue we 
find on P24 of the current issue a list of the freq e cies and 
locations of all FM broadcast stations. What it do sn t say ,of 
course, is the frequency of existing pirates. TX M . a ·ne gives 
a good rundown of these (see CONTACTS). Arm~ lvith this 
info you should make a list of all frequencies in se n, say, a 
30 mile radius. If you write to the BBC or IBA's n ineering 
Info Offices they'll send you service maps of wher t eir TX's 
are meant to be able to be heard. Then its just a qu stion of 
finding a big enough gap between stations, with th proviso 
that your station shouldn't be nearer than 2 0 Hz (0.2 
MHz) to the frequency of any existing station. Thi is no prob
lem as the band is half empty. Also don't choose f equency 
which is 10.7 MHz away from any other station f r compl
ex reasons (which involve the use of 10.7 MHz as i t ediate 
frequency in FM receivers) reception will be har f r people 
listening to you and/or the other station. 

Now lets take a little stroll through the whole ys em. 

TAPE OR LIVE ! 
What are we going to feed into our TX? The b ious two 

possibilities are 
a) A tape or cassette player. 
b) Live, either directly from the mixer or via s · m kind of 
link from studio to TX site {highly recommended). 

TAPE. This is the safest approach in that you ca 
on and then r~tire to a safe distance. Links ar n w being 
traced and studios busted, and some of the bigge p rates ( eg 
LWR) are going back to taped broadcasts. If th TI trace 
your transmission and turn up all they can do i~ cbnfiscate 
your tape plater, TX and aerial, ie no arrests (unless tl:iey catch 
you changi.ng the tape!). Its also the most inflexibl' alternative 
as tapes will have to be prepared in advance. Time checks, if 
you're into that, will be difficult and live phone ]'ns are right 
oot I 

Give a little thought to your choice of tape recotder as it 
will probably be the weakest link in terms of soun q~' ality. In 
an old clapped out one the heads will be worn flat. M ybe you 
can use a 'Walkman' type of player, which are s al, can be 
battery powered and have ok quality and are chea! . n amat
eur radio rally I was at recently were selling off e slightly 
damaged ones for £2 each. To reduce 'noise' o 't pe hiss' 

on such recorders, if you're doing programmes with quiet 
passages, you can use a circuit known as a Dynamic Noise 
L1m1ter (DNL), which JS placed on the output and cuts off 
the 'noise' just in quiet pauses. DNLs are sometimes used 
in the soundtracks of old films. You can find a DNL circuit 
in part of the 'Audio Embellisher' project in the Jan 84 issue 
of 'Elector' magazine. 

If you want to go upmarket you could use a proper 
1.4" reel to reel tape recorder, though few pirates do. The latest 
and greatest is to use 'Stack machines' which will change the 
tapes for you. Whatever you use get one that can be battery 
powered as you may not always have access to mains power. 

MONO OR STEREO 
The advantages of mono are that the TX is kept as simple 

and cheap as possible, and you don't need as much power as 
on stereo to get the same result. The disadvantages are you 
don't sound as professional, quite small pirates are now using 
Stereo Encoders, and maybe people might dial past when the 
red stereo light on their receivers doesn't flash. With stereo 
the. listen~r can get quality the same as legal stations. Weigh 
agamst this the extra: cost, extra circuitry and more output 
power needed for the same signal. 

What you need is a Stereo Encoder, which combines the 
l~ft and right stereo signals into a single composite stereo 
signal which is then fed into your TX. 

BLOCK DIAGRAM OF STEREO ENCODER 
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For those interesterl a brief technical description follows. 
The left (L) and Right (R) signals are fed into a summing and 
differential amp to get a L+R and L- R signal respectively. The 
L- R signal is mixed in a balanced modulator with a 38kHz 
sub carrier to produce an amplitude modulated double sideb
and 
suppressed carrier signal. The 38kHz signal is derived from the 
same source as the 19kHz pilot tone. The composite output is 
formed by mixing the L+ R signal, the sidebands containing the 
info of the L- R signal, and a bit of 19kHz pilot tone. The 
pilot tone switches on the Stereo Decoder in peoples' recei
vers. 

15 38 
Frequency (kc) 

Composite modulating signal. 

Back in the receiver, once the Stereo Decoder has extract
ed the L+ R and L- R signal the original left and right signals 
are easily got by (L+R) + (L-R) - 2L 

(L+R) - (L-R) - 2R 
The reason L+ R and L- R signals are encoded rather than L 
and R is so that a mono receiver can just demodulate the L+ R 
bit and ignore the rest of the signal. If L and R were encoded a 
mono reciver would only be able to hear the left channel. The 
19kHz pilot tone is usually got from a crystal oscillator, to be 
quite accurate and stable. A crystal resonating on 4.8640 MHz 
is convenient as 4864 divided by 2 eight times is 19 kHz. This 
can easily be done by digital logic chips. But its highly unlikely 
you'll be able to buy a 4.8640 crystal off the shelf, so you'll 
have to have one made to order. 

We had hoped to include a design fo a Stereo Encoder in 
this book, but we haven't got it yet. See CONTACTS for 
where you can buy the design or a ready made system. 

It doesn't matter if you didn't understand all of the above 
but one thing is important. The standard FM broadcast audio 
bandwidth extends only to 15kHz and Stereo Encoders are 
designed to assume this figure. If you put signals into them 
with frequencies above that the L+R signal and the lower side 
band of the L- R signal could spread into each other and you 
will get a right bloody mess. With a tape recorder you can't 
really get over 15kHz, but if you're live its quite possible. 
In that case you need a LOW PASS FILTER on each input 
to a stereo encoder. Maplin have a high quality design on page 
243 of their current catalogue (summer 86). The pot could be 
replaced with a 500k resistor to wire the circuit permanently 
for max roll off. If you're using a link between studio and 
TX and you want stereo wou'll have to know the bandwidth 
of the link. If its 53kHz (~ 38+15) or more you can use- it 
after the encoder. Otherwise you'll need two links and have to 
encode at the TX end. 

PRE- EMPHASIS 
In a typical audio signal the high frequency sounds have 

less energy than the low ones and so produce less deviation of 
the carrier. This in turn makes them susceptible to 'noise' 
when received. To avoid this high frequencies are boosted 
before being transmitted by PRE-EMPHASIS. In the receiver 
the frequencies are cut by the same amount by DE-EMPHASIS. 
So the overall frequency response of TX to receiver stays fiat, 
but the level of background noise is reduced a lot. 

Pre and De-emphasis networks are characterised by their 
TIME CONST ANT. In the USA the standard is 75 ,uS, but in 

UK lts
1

50 S so anything designed or bought from there needs 
slight f o · 'fication. In a mono TX the pre-emphasis network 
can be bu~t into the front end of the exciter. For a stereo TX 
such a ne work must NOT be in the exciter or it'll play hell 
with t e omposite stereo signal from the encoder. Instead 
you n~ed ·12 networks, one for each channel, on the inputs of 
the stereo encoder, They're actually often built into the studio 

encoder. ! 

CO R SSORS AND LIMITERS 
C m ressors and Limiters operate on the same principles, 

but !f;, ffeots and the reasons lo' us;ng them are complete
ly di~~re t . 

. I 
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A o pressor compresses, it reduces the DYNAMIC 
RANG o its input signal. This means as the input amplitude 
varies ove a certain range, the output arnpltude varies over 
only a ac ion of that range. The graph shows a 2:1 compress
ion cha ac ristic. In this case with every change in the input 
amplitu e , he output changes only half as much. The dotted 
line sho vs t 1: 1 non compressed characteristic. 

But a Limiter passes its signal unaffected till the input 
amplitu e eaches its THRESHOLD. At this point the limiter 
preven t e output increasing much by compressing its input 
much m r strongly than in compressors eg 10:1. 

So e merican music stations and some pirates compress 
mmes to make it seem 'louder' and more 'upfront' 

than ot er tations, This occurs cos the compressor keeps the 
average ev l of the signal high, even in quiet parts of the 
prog. Tr. ip side of this is listeners can soon get 'listener 
fatigue' onstant compre~ion can become boring and irrit
atini; to he ear, as if the music were rammed into it! -----------·44.-----------· 



Compression has other uses, you might co r your 
programme as you transfer it to tape to stop uibter bits 
fading into background tape hiss when played. Th pr~cess of 
recording and replaying does this to some exte t cinyway. 
Don't compress the output of a tape recorder as it' m~e tape 
noise worse. Guitar effect units, labelled comp ssprs, are 
unlikely to be much use. Compressors intended fo~ use in 
home studio recording are worth experimenting wit . t stereo 
compressor with a 2:1 characteristic can be simply onstructed 
around a NE570 or NE571 IC. 

Limiters are used to stop a signal's amplitude gomg over 
a certain level. Eg when cutting a master disc in rec rd manuf
acture, large PA systems at gigs to stop loudspeak rs blowing 
ev.ery time someone burps in a mike and, surprise urprise, in 
broadcasting. In FM particularily, as the signal lev l ihcreases 
so also does the bandwidth of the transmitted si~al~ risking 
interfering with other stations. With tape input to ~u~ TX the 
output is imherently limited by the recording proc:ess1 no lim
iter needed. With live input to the TX its differe t. ;Though 
you might set the levels right to start, along co e~ a loud 
record or voice and you could be interfering wi · ~'he next 
station. Use a limiter. i 

Any limiter based on 2 back to back diodes i litj;le more 
than a guitar fuzz box and will sound like one.As it~ble high 
quality limiter was described in the May 83 issue o 'Electron-
ics Today' International Magazine. I 
THE OSCILLATOR 

At the heart of everything is the OSCILLL T<?R that 
generates the VHF signal. The Frequency of this ~ ~odulat
ed by applying an audio signal to it. The most cof~on way 
of doing this is by using one or two V ARICAP di~de~. When 
a varicap diode is operated with a reverse bias the qapacitance 
of the diode varies with that bias. The diode(s) is/are ~onnec
ted to a frequency determining part of the osc· latf>r. The 
audio signal is connected across the diode to achiev fTitquency 
modulation. Also by varying the DC reverse bias t o~cillator 
can be fine tuned. The higher the voltage, the low r the capa-
citance, the higher the frequency. ! 

The VHF signal can either be generated dire tlyj, or the 
oscillator can oscillate on a lower frequency eg a t ir4 or half 
that desired and then followed by a TRIPLER or OiuBT~ER 
stage. There are three main types of oscillator: 

a) Variable Frequency Oscillator (VFO). 
b) Crystal Oscillator. 
c) Phase locked Loop Oscillator (PLL). 

VFO's I . 
These are simple oscillators which can~be bur. t .~ound a 

single t ransistor. This can be: 
Bipolar Junction Transistor (BJT). 
Field Effect Transistor (FET). ~ 

The problem with oscillators based on BJT.s~·s ~hat the 
frequency is too dependent on the temperature o the trans
istor. ie a few degrees temperature change will resu t in a signif
icant change in transmitting frequency. For this re op osci
llators based on BJT's are UNSUITABLE for serio

1 
s hse as a 

TX. FET's don't suffer from this problem so bad)y, 'so they 
can be used, but you should still bear it in mind. ! 

The FET will heat itself up slightly, and other: bits of the 
TX, like the power amps, will be fair old chucking heat out, 
and are usually built into the same case as the osc llaror. The 
frequency will drift most when the TX is 1st swi ch'd on as 
all the components will be at the same temperatu e the air 
ouside the TX's case, this is known as the AMBI N TEMP-

ERATURE, After the TX is turned on the heat from the amps 
will warm the air in the case directly or indirectly .As the FET 
warms the frequency will drift a bit. When heat loss equals 
heat gain you get THERMAL EQUILIBRIUM and it wont 
drift more. Keep your TX out of drafts to avoid messing this 
up. If you have a frequency counter plug in to a dummy load 
and see how long it takes for the frequency displayed to settle 
down, maybe about 15 minutes. If you have time you can 
arrive at the TX site early and run your TX for the warm up 
time with no input into a dummy load. This avoids listeners 
who tune in immediately having to retune as you r frequency 
drifts. 

CRYSTAL OSCILLATORS 
This is also a simple oscillator but incorporates a crystal 

into the frequency determining network. There are various 
types of crystal (fundamental, 3rd overtone, 5th overtone etc) 
and various ways of using them (series mode, parallel mode) 
but their basic properties are the same. They're resonant on 
one frequency which ls determined by the crystal's charact
eristics when made. This is their problem, whereas VFO's are 
not very stable crystal oscillators are too bloody stable and 
its a job to get enough deviation. You'll probably lose the 
higher frequencies of your programme and stereo is right out. 
Also chances are you'll have to get a crystal made to order for 
your desired frequency so if you want to change it you 'II 
need a new one. There are places which make crystals to order. 

PHASE LOCKED LOOP (PLL) OSCILLATORS 

The way its done properly is with the Phase Locked Loop 
oscillator. Tis combines the ease of tuning and wide deviation 
of a VFO with the frequency stability of a crystal oscillator. 
It works thus: A crystal oscillator is used to provide a referen
ce frequency. This is digitally divided by logic chips to a relati
vely low frequency, say 25kHz. A VFO provides the output, 
which is also digitally divided to give another relatively low 
frequency. These two low frequencies are presented to a 
PHASE COMPARATOR which basically decides which freq
ency is higher by comparing the phases of the two siganls. The 
phase comparator generates an ERROR VOLTAGE which is 
connected back to the input of the VFO through a LOW PASS 
FILTER (LPF). This is the loop bit. 

If the VFO is running too fast the phase comparator decr
eases the error voltage so as to slow it down till the phases at 
its input are the same. If its running too slow the error voltage 
is increased to speed it till the phases are the same. All this 
happens . instantaneously of course so the output frequency 
remains constant. 

In t his way the temperature stability of the VFO isn't 
important and it can be built round a BJT, as its output freq
ency is phase locked to the crystal oscillator, and the frequen
cy of this is very good. Clever eh? 

Two more things to explain. How do you change the out
put frequency? By making the VFO's divider programmable. 
Say its set to divide by the number N. The phase comparator 
is a simple minded sort of soul, concerned only with equalis
ing the phases at its inputs, it doesn't know whats really com
ing out of the VFO, which is N times the divided reference 
signal. Because this signal is so low compared to the VFO fre· 
quency N can be made to have hundreds of different values, 
giving hundreds of different output frequencies from the VFO. 
So changing the frequencies is just a matter of clicking some 
little switches. (Beats me ... typissed). 

Hang on a sec, the VFO is being frequency modulated by 
the audio input, so its frequency at any given instant depends 
on the voltage of the audio output. We don't want THIS 
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variation of the VFO's frequency to be ironed out by the PLL 
system so we 'iron ·out' the error voltage from the phase comp
arator, so it just contains the underlying trend rather than 
whats happening at any split second. This is the purpose of the 
low pass filter. 

This system can be simplified by leaving out the divid
ers. If this is done you end up with an output frequency deter
mined solely by the crystal. You've still got the wide deviat· 
ion capability of course, which distinguishes this system from 
one based on a simple crystal oscillator. This sort of fixed fre 
quency oscillator is used for thing~ like wireless mikes and 
could be used for studio to TX links. Programmable PLL 
oscillators are used in all manner of professional communicat
ions equipment, including broadcast TX's. 

We don't include a PLL oscillator design in this· book. Its 
a bit complex to start with and the !C's are expensive .. See 
CONTACTS for where to get the design. or ready made. 

BUFFERS 
Any oscillator, regardless of its type, is followed by a 

buffer. This is usually one or two transistors operating in what 
is known as class A mode. Its function is to protect the osc
illator from what is going on furtl1er along the circuit, especial· 
ly from changes in its 'load' as the following stage is tuned. 
The combination of oscillator and buffer together is called 
the EXCITER and is a small but fully fledged TX. Small in 
respect to its output power. Typical values are in the region of 
100. 500 mW (lOOOmW = 1 W). 

AMPLIFIERS 

To increase the power output of our fledgling TX we need 
to add an amplifier. Obviously we are talking about Radio Freq. 
ency (RF) amps, not audio amps. RF amps have certain impor
tant characteristics: a) Bandwidth b) Gain and maximum 
power output c) Input and output impedence. 
BANDWIDTH This is the range of frequencies the amp will 
amplify properly. The Bandwidth is ultimately limited by 
the characteristics of the active devices in the amp (ie the tran· 
sistors or valves) but more specifically by its type, LINEAR or 
a TU:NED amplifier. 

A linear amp will amplify quite a large range of frequenci· 
es and they have a good bandwidth, commonly 1.8 · 30MHz 
which covers all of the amateur shortwave broacast bands .. 
no good for a VHF pirate, but could be useful for a MW 
pirate. They operate in class A or B mode and have the advant· 
age that they don't need adjusting when the frequency is 
changed. Their disadvantage are they're more complex and 
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dearer~th n tuned amps and are much harder to design, requi
ring e e ive knowledge of the transistors round which the 
a.mp is co tructed. Linear amps for VHF are uncommon. 

T . ne amps only amplify a narrow band of frequencies, 
they b~ve a small bandwidth, centred on one frequency which 
is detetm· ed by the TUNED CIRCUITS in the input and out
put ne~w rks .of the amp .. Tuned circ~it have a J_tESONANT 
fre.quijcy. This can be ad1ustedby vanable capacitors known 
as tri . rs, to the desired frequency. The amp will produce 
max o tp t when the tuned circuits resonant frequency is the 
same .s he input frequency from the exciter. Tuned amps 
often ~pe ate In the class C mode, which is more efficient than 
A or ~· is means more of the power being drawn from the 
battery o whatever turns into watts up the aerial rather than 
heat itj t e amp . They are relatively simple circuits, and are 
easier io esign. The bandwidth is a trade-off with gain, the 
wider he bandwidth the less the gain. The disadvantages of 
a t~ne a p is, of course, you have to tune it to the frequen
cy 'you

1 

re sing and if you change the frequency you'll 
youLlllha I! to retune to maintain the gain of the amp. 

GAIN: D MAXIMUM OUTPUT POWER 
I 

T~e OWER GAIN (as opposed to a voltage or current 
gain Whi h is different) of an apip is defined as a ratio: 
power ~ai = output power 

· input power 
and is ~ easure of the amps ability to make its input 'bigger'. 
Power !gai s are often expressed in DECIBELS (dB) which are 
define~ : power gain (dB) - 10 log.., output power 

; input power 
Amps jals have a max output power. When this is reached 
increa~in the input power wont result in more output power 
and m~y amage the amp. 

In' th case of single stage (ie one transistor) class C tuned 
amps ~he gain and max output power of the amp is basically 
the g;4n nd max output power of the transistor. Knowing 
these ~e can calculate the power necessary to produce the 
max ~ut ut power. EG lets consider the popular MRF237 
transis~or According to the makers data sheet this has a max 
output p wer of 4w and a gain of 12dB. First we've to convert 
the gar i dB to ordinary gain : 

I a...._·._ ccta) 

ain= /Q 1 0 
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Input power - Output power - 4 .. 0.25w 
gain 15.85 

- 250mW 
So for 4w output power we need 250mW input o er. Most 
exciters can manage this, hence the popularity of he MRF237 
in the 1st amp after the exciter. The joker in th p~ck is that 
all these ~igures are fo~ a frequency of, 175mHz, t at pn which 
the transistor was designed. You can t predict ' al happens 
at lOOmHz and have to experiment. 

The MRF238 has 30w output power and a gai of 9dB, 
so it needs 3.8w input power. This can be had f rom the 
MRF237. Thats how the makers (Motorola Corp, e. planned 
it. 

INPUT AND OUTPUT IMPEDENCE I 
Impedence is the alternating current (AC) ve ioj of resis

tance. The standard impedence outputs of excite f d outp
uts and inputs of amps is 50n . The impedence f 'he input 
and the output networks of an amp is altered ;. q1e tuned 
circuits which you recall also tune the circuit in tujled amp. 
The INPUT IMPEDENCE is important as it effec t*e LOAD 
the amp has on the stage before it. Max powerJs t[ansferred 
between stages when the impedence of the outp t 1µ1d input 
are equal. If the impedences aren't equal a ~TCH is 
said to occur and in this case some energy is re eated back 
from the input of a stage into the output of t e ~receding 
one, where its wasted as heat. I 

THE VSWR METER l 

IATELY or you'll blow your power transistor . 

Ov 

The point of all this is to get the max power output 
from the amp into the aerial, instead of a hot TX and a bad 
signal. 

To tune such an amp you need a LOAD connected to the 
output (or it'll blow up). We could use an aerial but this intro
duces an extra unknown quantity .. the characteristics of the 
aerial. As well as the fact that we'd be broadcasting. What we 
need is a DUMMY LOAD. 

THE DUMMY LOAD 
This is basically a resistor, made so it presents a load to 

the amp's output independent of frequency (unlike the aerial). 
The 3 things about a dummy load we're interested in are: 
a) It should be suitable for the frequency we're interested in, 
about lOOmHz. 
b) It should be rated to take the power we're trying to make. 
c) It should have a resistance of 50n. .To match the output 
network of the amp. 
When buying ask for one for the 2 tneter band, amateur radio, 
centred on 145mHz. Most test gear for this band ( dummy 
loads, VSWR meters, power meters, wavemeters, RF volt 
meters, frequency counters etc) will work on the frequencies 
we're interested in. 
The amp should first be tuned with reduced input power and 
supply voltage. Adjust the input network trimmers Cl & C2 for 
the best input match (lowest reading on a VSWR meter conn
ected to the input side) and adjust the output trimmers for 
max output power. Be sure the extra power is in the frequen
cy you want and not in the HARMONICS. Check with a wave 
meter (more of this coming up). Another VSWR meter can be 
used for a relative indication of the output power, or the RF 
PROBE, described on page will give an absolute indication. 
The pairs of trimmers are very interdependent, adjust one and 
you'll have to adjust the other, and so on. 

This done, if all OK, increase the input power by increas
ing the voltage supply to the previous stage, and the voltage 
supply slightly and repeat the tuning. Do all this a few times 
till you reach the required levels. Listen in on a nearby (but 
not too near) receiver. The signal should be in just one place 
on the dial with no funny noises or modulations going on. 
Check with a wave-meter. Altering the trimmers and varying 
the input power and supply voltage should result in smooth 
variations of the supply current and output power with no 
steps or jumps. The exception is, as the input power is reduced 
at some point the amp will switch off, a characteristics of 

Class Camps. 
To vary the supply voltage you need a Variable Stabilised 

Power Supply Unit. If you can't get hold of one you could 

Some of you may know that we can use a SJR meter 
(also known as Voltage standing wave ratio meter S R meter 
or a Reflectometer) to detect mismatch between T and the 
aerial, but the VSWR meter is just as much at ome doing 
this between amp stages. VSWR is the ratio of ~! he

1 
forward 

(or incident) and reflected power. Except for de r qnes they 
work the same. The switch is set. to Forward r lthe SET 
button is pressed. The knob i.s then adjusted ~ ~ake the 
meter read full scale. The switch is then set ~ Rbverse or 
the button is pre-released. It now indicates the V$WR. A 
VSWR of 1:1 is perfect (no reflected power) and so;unlikely. 
bne of 00: 1 shows all the power is reflected b ck into the 
amp, you'll get this with a VSWR connected Ito the amp 
output with nothing on the VSWR output (unless its got a 
built in dummy load). You'll also get it if th re'p a short 
circuit in the VSWR meter. In either case switch ff rMED
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build one. They're not expensive and are well handy, and give 
you some experience, if needed, of electronic construction. 

HARMONICS 
Harmonics are multiples of the transmitting frequency. 

For a frequency of lOOmHz, the 1st harmonic, known as the 
FUNDAMENTAL is lOOmHz, The second is 200mHz, the 3rd 
id 300mHz etc. They're produced as side effects in various 
parts of the circuit and will interfere with other users of these 
frequencies if let escape from the TX. Known as RADIO FREQ
UENCY INTERFERENCE (RFI). Tuned class C amps dont 
amplify harmonics, as they're out of the range of the amps 
abilities. But the use of Class C means that harmonics are 
generated by the amp along with the desired frequency. The 
strongest ones (apart from the fundamental) from such amps 
are usually the 3rd, then the 5th etc. The amplitude of harmo
nics is minimised if the output networks are tuned properly, 
but they're still there. Oscillators and Buffers can also make 
harmonics if not set up right. 

WAVEMETERS 
To detect harmonics we need an ABSORBTION WAVE

METER usu'.llly called just a wavemeter. Or we can use a 
GRID DIP OSCILLATOR (GDO) or a gate dip oscillator, both 
of which are known as DIP METERS. Most dipmeters have a 
switch which turns them into wavemeters. A wavemeter has 
a tuning knob, calibrated in frequency, a meter showing signal 
strength, and some kind of short aerial. You hold the aerial 
near a coil in the bit of the circuit your're interested in, and 
tune the waYemeter. It shows how much signal is present on the 
frequencies shown on the scale. So you can see what frequ
encies are being generated in that part of the cicuit. l dePZ:;: 
you'll just find the fundamental, unless the circuit is a freque
ncy triplet or something. 

If you buy a wavemeter be sure it covers the right range, 
from below lOOmHz to get the fundamental to above 300mHz 
to get the 3rd harmoinic. 

Even with all tuned right you're still going to have some 
harmonics generated by the last stage. A sensible pirate wont 
let these reach the aerial, e.g. if you're using a frequency of 
102.35mHz the third harmonic is 307 .05Mhz which happens 
t0 be that used by USAF Upper Heyford 's Control Tower. 
You might think this funny but you won't stay on the air for 
long. To stap harmonics reaching the aerial we need a BAND
p ASS FILTER. 

Each amp bumps up the power some more, cos the trans
istor in each one can only supply so much gain. So if you're 
the proud owner of a 5 watter and you're offered a lOOOw 
amp its useless as you'd need probably lOOw input to dri <e 
it so you'd need amps in between. 

To tune a series of amps on your TX you must break in, 
physically if needed, to tune each one at a time. Do this by 
unsoldering components and soldering in short bits of co-ax 
with plugs to connect to dummy load and VSWR meter. 

BANDPASS FILTER 
This filter only allows through a narrow band of frequen

cies, ie it has a narrow bandwidth, a good one would be less 
than 1 MHz. It needs standard 50 input and output impeden
ce and be able to take the power you're using and be tuned 
to the frequency you want let through. Other frequencies are 
reduced drastically, by an amount known as INSERTION 
LOSS 
reduced drastically. It reduces also the desired frequency 
slightly, by an amount known as INSERTION LOSS. To keep 
this loss low bandpass filters for high output powers are usual
ly pretty chunky numbers. 

Pirate gear doesn't have this filter built into the final 
stages so if you need one you have to add it on.It needs a well 

screened~c e to stop harmonics leaking out. In fact your whole 
TX shou d e well screened for the same reason. Say for eg 
you use a shoebox and had your oscillator on a third of a 
frequenct o 92.25mHz .. you could be interfering with pagers 
of a locaf hospital as they use 31.75mHz. Proper screen
ing and a1ba dpass filter will eliminate such possibilities. 

i 
I 

CONNJ!lC ORS 
As yJou may have guessed you can't use any connectors on 

VHF as ~he have to match the amp and feeder. Use BNC or 
the UHF1 se ies (pL259 plug and $0239 socket). UHF is best 
for higher owers as you can get a wider cable into the plug. 
N type is1ais good but dearer 
FEEDER 

So ypu' e got your nice clean harmonic free signal coming 
out of y1ur bandpass filter .. we're on the home run. All t hat's 
left is to[ ge the signal up the aerial feeder to the aerial and 
we're awry. BUT the aerial cable needs to MATCH the TX's 
output s~g at one end and the aerial at the other. This cable 
like the ' output, the connectors and the aerial has an imp
edence d o match this should be 50Ll.. It also needs LOW 
LOSS or 'yo r watts will escape as heat. Not the same as a bad 
VSWR v e e you lose energy in the TX, a good VSWR does 

t e cable's okay. Decent cables for short runs are 
UR76 a d RG56U. For longer runs or higher powers use 
UR67. ( R 7 and UR76 are available fron Cirkit). 

AERLt. S 
At 1Ast, the aerial! You can run a pirate knowing little of 

TX's, bu~ i you know nothing of aerials you'll have few list
eners. Sq y u must read a book on it. I recommend 'The Two 
Metre Atite ma Handbook' by FC Judd G2BCX. It's a paper
back by !Ne vnes technical books at £5.95. You may get it in 
the librahr. ots in it isn't useful but he goes into things like 
propagation matching, VSWR in better detail. All the dimens
ions he ~·ve are for the 2m amateur band,centred on 145mHz. 
To conv rt o other frequencies all dimensions (including dia
meter o a ial element, etc) should be divided by your freq
ency in z and then multiplied by 145. eg 978mm for 2m 
becomes 97 X 145 - 1377mm for 103mHz. 

! i03 
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POLARIIS TION 
Onef:h ng to decide is what polarisation to use. The main 

ones are RIZONTAL and VERTICAL. To simplify you can 
say a ho zo tally placed aerial produces horizontally polarised 
radio w ve and a vertically placed one vertically polarised 
radio w ve . To receive a horizontally polarised signal you 
need a 9on ontally polarised aerial, and for a vertical _one a 
verticallYi p larised aerial. Most receivers on FM have horizont
ally polaris d aerials, but all car aerials are vertically polarised. 
So what !po arisation you go for depends on the audience you 
expect. ¢g n Sunday afternoon you'd expect people at home 
so use hdriz ntal, while in rush hour you might favour vertical. 
You cani b 'Id an aerial which splits the power between both, 
as used jn egal stations, known as MIXED polarisation. But 
the effe~t f r.adi~ waves boun.cing off buildi~gs etc tends _to 
twist the p · lansat1on of your signal from horizontal to vertic
al and v~~~ ersa, so your signal could still be picked up by the 
wrong a~na. 

Yo~r ransmitting site will affect your choice of aerial 
(see alstj C 2,How To Get Away With It) . In the middle of 
the area j _Y u w.ant to cov~r you'll need an OMNIDIRECTIO
NAL aenal which trans1D1ts equally all ways, while outside 
your coyer ge area you can beam the signal in , with a 
DIREC'llIO AL aerial. 

I 
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The simplest possible aerial for VHF 
HALF WAVE DIPOLE and looks like this: 

is 

I 

kr1 
I 

as the 

I 
I 

The elements can be bits of thin aluminium or c ppr r tube. 
The lengths of each dipole, L, you get from you fr~quency 

i 
by: L = -1l.._. metres 

f (in MHz) 
The impedence is about 72 St which is close enou~h to 50 
to be fed from 50 .n. cable without too much power Joss. 

A half wave dipole used vertically is omnidir cti~mal, but 
when used horizontally it has a fig of eight cover ge µke this: 

I 
h~~«( 

which isn't v. u~eful. Also a di. pole needs a bal rd feed. 
You neeed a BALUN (BAlance to UNbalance) tan former. 
These can be easily made out of bits of co-ax bl .. If you 
dont do this power will be radiated from the feed r . .{l.n aerial 
with an impedence greatly different from 50 11eeds an 

IMPEDENCE TRANSFORMER Also made out of b ts ~f co-ax, 
see aerial book for details. i 

Before going on air get a low VSWR by a ju~ting the 
position of the aerial and any adjustable pieces. ·m; for 2:1 
or Jess. Use low power into the aerial when tunin it up and 
adjusting, if using lOO's of watts and a bit came off in your 
hand the VSWR could be so bad as to blow the !ipal:transist
or. For the same reason check the continuity of th~ aepal with 
an ohmmeter before plugging in, to be sure its wh~t its meant 
to be, eithP.r a short circuit or an open one, depenj1lli~ on the 
type.A dipole should be an open circuit. 

i 

SITING : 
Siting is very important. Height is the main fictbr, even 

more than watts! Since VHF radio waves go almost in straight 
Jines. lOOw in your front room will o~y reach ~pur neighb· 
ours, while 5w up high and unblocked will go 5 m1f s ~r more. 
The waves do bend a bit so you'll cover more than o~ can see 
but its hard to say how much. GO for it! , 

r 
To join the Radio Support Group 
and get up dates and development 
aid writetoRSG. c/oBox OIO, 37 
Stokes Croft, Bristol. Avon 
BSI3PY. Itcosts £5 to j oin. Make . 
chequ es payable to D.R. Commun-; 
ications. · 

Appendix A. 
THE FREQUENCY COUNTER 

If you can get hold of one setting up an exciter is so much 
easier, you can see what frequency you're on and if its drift
ing. You don't need a physical connection to the circuit to 
use it as this can upset things. Either connect a single bit of 
wire to the input or use a BNC lead ending in a pair of croco
dile clips clipped together to form a li ttle loop.Frequency 
Counters are normally sensitive enough to get a reading when 

the wire or loop is placed near a coil. You might get lots of 
other readings as you move it about . .look for a stable one 
near the frequency you expect (use receive or a wavemeter 
if you're not sure) Its a bit of an art but you'll soon get the 
hang. For our purposes a frequency must have: 
a) The bandwith, up to at least 150MHz. 
b) The Resolution i.e. number of digits on display. Four isn't 

good enough, six is OK, 8 is preferable. 
The Thandor PFM200A is around .£75 plus vat from Cirk.it. 

APPENDIX B 
UHF PLUG ASSEMBLY 

UHF type (clamped screen) 
1. Cut end of cable even. Remove vinyl jacker ~in . Slide coupl

ing ring and adapter on cable. 
2. Fan braid slightly and fold back as shown. 
3. Position adapter to dimension shown. Press braid down over 

body of adapter and trim to iin. Bare ~in of conductor. Tin 
exposed centre conductor. 

4. Screw plug sub-assembly on adapter. Solder braid to shell 
through solder holes. Use enough heat to create bond of 
braid to shell. Solder conductor to contact. 

5. For final assembly, screw <:<>upling ring on plug sub
assembly. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

UHF type (clamped 1creen) 

UHF type (soldered screen) 
I . Cut end of cable even. Remove vinyl jacket ! ~in. 
2. Bare i in of centre conductor. Trim braided shield. Slide 

coupling ring on cable. Tin e:tposed centre conductor and 
braid. 

3. Screw the plug sub-assembly on cable. Solder assembly to 
braid through sc;>l<ler holes. Use enough heat to create bond 
10 braid to shell. Solder centre conductor to contact. 

4 . For fi nal assembly, screw coupling ring on plug subassem
bly. ------------·49 _____________ _ 
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UHF type (aold.red 9CrHn) 

4. 
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Babani Book . £1.95 from Maplin. 
Two Mete~ ntenna Handbook by F.L.Judd G2BCX 
Newnes T¢c nical Books £5.95. 
VHF UHf 1\1 anual edited by G.R.Jessop G6JB RSGB 
This boo~ is a mish mash of i-fo aimed at Ranio :Amateurs. 
Some is rkle ant, most isnt. 'l'he chapter on aerials is worth 
a look. A~ou a tenner. 

GOWATT MED IUM WAVE TRANSMITTER 

C. I 

I 

5 

C.1. 

Lt. 

60 Watt medium wa'7e tra.:-ismi tter 

RESISTORS 

Rl 4.7K2'W 
R 2 27K y.T 
R 3 22K 
R 4 22K 
R 5 33 
R 6 220 3'W 

- all ~ watt '\lllless s tated 

R 7 (between C7 & cb) 4 7K 3'W 

.9lli2 
L l 2. 5 mB RF Choke 

2 , 5 mH RF Choice 
2 , 5 mH RF Choke 

L 2 
L 3 
L 4 2, 5 i:tH RF Choke 200 ttA 

GS 

L 5 6 tu...""!ls 22 swg en. cu. wi:re round resistor 

,, 

cMP CI'l~RS 

I i c! 1 . 005 m!d 500v 
c: 2 . 005 mfd 500v 
c: 3 0 pf 50v 
Cj 4 00 pf 50v 
Cl 5 00 pf 500v c: 6 . 005 m!d 500v 
c· 7 . 01 mfd lKv els . 005 mfd lKv 
C 9 ,005 mfd lXv MICA 
cj 10 o. 005 mtd 50v 

soov 

u. 

~ 

V l EF 91 or 6AM6 
V 2 6146 or QVo6-20 

l·i!SC21LANEOUS 
vp 1 500 pf (wide spa 
v 2 1000 pf 

M 1 150 mA meter 

medium wave crystal (:E -1.5 MHz) 
modulation transfo r (Woden UM l or similar) 

Metering poillt. Dis ct R4 from earth, 6146 gTid cu=ent shoul.d 
be eet to 3,4 mA by ing the value of EF 91 screen gTid :resistor 
if necessary. ) 

x l 
Tl 

A 

l 6 70 turns 22 swg en. cu. wire round lt" former. 
Tapped at 5 40 turns 

and then every 5 t\:rns , E:t.'\OR There should be a 
c 3 & c 4. 

50. 

between the cathode of Vl and the jimctio:o of 



4WATTVHFM Transmitter, parts and inst 

* Get some double-sided copper clad PCB, enough · o fuake boards in Diag. 
II and IV, and a piece l W' x 3''. Cut PCB with stan ey knife - score, bend , 
snap. Cut islands with junior hacksaw. Clean with er y cloth. Drill holes 
I /8" bit. Mark islands with felt tip A to X (see Diag U and IV). Mark board. 
Glue islands with Lochite superglue - one drop ill :do. Clean islands of 
any glue. Apply liberal amount of solder to isla ds with a decent iron, 
2Swatt Weller is a good buy, small style. 

DIAGRAM I. ASSEMBLY ORDER 
1. 3SK51 or 406 7 3 dual-gate m osfet transistor 

Cut two legs off to about 2/ l 0", opposite 
sticking-out bit. Apply solder. Try not to 
handle transistor, but use legs to position. Stick 
these legs to islands B and E. Cut other legs, 
press down and solder to islands D and F. 

2. 33pf capacitor 
Same principle, cut one leg, apply solder, use 
other leg to position. 

3. Wind 2 x JJpf capacitors legs together. Solder 
to islands F and the negative rail, which is the 
board. 

4. 330 .n resistor, 1 /4 watt (orange/orange{b,.own 
Keep close to 3, island F to board. 

5/6/7/8. 4 x 220Krl L~4 watt (red/red/yellow) 

9. 33pf 

10. 

11. 

12. 

13. 

14. 

15. 

16. 

17. 

18. 

56pf 

BBI 05B or BB205B varicap diode 
Spot nearest island. 
9 VJ zenner diode 
Line nearest island. 

4N7 capacitor (or 4700pf, or. 0047uf) 

68K .n (blue/grey/orange) 

.1 UF capacitor (or I OON, or 100, 000 pf) 

1 I O.{l. (brown/brown/brown) 

Single piece of insulated 3-amp wire. 1 7 a. Salle 

2-22 pf foil trimmer/variable capacitor (plastit) 
Odd leg is positive and goes to island G 

.l. 
T 

t: 

Nore~ 
KfE.F 
ALL 
C.E AllS 
SHOIU" 

19. MCI 08 Toko VHF mounted coil inductor 5.5 9 
turns, 0. 64 Jl.H In 
This is the most tricky component in the 
circuit, due to difficulty in raising ferrite core : I 1 
Sharpen a piece of plastic with Stanley Knife ~ 
to act as trimmer. Be patient. Order a number 
of different coils near this one, so that you 
can experiment, as it is this comp~.>nent and ;w 
the variable capacitor above that combine to ~ 
create the frequency for tritnsmission. ' + ."' 

MC 108 TOKO: Another way of getting into the f ,rrite core is 
to heat up a needle in a flame, pierce underneath, and then 
push up. 

20. RF choke, fixed inductor 
This isn't ready-made, but you have to build it ' 
yourself. Get a dozen FX 1115 ferrite beads 
and some 28-gaugc, c11amcllcd SWG copper· ~ /\{or'£ . l'V\~\).q c,01 (':A.. ~All. o-u..+ < .. L ... "~ poi.<-t;."£ 
wire. Wind wire through middle 6 times. " bo oNt .S1:•c.l.t.1 "' t-..__.,.,, · 
Remove enamel from the ends, best way to Actual Size 2-1 /8" x 3-1 /8" w ith islands for 1hWA TT 
do this is to burn off then use emery cloth. DRIVER STAGE (Fig 2). ---------••-•si.llliiiiiiiiiiiliilililllililll-----• 



2 1. 56pf 

22. 1?.K.n. 

23. 4N7 

24. 2N3866 transistor 
Before bending legs into right position --©: 
relative to islands, we must heatsink 
transistor. Small heatsink will do. Plus we 
need silicon grease in a syringe. Put grease around 
sides of transistor can, prise open heatsink with 
screwdriver, slide tranny in, talce out screw
driver. Bend legs and cut. Solder. Make sure 
with crossover that no legs touch. 

30. 2N3866 The la ger the heatsink, the better. See No. 24. 

3 1. SWGJ8 guage e amel copperwire l 0 turns this 
time. 

32. 2-22 pf variabl 
Positive leg to . Cut off leg facing leg on 0. 

u The first board ca now be tested once we 
have added piece of 67 Coax , or any heavy-duty 

?mm CB Coax. (S diag. V). We must fix Coax 
to a UFH male ~lu (see diag. VII). Plus e 
need stereo 1 /4" j kp/ug socket plus 250Kn 

2. Sc 1 q "l I log pot and some i sulated 3-amp wire. 

••PvT l~ij~l To p<opody '"' • d dmlop wo n"d ' 
TOf' a) a power supply a CB l 3.8v 3-amp unit, or a l 2v car/motorbike 

c ~~ battery. 
b) a power/SWR me er- capable of up to 1 SOmHz, plus dummy load• 2SW 

<-o•.c.. •NPll?.. \ c) A frequency co nter. This is the most expensive item. A Thandor 
uc~t'-r PFM200A is th best value 

t=AAr~~ G4tOUf\/il c 
N. « CC)I(_ 

l 'Ni'VT 
No2.ft. . ~NaBb" No ~o · 2 N ll!l,b E-.t"t\ "' We could do wi hout a freq uency counter, but if anything is slightly 

**This transistor can be replaced out, ie off the HF band, than a radio receiver is no good to find a 
by 2N4427 if used with fault. 
2SC 1971 in place of the MRF237 .. d) A cassette-playe with a 5-pin Din plug. 

25. 

26. 

27. 

28. 

29. 

2N4427 has the same pin position. e) A radio receiver 
Fit to power suppl , fit to power mete!'. Turn on frequency counter. 

18-gauge enamelled SWG copperwire 
Wind wire 9 times around pencil, shape legs, 
scrape off enamel and solder. 

56pf. 

RF Choke. Fixed inductor. 
Same as no. 20. 

4N7 

RF choke, as above 

Set counter to 0.2 ate, put pro be into left-hand socket (probe can be 
just a piece of sin core insulated wire). Turn on power. Adjust 
parts no. 18 and n . 19. See the reading change. Choose a free 
frequency. To adju t power, turn part no. 32 (to adjust variable 
capacitors! use a pl stic trimmer). 
If all's going well, lug in cassette (5-pin Din plug to 1 /4" jack 
Tandys). Pu t in yo r favourite tape, turn on radio, and if every
thing's okay you shlould hear your tape on the radio. If something 
is wrong, check an~ double-check. If you can't work it out, send 
board back to us vi Free The Airwaves and we will see what 's 
wrong. If everythin 's okay then you can go to the next stage. 

SCHEMATIC DIA 
AMPLIFIER (Fig. 

0 

® @ 

® :::. '"""" l>H~ I~~ W c...-tpv..t to SwR ~~'\..~ ~ '2.S"'-'°'-""P) 
GS) : S>old&.,ce.dl. d;v;~wcil.L .@~ boo..~c\. ""'<l is.~r..l.i. . d.• (~ s.'10..ci.d.. c..o1,,~~c.lo.A, P(.~ Su.p4R~l.u.c2.c:t. . 

$.eQ.. o.\:;o F1~. b. 
52. 



33. 3-90 pf variable capacitor (foil trimmer) . 
34 As above 

35. 2 and a half turns of 18 guage tin coated SW using 
a 1 /4"drill as former. 

36. 47r:L resistor. 
"Jl. RF choke, same components but only 3 tu 
38. MRF237 transistor Large heatsink. 

5~-T 
Y Vff,v../ f- SIOM Alli>v£ 

40. zo n. resistor. 

Q 
l1~ 
ts~%"'-:'\) 

R 

41. 

42. 

43. 

44. 

:Juf. 

RF choke - 3 turns. 

NIB (or 180pf) 

2 turns 18 TC SWG Solder directly to positiv 

~w 
b_:'._U_A.,_L_S_l~-E._4_'_' ,..._7.._~_"_. 4 w /\MV ~00.. R'l> (F1G 4-) 

45. 

46. 

leg of part no. 4 5, w llich is a 3-90pf trimmer. Cut off 
leg facing away from island W. 

3-90pf trimmer 

3-90pf trimmer 

We are now ready to fit into a box (see diag. VI) Get 8" x 3" x 11h'' 
aluminium box. Drill holes. To put in divider, solde along dotted line 
in diag. l 11 and solder along side of divider. Don't older together yet. 
Solder TCSWG 18 wire between earth and islands P d Q. With these''
ond wire make sure there is no contact with earth. ow solder divider, 
also making sure no contact with P and Q connecti n. Last points to sol
der, using same wire: from island W to centre of U F female plug, and 
from earth to outer. Solder 4N7 capacitor from ~ stereo plug to earth. 
see dia. 6 and 8 for positions). 

If alls well on testing, using same procedure as w th first board - you 
should get nearly 5 watts with the 13.8v supply. To trim up power, go through 
each variable capacitor starting from is.fund P until ou get the maximum read
ing from each capacitor. 

Now you must make an aerial. Get JO metres of U 67 Coax. 4 metres of W' 
aluminium tubing (either go to a specialist metal su plier, or get an old Hor 
X 407 VHF TV aerial). Cut to the frequency requir d (see diag. VI l for calc
ulation). Plus we need some f,i" electrical conduit d about 3 feet of 2" by 
I" wood. 

To tune aerial to its maximum effieiency, we want setting nearest to l on 
the SWR scale. Experiment first with dummy load. emember, maximum 
watts and a rubbish SWR reading won 't help you g a better signal. 

To test press SWR button, press SET button, slide cale till the meter 
reads SET, then press TEST button- if its properly uned, the needle 
will drop to 1. Now t ry with aerial- don't worry ab ut power reading
with a setting of 2,5 SWR, this will get you over a ile with a l 2v 
battery. Try aerial in different positions and locati ns. The best results 
will o nly come with experience and experimentatio . 

@~ 'h · ·~ p~ soc.~. 

AC--iUAL SIU it )( 5 t- " 
2.Sw AMP B.c.i..RD ( t: 16- SJ 

BOX & WI RING (Fig. 6) @> =i+,." c.o·c:o.x.( s.u. ~·~::,.) 
-===-~~.:...__1==~,~~=============f; 

! 12.v 
AvP16 ' N 
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Anyone who has any better ideas, why not Jet us know so we can make 
them available. Or. if you have all' · 
even ready built, please write. 

Free The Airwaves 
Approximately 480 one - mile - radius local VHFM commune -
ikation stations are possible in London. In the mos t dense areas 
we are talking about 50,000 people, eg. the Elephant and Castle 
district. For less dense areas, where, say , only 12 ,000 people live 
in a 5 - mile radius, we are trying to develop a 10 watt transmitter 
Again , if anyone knows any useful info rmation , don' t sit on it, 
give it to Free The Airwaves. 

1HE LATEST 'RADIO CRIMES' IS OUT NOW' . FOR NEXT 
3 COPIES SEND MINIMUM DONATION .. £'.Z (For organisat

ions £ 10) for next 3 ISSUES.to : 
FREE THE AIRWAVES. BCM BOX 1502, LON. WC1N3XX .. 

Aerial desixn 
Keep inner wire as short as you can 
and as covered as you can 

Face dipole with inner wire upward. .,.. 
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S Watt Trans itter. 
Complete Bu· ding Instructions. 

GENERAL DESCRIPTION 
The following describes a small VHF FM ransmi

tter with an output power of 5 watts, ade uate. to 
cover a 3 or 4 mile radius reception area fro a suit, 
able high transmitting site. The microphone or cass
ette recorder can be connected directly to thi transm
itter. To test and tune it you will need a mu timeter, 
a dipmeter and preferably a RF power meter. 

With just a modicum of effort this 'peopl s trans
mitter' achieves acceptable frequency stabil ty, low 
f~-cdback from output to input, and a stabl power 
output. In-built pre-emphasis means that t e audio 
quality is good. 

5 Watt Transmitter : CIRCUIT DESCRIPTIO 

Tl is configured as a microphone pre-amp wit enough 
sensitivity for low impedence microphones. T2 a d T3 are 
configured to provide standard pre-emphasis. D4 provides 
protection against the supply being connected the rong way 
round. The field effect transistor (FET) T4, (BF245) is config
ured as an oscillator (and is a very good feature fo stopping 
the frequency from wandering). Two varicap diode D3 and 
D3' (BB105) or a double varicap diode (BB204) ow the 
frequency of the oscillator to be modulated. T5 is c nfigured 
as a buffer. T6 and T7 are cascoded to form a high perform
ance amplifier, with high stability. The transforme 12 ; L3 
enhances the performance of this amplifier. C25 an R9 prot
ect T7 from overload. TS is the power amplifier. 

If the transmitter is tuned up at a frequency of about 
98 Mhz (see later) the desired frequency can be set ith C16 
without the power output falling below 4 watts, i.e. it should 
not be necessarv to re-tune. 

When drilling the printed circuit board (PCB) use 3mm 
diameter for mounting holes, lmm diameter for t · mers and 
coils, and 0.8mm diameter for the rest. Mark the ounting 
holes on the bottom of the case. 

Radio Support Group 
We reprint here complete details of a more soph
isticated 5W TX which has been translated and 
developed by our Radio Support Group in Bristol. 
The approximate cost of parts (excluding PCB 
'-oard and case) is a mere £16, once you've got 

Jld of the tools and testing gear. 
To join Radio Support Group and get updates 
and development aid write to: 

Radio Support Group, c/O Drowned Rat 
Communications. 

Box 010, 
27 Stokes Croft, 

Bristol, 
Avon BSI 3PY. 

Begin by constructing the low frequency section and the 
oscillator and the buffer, i.e. all the parts in Fig~re A of 
the circuit diagram. First mount the resistors, then the diodes. 
The symbol for a diode in the circuit diagram is an arrow with 
a bar in front of it. The bar corresponding to the broad ring of 
the diode and the varicap, and the middle lead on the BB204. 

Next mount the capacitors and trimmers. Be careful when 
bending the leads of the ceramic capacitors near the body of 
the capacitor, as it can crack. Ensure the elecrolitic and tant
alum capacitors are mounted the right way round. Finally 
mount the semiconductors and the coil 11. The coil should 
touch the PCB with all its turns (windings) and should be 
inserted with no tension on the turns. After testing stick it to 
the PCB with UHU (glue). This will improve frequency stabil
ity and help prevent microphony. The coils are best wound on 
drill bits of the correct diameter. R23 and C19 are soldered l1h 
turns from the cold end of the coil (thats the end connected 
to earth). Use solder sparingly to avoid damaging the coil. 
Mount the semiconductors the right way round. The pinouts 
are shown from below. 

TRANSMITTER CIRCUIT DIAGRAM OSCILLATOR (Fig. A) S1 A 

R9 II DI 

H2 

C3 .. 
l Rf 

C711 C8 C91 IC1 0 Dr2 
R24 

C18 C18' 

R3 H f--l 

·Microphone 
R 1 C.Lf. T5 B 

~5 C16 
R7 

I l T3 

.. 
R25 

R26 
Rl8 

S2 R17 
C11 + D3 Drl R22 

D2 
C19 

R19 

R6 C15
1 

R21 
R20 

C12 I 
55. 
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Fig. B 

Now check whether the right component is in the right Rotati g R19 anticlockwise increases the transmitter 
place. Inspect the track side of the board for short circuits and frequency s does unmeshing C16. The frequency should be 
breaks. Check for short circuits across the power supply conn- adjustable etween 80 - 150 Mhz. (If you want a higher freq-
ections with an ohm-meter. Apply 12 volts via an am-meter, uency see 1 ter '2M Modification). 
preferably from a stabilised power supply with current limiting The fi al adjustment of the oscillator and tuning the amp-
Otherwise put a 1 amp fast-blow fuse in the positive supply lifiers can nly be done after finally building the transmitter 
lead. If it blows there is either a short circuit, or D4 is the into its cas and putting the top on. If you want to alter the 
wrong way round. or the power supply is the wrong way frequency ften rotate R19 fully anticlockwise and set the 
round. Check D4 each time the fuse blows. There should be a highest wa, ted frequency with C16. The frequency can now 
current of 20 to 25 milli-amps (mA) (without the LED conn- be altered sing R19. You could possibly -replace C16 with a 
ected). Tune a receiver to the desired frequency and adjust ceramic ca acitor (colour black or red!). If you want to use a 
R19 and C16 until the receiver goes quiet. This means the osc- frequency oder 80 Mhz add one tum to Ll. If you use a 
illator is OK. With C16 in its middle position the oscillator BB204 for 03 you can tune across the whole FM band with 
frequency will probably be between 100 and 104 mhz. R19. The :Icuit is designed so that the modulation index 

Now connect an audio signal to an input. Switch S2 has remains co tant as you change the frequency. 
to have been connected to do this. adjust the two pre-set Now t e VHF amplification stages {Figure D of the circ-
resistors , R24 for the microphone input and R5 for the tape uit diagra . Begin by mounting the resistors and capacitors. 
recorder input, so that the signal can be heard in the receiver The ferrite bead Dr6 is threaded onto one of the R27's leads. 
as loud as possible without distortion. It can be a bit louder All connec ions which go to earth (X in the circuit diagram) 
than all the other btoadcasting transmitters. If you can hear solder onto the top and bottom of the PCB. In all other cases 
your signal on several frequencies as you tune the receiver, use solder only on top. Construct the transformer L2:L3 (see Fig 
the transmitter without an aerial or take it into another room. K). Use .2 diameter enamelled copper wire for L3. Wind 
If you can still hear it in several places then something is round a fe ite bead 3 times and tighten carefully. Don't cut 
wrong. the wire to close to the bead. Tin the ends. If you can solder 

If you have a dip-meter ( or absorption wavemeter) its through th enamel, no problem. Otherwise hold the ends of 
much easier to check whether the oscillator only oscillates the wire in lighter flame and carefully scrape off the remain-
on one frequency. If it does oscillate Qn more than one . der of the namel with fine sandpaper. Then tin with solder. 
frequency, re-solder R23 /C19 onto the coil Ll a turn from Put bits of sellotape on the ends so as not to confuse them 
the cold end. The best point of contact is when the oscillator with L2. S e thing now with L2, only its 6 windings this 
only oscillates properly on any one frequency in the FM time, three right and three left of L3, spread equally over the 
band. In 90% of all cases the point of contact is 11h turns. bead. Now ount L2: L3, keeping the wire ends short, and fix 
Exceptionally high gain FET's are responsible for the except- it in place ith glue. 
ions. Next ount the trimmers. All the legs that are going to be 

If the oscillator doesn't work at all, and the voltage soldered o top of the PCB should be tinned with solder 
supply is correct, either D3, D3', T4, or T5 are the wrong way beforehand as should their respective contact points on the 
round, or there is a short circuit. Bear in mind that the oscill- PCB. Bend hese legs outward at right angles so that the trim· 
ator is THE MOST CRITICAL PART of the whole circuit. mer will li flat against the PCB. Use a little soldering iron 
Mountains of solder and dry joints (to be avoided anyway) are (15-20w) a d be very careful, the material the trimmers are 
most harmful here. All parts, especially Ll , have to be compl- made of ca 't take much heat at all. It must NOT be touched 
etely stable and must not move on impact. The bodies of T4 with the ti of the iron. Check after soldering that you can 
and T5 should be no more than 2 to 3mm above the PCB. turn the tri mers easily. 

,..,_le is. o ..... -t-1..12 
f"U .. dc1s>~< o;r 
I....;?> ti.a l:>o........i.; 

~---"~· See back page for blow-up of 
design. 
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L4 

T7 

C22I 026 
R28 

L3 

C27 
B c 5 .. R29- x 

C20 

l x 

Next mount th~ transistors. First T6 and T7. he transis
tors should be mounted close to the PCB (2-3m~) . This is 
especially important for the emitter of T7 (bas to earth). 
Ensure that nothing metallic touches T7's case as his is con
nected internally to its collector. Now mount th MRF237. 
Slightly countersink the base and collector holes o the under
side of the board with a 3mm drill. This is to pre ent a short 
circuit between the transistor's base and collect~r leads with 
the earth plane. Mount the transistor underneath the board 
onto the earthplane, having first put some heatsink compound 
on the bottom of the transistor (ie between the sistor and 
the board). Push the transistor against the PCB and !solder base 
and collector on top. You can either cut off the e~itter lead 
beforehand (this is connected internally to the ca's or put it 
through its hole, and bend it so it can be soldered t the screen 
to the left of TS (to be put on later). Using a hi h powered 
soldering iron (at least 50w) solder the case of the t ansistor to 
the earth plane. This has to be done as fast as possi le. Rather 
hot and fast than slow and cold! 

Now wind and mount the remaining coils. It doesn't mat
ter in which sense you wind them (clock or anti~lock-wise) 
except that they should stand at right angles to eafh other (at 
each stage) and be as far as possible from the sides f the. case. 
This is especially important for L4 and L6. L6 should be 
approx. 5mm above the PCB. _ 

The printed circuit board should be attached to the bot
tom of the case in such a way that the MRF237 i: gently pre
ssed al!ainst the bottom of the case. This is don with bolts 

Dr4 
Si 1A 

Dr5 

c31 
~v>e. 

+12V r· Ic29 I c30 Ix 
D4 

L5 

c32 

~~.rrrr\--~1~-c-33-1--~1 

1 

L6 

CIRCUIT DI AGRAM {Fig- D) 

BUfFER 

washers, spacers and nuts. Don't forget to put some heatsink 
compound between the transistor and the case. 

The screens to the left of T6 and TS are made from bits 
of single or double sided PCB. They should be measured to 
fit neatly with the sides and top of the case. Where a PCB 
track goes from one chamber to the next the screen will have 
to filed at the bottom to prevent shorting. Watch the trimm
ers when soldering! 

The circuit is complete now, only Dr3, Dr4, Dr5 are miss
ing. Connect 12v to the input of the 8v regulator and to the 
top of R27. There should be i. current of 30-50 mA. The coll
ector of T6 should be at 10-llv. If it is Ov, L2 is an open cir
cuit. If the voltage is too low, R28 has to be increased, and if 
too high (~ly) decrease R28. Now mount Dr3. Put trimmer 
C27 into middle position. Turn C26 so it is 114 meshed. Conn
ect the 12v supply again, the current should be 80-120 mA. 
Write down the -cuhent and then adjust C26 and C27. The 
current consumption will change and T7 will get hotter than 
T6 (but should still be cool enough to touch). If the current 
consumption is still 50 mA as before there is a mistake some
where. There should be a 12v on the case of T7. If there are 
no short circuits and no tantalum capacitors connected the 
wrong way round (Do check each stage meticulously before 
connecting the supply) the only possibility is a broken trim
mer. If you have a dip meter or absorption wavemeter hold 
it near L4 and tune through . .ie check there is no spurious out
put on other frequencies. Switch off again. 

Finally mount Dr4 and Dr5 and clip a heatsink onto the 

BUFFER ST AGE {Fig. E) 
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MRF 237. Solder a piece of co-ax cable to the output. Conne
ct the cable by soldering a suitable plug onto the end to a 
dummy load via a Voltage Standing Wave Radio meter (VSWR 
meter) with power indication. Alternatively use the 
circuit in Fig.2 as the dummy load and a VSWR meter without 
power indication. 

NEVER use the transmitter without a load! Short circ
uits can destroy the MRF237 ! 

Check with an ohm meter that your dummy load has a 
resistance of 50 ohm. Now adjust your power supply to a 
maximum current of 800mA (if you can, that is). Adjust the 
trimmers C26 ... 14 C27 ... 'h C32 ... 1Ji C33 ... % (ie. C26 1,4 
meshed, C27 1h meshed etc.) 

ti¥ ,:-] 'Pc.e. OfS.l~tV f!t:>~ ~of'-1'-E.R s TA(,.c 6F- t>S<.itcAToQ. tJei. M-tuoJ.R7~ !)ll<O. ~or...-t<>ps'1ck '>5 boa.rcl.1·~ ...,;rror o~tk\s{) 
Vi.lat.u<l.d. ~~· Ci:.:"!' G.e F-. s ~ boc...n,J. · 

AC.-r't.:>A SI Z- E. 
After switching on watch simultaneously power output 

and input current. Tune for max output power. Use a brass or 
aluminium tuning tool with an insulated handle. Tune C26, 
then C27 (doesn't have much effect) then C32, lastly C33. For 
the Ist 2 trimmers increasing power output results in an 
increase in input current. Not so with the final stage, if you 
mistune that current consumption can get too high. 

Some power supplies go mad with high frequencies .. try 
and get one which is high frequency stabilised. Very careful 
people start tuning with low power supply voltages, but the 
stage supplied by the voltage regulator needs 12v to make 
sure the V regulator is working properly. You should repeat 
the tuning several times to get the feel of it. Maximum output 
power is 6 watts with a 12v supply and a MRF237, which corr
esponds to an input current of 750 mA to the whole circuit, of 
which 640mA goes to the MRF237. Under these conditions 
the transistor dissipates 8w (as heat) which it can handle if it 
has good heatsinking. If you have a trial run outside the case, 
the earth plane will just about keep the transistor cool 
The MRF237 can cope with 700mA for some time, but bear 
in mind that the voltage of a lead/acid battery can be up to 
13.5 volts . .ie its better to lower the output power by 0.5w, 
wh_ich isn't noticeable, than to risk low reliability by the trans
istor running too hot and blowing. 

Using the formula I • w/v (w over v), you can calculate 
the maximum allowable input current for a particular supply 
voltage V, and W - 8 watts. The power can be easily reduced 
by adjusting C27. You should only do this after everything is 
built into the case as the sides of the case affect the coils and 
lower the circuit's amplification. In any case there is enough 
spare gain in the circuit to tune it uncritically and still supply 
the MRF237 with enough input drive. With a dipmeter swit
ched to absorption wavemeter mode check all stages are work
ing on only the oscillator frequencv. If the amplifier stages 
have sufficient gain the tuning should be completely uncritical 
and the oscillator should have good stability, even when used 
outside the case. This is in spite of the broadband circuit des
ign. If C26 is completely enmeshed at maximum output power 
then pull the turns of L4 apart slightly. 

Now mounting the board onto the case. Drill holes above 
t he trimmers in the top of the case so the final tuning of the 
trimmers and R19 can be done with the top in place. Drill 
holes also for the switches, sockets and LED. Power supply 
and output sockets should be on one of the shorter sides. In 
the high frequency part of the board put thin copper foil 

round tbe edge of the PCB, as far as the eartn plane extends 
to, and ro nd the edges of the screening walls. Solder on both 
sides. of t e PCB and the screening walls. Now using spacers, 
etc, moun the PCB. Don't forget heatsink compound for the 
MRF237. ount the sockets and switch with all the compon
ents whic are to be mounted on them (see diagram). Connect 
the outpu socket to C33 with the shortest possible length of 
wire. The arth connection can be soldered to a tag, which is 
bolted to ne of the socket's mounting holes. 

Now he final tuning. This is the same as the trial run. 
You shoul not use a dummy load with a SWR worse than 
1 : 1.4. I practice the output power can be estimated from 
the power consumption of the transmitter, if you assume the 
efficiency s 60-70% approx. 
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Transformer L2' L3 wou nd on FX 1115 fette bead. 
(Fig. K) L2 

L2 

COMPONENT LIST FOR 5 WATT TRANSMITTE 

Rl 220 
R2 470 
R2' 4.7k 
R3 lm 
R4 lOOk min.trimmer,horizontal 
R5 lOOk " " " 
R6 47k 
R7 47k 
RS not required 
R9 220 
RlO 470k 
Rll 47k 
R12 lk 
R13 4.7k 
R14 470k 
R15 100 
R16 2.2k 
R17 2.2k 
RlS 2.7k 
R19 lOOk min.trimmer,horizontal 
R20 47k 
R21100k 
R22 lOOk 
R23 220 
R24 150k 
R25 lOOk 
R26 lSO 
R27 100 
R2S 27k 
R29 2.2 
R30 52 or 47 

Cl Inf ceramic 
C2 Inf ceramic 
C3 47µf16v elect.PCB mounting 
C4 10tvf16v elect. 
C5 1 nf ceramic 
C6 IONf 16v elect. 
C7 15 Nf 16v elect. 
CS lnf ceramic 
C9 1 nf ceramic 
ClO 16...vf 16v tantalum 
Qll 47 pf ceramic 
C12 10 nr polysyrene foil 
Cl3 6SOpf polystyrene foil 
C14 16 ,.if 16v tantalum 
C15 6SOpf ceramic 

Cl6 2-22pf mm. foil trimmer 7 .5mm, 

green. (eg. Cirkit 06-22001) 
Cl 7 6.Spf ceramic 
ClS plus ClS', C19, and C20 1 nf ceram. 
C21 100 nf ceramic 
C22 Inf ceramic 
C23 lOOnf ceramic 
C24 , C25 Inf ceramic 
C26 2-27pf min. foil trimmer 7 .5mm,red 

( eg. Cirkit 06-36001) 
C27 5.5-80pf min. foil trimmer lOmm,red 

C2S lnf ceramic 
C29 lOOnf ceramic 
C30 16nf 16v tantalum 
C31 Inf ceramic 
C32, C33 As C27 

Dl LED 
D2 1N414S -c::::r ~ 
D3, 0 3' either BB105G (two) or one BB204G-M- ...,.. 
D41N4001 

Tl BC549,BC239,BC109 (pref C type) Q 
£, 8 c. 

T2 as for Tl 
T3 BC516 
T4 BF256B or BF245B (not C type!) ~ 
T5 BF256B or BF245B(C tygssible),4.._ 
T6 BF254 or BFY90 e . • · ·~ 
T7 2N3S66 or51 4427 O, E. c. screen - connect to • • GF.Z S4- ,, G 
TS MRF 237 • "' c. ..,,:'/,;.. earf:h plane ' .. 

DRl Wide band choke mounted directtv 
on tape recorder socket 

DR2 3 turns of 0.2mm (3.4S.WG) 
enammelled cppper wi re on FX 1115 _ferrite bead 

DR3 wide band choke 
DR4 wide band choke 
DR5 wide band choke 
DR6 FX1115 ferrite bead on lead of R27 
DR7 wide band choke 

Ll 41h turns of lmm (lSSWG) silver coated copper wire on 
6mm former, tapped at l Yi turns from cold end 

L2 6 turns of 0.3mm (34SWG) on FX1115 ferrite bead 
L3 2 turns of (same as above) ·• 
L4 7 turns of lmm (lSSWG) silver coat.ed copper wire on 

Smm former 
15 3 turns of lmm (lSSWG) silver coated copper wire on a 

6mm former 
16 6 turns lmm (lSSWG) silver coated copper wire on a 

6mm former 
L7 as L5 

78LOS 8v voltage regulator 
81, 82 switches 
Printed Circuit Board (PCB) 

~ viewed from below 

'~ ~- ov-t' 

80239 UHF socket with earthing tag 
copper foil 
braided wire 
power supply connectors 
input connectors 
lA fast blow fuse and holder 

FOOTNOTES 
Here is some info for people who aren't too knowledge

able about high frequency circuitry, and who probably have 
had even less experience on a practical level. 

1. COMPONEN'l'S SHOULD HA VE SHORT LEADS. 
Every additional unnecessary length of wire in VHF circ

uits increases the chances of undesirable oscillations (proper
ly called parasitic oscillations). To guard against this solder 
components as close to the Pcb as you can, tc get an unamb
iguous output on just ONE frequency! 

2. WE WON'T GET ANYWHERE WITHOUT EARTH. 
The case m_ust be earthed. ie be at zero volts potential 

relative to the negative side of the supply. Use a tag bolted to 
(eg. Cirkit 06-80001) 
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the output sockets' mounting holes. Solder a thick bit of brai
ded wire between the tag and the neg. supply input socket. 
This will earth the case, but the circuit board still needs earth
ing. There might be an earth contact from the MRF237 to the 
heatsink to the case but its better to provide an additional safe 
earth connection. Another piece of thick braided wire will 
work. Solder one end to the earth plane and connect the other 
to the case near the power supply connections. 

If you use metal connectors for the microphone and tape 
recorder input sockets theY. will be earthed through the case. 
If you use plastic ones you'il have to solder a wire between the 
earth tag on the connector and the earth plane on the board. 
Better still regardless of choice of connector is to use a piece 
of screened audio co-ax. 

3. EARTHLY DELIGHTS. 
Its important to use a double sided PCB for the High Fre

quency stages, so that any part of the circuit can be easily eart
thed. 

4. HEAT HAS TO GET OUT. 
If, for eg, the threaded bolt of a high power transistor has 

broken off its no use trying to solder it back on. A solder
ed joint do~sn't transfer heat at all well, so either the transis-

Detail Of A Wlcle b-."cl Choke.{ f tG. X \ 

TO MAKE A WIDE BAND CHOKE: 
Get a FX1898 ferrite bead or Cirkit stock no. 55-25111. 

Wind 21h turns of 24 SWG tinned or enamelled copper wire 
through 5 of the 6 holes as shown on the diagram. 

tor overhe ts and is destroyed, or the heat melts the joint 
and then it overheats and is destroyed. 

Simil ily any heatsink has to be all one piece of metal. 
Even a set p like "threaded bolt- heatsink compound- heatsink 
-case-heats' k compound- another heatsink" does not transfer 
enough he t to the outside air. (But here we're talking about 
mega pow r situations you wont face with your 5 watter). 

5. CAN Y U PUT ANY ONE IN ANY POSITION? 
No. e'll have to wait till after the revolution for that. 

If you wa t to use different transistors than those mentioned 
you'll hav to check the pin outs to see which is base, 
collector, tc. There are nearly as many pin outs as there are 
t ransistors. Check in a catalogue or data book that replace
ments are ompatible. 

6. MATCH AKING 
If you wa t to use a telescopic aerial check the matching 
before eac use. You'll get much better results with a proper 
aerial. Yo might get a better match without using the full 
extension. How far you can pull such an aerial out depends 
(among ot er things) on the transmitting frequency .. Match
ing can on y properly be done with a VSWR meter, thats why 
its a basic iece of test gear .. See later under AERIALS. 

WHERE GET THE PARTS: 
Crick) wood Electronics, for instance, stock everything 

except th ferrite beads and the wire. Their MRF237 is rather 
expensive £7.05). 

Mapli has most of the bits except some semiconductors, 
FX1898 a d the silver coated wire. 

Cirkit stocks most of the bits including the FX1115 
ferrite bet (comes in packs of 10), the other ferrite bead. , 
and the s Iver coated copper wire. They don't stock all the 
semicondu tors but their MRF237 is cheaper (£4.46). 

CricklewoJd Electroniccs Ltd. 40 Cricklewood Broadway, Lon 
NW23ET. Tel. 01-450-0995 or 01-452-0161. Free catalogue 
on reques . 

Mapli a11d Cirkit catalogues from your local W.H.Smut. 

(SWATT TRANSM ITTER) DUMMY L OAD WI 
MEASURING CIRCUIT (Fig. J) 

oA9( or OMI 

v '2. 

-
10 0 

RFC is five t urns (34SWG) o n FX 1115 ferrit 

If you buy a dummy load (loads less hassle, a 30w one 
will set you back £9) you can build the rest of the circuit (le 
the diode. capacitors and choke) into the body of a UHF 
plug. 

MAKING YOUR PCB BOARD 
You can make your PCB board photographically by using 

the blacked in Fig. B & F. 
A paperback book which describes t he whole and several 

alternative processes in intimate detail is 'How to Design and 
Make Your Own PCB~' by R.A. Penfold. Published in the 
Babani Series of electronic books. It's available from the 
Maplin Catalogue, Page 48, (costs £1.95), and there's a good 
chance your local library will have it . 

Uet a UH T-piece connector and you can connect the trans
mitter out ut into the dumm~ load and power measuring circ
uit at the s me time 

COST 

5 WATI' ' R ANSMITTER .. . approx. £16, excluding PCB and 
case. 

15 to 8 W ATI' AMPLIFIER. . . approx. £70, excluding 
PCB and c se and heatsink. 

....................... ,6~0 ....................... . 



80 Watt Amp 
General Description. 

The following describes a 80w VHF FM ampli 1er. Input 
and output impedences are 50 ohm. Output power i 80w with 
a 12.5v supply and 15w input power. Its .possible o increase 
the input power to 25w but this does not incre e output 
power significantly. You shouldn't use more th 25w of 
input power without using an input attenuator. 

The power supply has to be much more serious ffair than 
for a 25w design. The power amp can draw up t 14A DC. 
Adding this to the current drawn by a 25 watt t~~tter and 
we're talking 16A. You'll have to work with a car battery or 
similar lead/acid battery rated at least 20Ah. If yo have a RF 
stabilised mains power supply with a 20A output1 capability 
you could apply 13.5 volts to the amplifier and ~chieve an 
output power of 110w. We suggest you only try his if you 
have proper heatsinking and guaranteed low SWR. he manu
facturers data sheet says dont exceed lOOw output power (on 
the transistor). The bandwidth of this amp is 5Mh for a 20% 
decrea5e. You can only use this bandwidth if yo use a low 
pass filter on the output, otherwise the simple bui t in band· 
stop filter L6/CiO (tuned to the .2nd harmonic) ·u restrict 
the usable bandwidth to 2 Mhz. 

Our prototype used a relay to provide reve e polarity 
protection. Three LED's indicate ready, reverse p arit?'! an_d 
high temperature. On reaching 90degrees C the mplif1er IS 

disconnected from the supply. The transmitter f eding thL<; 
amplifier should also be connected via this relay, a the power 
transistor doesn't take kindly to having input powe applied to 
it when it doesn't have a supply voltage. 

The amplifier power supply should be conn ~ed using 
crocodile clips or big plugs ... something like a DIN plug could 
not handle the current. The supply cables shoul be of 3.5 
square mm cross section and no longer than lOOcm. 

CIRCUIT 
The heart of the circuit is the RF power tran istor MRF 

245. This is a controlled Q transistor with intern I base and 
collector matching. This transistor is designed for t e 145-175 
Mhz VHF band and exhibits broad band characteri tics within 
this range. The circuit is tuned as the developmen of a linear 
amplifier, and would require extensive knowledge f the tran
sistor and extensive calculations. The transistor's c aracteris-

o, 

S2. ~ c,, 

I I I 

This Amp sh ould be quite suitable 
to attach ont o t he 25W 
(max.)- designonp54. We 
haven 't built one ourselves yet. 

tics in the frequency band we are interested in are not publ· 
ished by the maker and we you'd need loads of expensive test 
gear to find them for yourself. Therefore this circuit was dev
eloped mainly by experiment. If you had all the test gear you 
could probably achieve a better bandwdth and greater harm· 
onic suppression. 

At the base and collector of the MRF245 are the relat· 
ively high value capacitors C4 and C5. These are part of the 
low pass impedence matching networks for input and output. 
Enormous currents flow through these capacitors so they 
have to be specially chosen eg Unelco mica capacitors or Erie 
high Q chip capacitors with low pass· C3d.<tialectric. Because 
of the small size of the chip capacitocl they've a tendency to 
overheat. Avoid this by using a combination in parallell to add 
up to the correct value, which is 440-550 nf. The only variab
le component of the input network is the trimmer C3. This 
allows the input network to be tuned across a wide range of 
frequencies, The input network has a narrower bandwidth 
than the output network. 

The transistor MRF245 operates in class C mode, and so 
has no base bias, Drl ensures this condition is met. The power 
supply voltage is applied to the collector via L 7. The output 
impedence transformation back to 50 ohm is performed by 
three pi networks with low pass characteristics. This net work 
is tuned with C7. L6 and C7 form a bandstop filter which is 
tuned to the2ndharmonic. It works by providing a low impe
dence path to earth for frequencies i.n that region, thereby 
reducing the power output of the2ndharmonic. If you can't 
get a dipped mica capacitor for C9 use two or three readily 
available ones in parallel. The purpose of this capacitor is to 
isolate the DC supply from the aerial output, it doesn't do any 
matching. Using ceramic capacitors in parallel is necessary cos 
it keeps the parasitic inductance small. Similarily for Cl use 
a dipped mica or 2 or 3 ceramic capacitors in parallel. 

The power supply decoupling is very important. The 
capacitors Cll, C12 and C13 have different orders of 
magnitude as they're only efficient at preventing parasitic 
oscillations in a particular frequency range. Together they'll 
do it over a wide range. The supply is further decoupled by 
choke Dr2 and feedthrough capacitor C14. The amp is pro
tected from reverse power supply polarity by a relay. 'fhe 
relay's contacts only close, allowing the supply voltage to the 
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80 WATT RF AMP-PCB DESIGN (F ig. M} 1--.. --···· 
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amplifier, if the supply is connected the right way round. 
If the relay fails by, eg, the contacts welding together, which 
can happen with 16A, Dl will short the supply voltage and the 
fuse will blow. Reverse polarity on plug PLl is indicated by 
the green LED D4. 'Ready' is indicated by red LED D3. The 
amplifier is protected by a thermal switch. If the heatsink 
exceeds 90 degrees c the supply to the relay coil is interrupted 
which diconnects the power to the amp. This is shown by 
yellow LED D5. The amp is reconnected when the heatsink 
cools below 70 C. Plug PL2 supplies the exciter (12v max 5 
A) which should also be protected from overheating or reverse 
polarity. 

CONSTRUCTION 
Use double sided glass fibre PCB. The suggested layout is 

only one of many possibilities. If you change the layout do 
NOT alter the size or shape of the islands on the PCB to 
which any of the inductors Ll to L5 or the transistor are sold
ered. This is to ensure the inductors have the same bending 
radius and therefore inductance as they have on our prototype 
The suggested circuit plan was designed to use miniature mica 
compression trimmers. Anything else will probably be too big 
to fit on our design. If you enlarge the PCB by lOmm on both 
sides you'll have more room for alternative set-ups. 

You should have all parts on hand and then redesign the 
PCB layout accordingly , bearing in mind what you're going to 
do about heatsinking and putting the whole thing in a case. 
You might need to drill another hole in the PCB to accomod
ate the temperature switch. Decide how you'll mount and pos
ition the feedthrough capacitor,bearing in mind that its frag
ile and shouldn't be subjected to any mechanical stresses. 

We recommend you introduce a second PCB, completely 
screened from the High Frequency PCB, on which is mounted 
the reverse polarity protection relay, the LED's and the DC 
output socket PL2. 
The high frequency input and output sockets should be 
mounted on the case directly over the PCB so they're perpen
icular to the PCB. Or the sockets can be over the ends of the 
PCB, parallel to the board, in which case the length of the PCB 
dictates the length of the case and heatsink in this dimension. 

C1 

Lb 

The socke must have a durable and flawless connection to 
the earth lane on the PCB. The best thing is to connect a 
thick wire from the PCB earth plane to the case next to the 
sockets. E ther solder directly to the case material, or prefer
ably use ta s bolted through the sockets. mounting holes. Most 
BNC sock ts have their own tags which you can use. 

Drill e holes in the PCB. Apart from the holes for the 
transistor he PCB should be bolted to the heatsink at least 
twice on . he base and collector side of the PCB. ? Use 6BA/ 
M3 or larg r bolts. Solder brass or copper strips along the long 
edges of t e PCB to connect the top and bottom earth planes 
together, do the same by soldering strips through the hole 
where the mitter flanges of the transistor are to be soldered. 
This is so the emitter will be connected to both the top and 
bottom e th planes next to the body of the transistor. If 
your PCB much wider than our design we recommend you 
introduce uch 'through contacts' two times each near the 
emitter. T ere should also be a through contact near the feed
through ca acitor. To do this drill a small hole in the PCB, 
insert a t ck wire, and solder on both sides. The earth plane 
should ha e a good connection both to the high frequency 
sockets an the negative supply connection. 

After hese plumbing jobs mount the transistor from 
above. Sol , er the whole length of the emitter flanges. These 
are the on s on the outside. The collector is the smaller of the 
two inner anges. Then mount capacitors C4 and C5. Cut 11 
to L5 out f copper or brass sheet and mount these as shown 
on the qia ram together with Cl to C9. When soldering the 
capacitors ake the joint as large as possible to keep stray ind
uctance lo and achieve better heat conduction. The loose 
ends of Cl and C9 will be soldered directly to the central con
tacts of t e BNC or UHF sockets later on. When soldering 
the trimme ensure to solder the contact which is connected 
to the rot ting part to earth, otherwise you'll have big pobl
ems trying to tune the circuit with metallic instruements. 
Before you solder in L 7 you should mount Cll, C12 and C13 
then Dr2 a d Drl. Leaving Drl out would be disastrous (pos
itive base v ltage - high collector current = new transistor). 
The feedth ough capacitor C14 can be fitted now, or left till 
later, depe ing on which construction you've chosen. 62.------------· 



SIDE VIEW 80W AMP (Fig. 0) 
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After finishing work on the PCB it can be bolEd to the 
heatsink. Put a thin coat of heatsink compound on t e bottom 
of the mounting flange of the transistor. Bolt this flj ge to the 
heatsink with 6BA or M3 bolts. The PCB is then bo ted to the 
heatsink in 4 places, using shakeproof washers abo ~ and bel
ow the PCB at such a height so as not to flex the ~CB or put 

l 

any stress on the transistors leadouts. If this is donf. right the 
PCB will end up about 2mm above the heatsink. l?bviously 
you'll have drilled holes in the heatsink corresp;onding to 
those in the PCB and the transistor mounting flanges The use 
of shakeproof washers ensures good contact on ~oth sides 
and stops loosening by vibration. Provisionally attjlch a fuse 
and the input and output sockets and you can start ~\ming. 

TUNlliG I 
Tuning the amplifier is relatively simple, but yo have to 

have the right test gear. You'll need a lOOw power m ter and 
a correspondingly rated 50 ohm dummy load. Most s ortwave 
dummy loads can be used up to lOOMhz, eg. the we I known 
oil cooled tin models. At 80w they can be used with • ut the oil 
for several minutes. If you use a dummy load in conj nction 
with a feed through power metre (or calibrated SW meter) 
this must be able to cope with lOOw at lOOMhz as 11. The 
best solution is to get a complete dummy load powe meter. 
For brief standing wave and relative power measure ents 
you can use the normal little SWR meter, but its rermme. 
nded that you reduce their sensistivity by adding a r sistor of 
about 10 K ohms in series with each gang of the twi potenti
ometer. This prevents the meter indicating FSD wit~ the sens
itivity set just above zero. Also the matching of the i}entiom
eter gangs is not guaranteed at the extremes of its tr~vel, 
which could result in a wrong SWR reading. If you u e the 
SWR meter for more than brief periods, at a power ver 40w, 
the diodes will get warm and your readings will be ii accur
ate. So switch on transmitter and amp just to take a reading 
and then switch off. 

To tune the2ndharmonic filter you'll need a dipneter 
or an absorbtion wavemeter (or a sper.trum analyser f you've a 

-r~sismlit 

few grand to spare). You'll need two ammeters, a 5A for the 
TX (transmitter) power supply and a 15A for the amp power 
supply, assuming they're not part of any mains supply units 
you may be using. Useful, but not necessary, are two volt 
meters, one of each supply. 

To sum up,to tune the amp you need: A transmitter, 
ideally 15-20w output power,tuned to the desired frequency. 
A 12v 5A mains power supply to run the TX. A 5A amp 
A lead to connect the Tx to a SWR meter. A lead to connect 
the SWR meter to the amp. being tested. A 12v 15A mains 
power supply or 12v car battery. A 15A ammeter. A lead to 
connect the amplifier into the power meter. A power meter ... 
A lead to connect the power meter into the dummy load. The 
dummy load. The dip meter (see diagram) 

Tuning is as follows. Switch on the amplifier. It should 
draw practically no current, Now switch on the 15w TX 
which obviously has to work properly. Read the 
5A ammeter and the SWR meter. The SWR value will 
probably be bad and the amp still drawing ha!dly any current .. 
and the power meter showing a low reading. Ca~fully adjust 
C3. Suddenly the current shown on the 15A ammeter will 
rise sharply, and the power meter will follow more or less. 
Adjust C3 so the current is about 7 A, Now adjust C7 for max
imum power output, for this ClO should be completely unme
shed (min. capacitance) .Adjust C3 and C7 alternately to trim 
the amplifier for max power output. Depending on the supply 
voltage and the thickness of the supply leads you should be 
able to get 80- 110 watts. The little SWR meter between the 
TX and the amp. should show a good SWR reading (less than 
1 : 2) The amplifier current consumption should be between 
10 and 14A. The transmitter's consumpton should be about 
the same as if it was driving a dummy load (check it if you 
can't remember). 

If you run into problems and things aren't clean switch itt 
all off. Think. This stuff is power electronics . .ie it can get real 
hot and start smouldering. 

After this rough tuning tune the amp's harmonic filter. 

o-•-~·--- ···--·· ---·· ·-----------+----------'-------------------~ 
/;'.. 

Set up the dipmeter so it covers 100-250Mhz. It has to be 
near the dummy load in a position that isn't screened. If you 
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can't find such a po.sition you could for example unscrew the 
top off the dummy load, but beware, you're now transmittinl(! 

Approaching with the dipmeter you'll detect a definite 
indication at the desired frequency, even at some distance. 
Now set the dipmeter to double the frequency and approach 
the dummy load again. Tune the dipmeter .. you shouldn't 
get any other readings but the one on double the transmitting 
frequency. If you get a reading that increases steadily as you 
tune up the scale of the dipmeter this is an aperiodal coupl
ing to the dummy load .. the readings are meaningless. 
If you get close enough to the dummy load to get aperiodic 
coupling but still no indication of the first harmonic, the amp 
should be OK as far as that harmonic is concerned , but there 
is usually a fairly strong indication at double the frequency 
after rough tuning. 

Keep the dipmeter in position tuned to the2ndharmonic 
and using an insulated screwdriver with a short blade adjust 
ClO. Suddenly the indication on the dipmeter will disappear 
completely, but the output power will fall .as well. Adjust C7 
to improve the power output again, and then adjust ClO to 
obliterate the 2nd harmonic again. This will give you optimum 
tuning for a bandwidth of about lMhz. 

If you want a wider bandwidth you'll have to tune U? 
differently. When performing the rough tuning (ClO com pl· 
etely unmeshed as before) tum C7 further than to achieve max 
power so that the power output and current consumption dec
rease again. (output power will be 65-SOw).Now tune the TX 
to the lowest frequency of the desired frequency range and 
minimise the ~~d harmonic using a dipmeter and ClO as des
cribed above. Check the power output across your desired fre
quency range. 

The wider the bandwidth you want the more output 
power you'll have to sacrifice. Tuning for a bandwidth of more 
than 4Mhz involves a lot of high precision work. C3 could be 
used to keep the output power constant across a wide bandw
idth but this can result in the in SWR readings of 1:3 between 
the TX and the amp at the ext emes of the band. In this situat
ion the TX has to be cooled well. 

PARTS 
The biggest problem in building a VHF amp for this out

put power is getting the necessary parts. Often CB and amat
eur radio specialist shops wont have all of them. Most are to 
be had by mail order from various sources. 

The MRF 245 and MRF24 7 
are also stocked by Raedek Electonics at £33 each. Phone for 
current prices (See CONT ACTS below). The fixed capacitors 
C2, C4, C5, C6 and CS are special due to their high quality and 
extremely low inductance leads. Use either dipped mica or 
high quality ceramic chip capacitors with C3J dialectric. The 
dipped mica capacitors are made by UNELCO. Also check out 
the SEMCO range of capacitors in the Cirkit catalogue. There 
are two different sizes,the principle of construction is the same 
Several layers of metal foil are insulated from each other by 
layers of very thin mica. Every second layer of foil is led to the 
outside to the tag of the capacitor, the other foil layers conn
ect to the metal clip holding the system together. This side 
should be soldered to earth and the tag soldered to the PCB 
islands. The ceramic chip capacitors (ERIE high Q ones with 
C3G dialectric) are symmetrical. At each end of the almost 
square chip (about 4X4mm) is a solderable metal strip. Which 
one of these is earth doesn't matter. Cirkit stock a small range 
of chip ceramics. They call them Leadless Ceramic. 

If you can't get the right value you should think of using 
smaller values in parallel. Unelco capacitors can be soldered 
on top of each other if you haven't space. This shouldn't cost 
too much if you don't build too many amps. For C4 and C5 
definitely use the larger dipped mica. If you can only get 
ceramic chip use two in parallel cos of their tendency to heat 
up. For the trimmers C3 and C7 you can't use anything but 
mica compression trimmers. . These work by compre$sing 
metal foils insulated from each other with mica. By tig})tening 
the bolt you compress and inc.rease the capacitance. For ClO 
you should use a miniature air spaced trimmer cos of its low 
capacity. 

sheet met of about O.lmm thickness. This can be had hopef
ully from raft shops. The silver coated copper wire is available 
from Cirki . You could use insulated copper wire for L 7. 

The eatsink largely determines the looks and const
ruction of the amp. There are special heatsinks the above desc
ribed PCB can be sunk into. If you can't find one best use a 
standard heatsink of enough cooling capacity, ie. thermal 
resistance ess than 0.5 degrees C/W. The shape of the heatsink 
will dete*~ine the problems wh.en designing the heatsink prot
ection, fee through capacitor, case, etc. 

For b tter bandwidth use MRF247 instead of MRF 245. 
Natur y you wouldn't even consider using an amp of 

this powe into some crummy piece of TV co-ax cable, Get 
some Unir~dio 67 from Cirkit. 

I 

PARTS tlST FOR THE SO WATT AMPLIFIER 

Tl MRF 45 or MRF247 (Raedek) 
Dl IN5 02 
D2, 06 N4002 
03 Red ED 
04 Gree LED 
D5 Yell w LED 
SCl 16 fuse and fuse holder 
PLl Din socket 5 pin 240 degree, or what you fancy 
PL2 two 4mm sockets, one red, one black 
PL3 BN socket or UHF S0239 socket with earth tag 
PL4 802 9 UHF socket with earth tag 
SWl 90 egree C thermal switch (not thermal fuse) 
Rl, R2, 3, lk.ohm 
RLl Rel y 12v 150Jlohm, 16A contacts 
Cl 500p dipped mica capacitor or two nf ceramic in parallel 
C2 10 o 15pf Unelco or Semco 

or E ie high Q C3G dialectric 
C3 10 t 80pf or 15 to 115pf or 30 to 120pf mica compress

ion t 'mmer 
C4 500pf (440 to 510) Unelco or Semco 

or twtErie 220pf in parallel 
C5 as C4 
C6 lOOp Unelco, Semco or Erie 
C7 as C3 
CS 22pf nelco or Semco or two lOpf Erie in parallel 
C9 as Cl 
ClO 5 to 15pf Air trimmer 
Cll 3.3 f ceramic, preferably chip ceramic 
Cl2 100 f ceramic 
Cl3 10 f 35v tantalum 
Cl4 4.7 f feedthrough capacitor, boltable 
Cl5 3.3 f ceramic 

I 
Ll 3 X 3(5 X O.lmm brass or copper strip 
L2 3 X 25 X O.lmm " " " 
L3 3 X 15 X 0.lmm " " " 
L4 3 X 25 X O.lmm " " " 
L5 3 X 3, X O.lmm " " 
L6 31h turns Imm (lSSWG) silver coated copper wire on 

6m former 
L7 6 t rns 2mm (14SWG) silver coated copper wire on 

7mm former 
Drl, Dr2 wideband ferrite choke (see parts list of 5w trans· 

mitter for details of these) 

! 
Copper or.~rass sheet 
Heatsink, jhermal resistance less than 0.5 degrees Cf w 

CIRKIT, ~ark Lane, Broxbourne Herts EN10 7NQ Tel 
(0992) 44 111. , ' . . 
RAEDE~ ~lectronics, 102 Priory Road, Scribers Lane Hall 
Green, Bir ; mgham B28 OTB. Tel. 021474 6000 ' 

Also us~fu~ are Cirkit and Maplin catalogues, from your local 
W.H.Sm1thr 

To make the strip inductors get some copper or brass ----··-------11664.--.---------
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FM Aerials: Construction Plans. 
These plans include details for the construction of antennas suitable for the FM 

broadcast band. Their is not hing magical about thei r design, just basic rules 
governing the construction of antenna sy s tems. They can therefore be modified to 
work at other freq..encles as well. They work equal ly wet l for the transmission of 
AM, FM, PM, PCM, and ON. 

BASIC RULES: 

( 1) An antenna and Its transmission tine should have the same value of impedance. 
(2) An half- wave dipole antenna has a nominal feed Impedance of' 75 ohms. 
(3) Two similar antennas connected in parallel have 1/2 of the normal impedance. 
(4) Generally, the e ffecttve power increases directly to the romber of antennas used. 
(5) An effective power gain in one direction reSJlts in a power loss somewhere else. 
(6) There is always a loss of power in a transmission line. 
(7) The smaller the size of a transmission line, the greater its loss. 
(8) A 1/4 wavelength of transmission line can act as an impedance transformer. 
(9) A 1/2 wavelength of transmission line exhibits the same impedance at both ends. 

(10) A 1/4 wavelength of transmission line c an act as an RF decoupler . 
_ •. .(ll.)....A 1I4...w.avele.ngth of transm.lsst;;i~e-.ael.ays-a ··s~gnaH~y-90-degrees-("17'4--cycl·ej.-· -·- -

(12) Radio waves trave l at the speed of light through space (and air). 
(13) Radio waves travel s lower over wires and through cables. 
(14) A SJper low \/SWR is not needed, a VSWR of 1 . 5 or even 2 to 1 is acceptable. 
(15) A 100 foot piece of RG-8 coax allows only 63" of the power to reach the antenna. 
(16) A 100 foot piece of RG- 59 coax allows only 5°"' of the power to reach the antenna. 
(17) Radio waves travel at .66 light speed through cables with "poly" inSJ\ation. 
(18) Radio waves travel a t . 82 !ight speed through cables with "f'oam" insulation. 
(19) Radio waves travel at .95 light speed over large wires (pipe, etc) (uninsulated). 
(20) Radio waves travel at light speed over very thin wires (uninsulated) 

The above are simple rules that do contain exceptions. But for our purposes they 
will do just ftne. 

ANTENNAS DISCUSSED 

Simple Stacked Vertical Dipoles 
Inverted Vee Antenna 

(Vertical Polarization) 

Half-Wave Phased Collnear 
Stackable Vertical Dipoles 
Stacl<able Horizontal Dlpoles 
Circular Polarization 

(Hor izontal Polarization - some Vertical) 
(Vertical Polarization) 
(Vertical Polarization) 
(Horizontal Polariz ation) 

CALCULAT IONS: 
Answers for 100 MHz 

(1) Wavelength in tnches = 11811/ fM-1z 11011/100 = 118.11 inches 

(2) 1/ 4 Wavelength (poly) coax = . 66 x . 2 5 x • 66 x . 25 'x 1 18. 1 1 = 19. 49 " 

(3) 1/4 Wavelength (tbam)coax = .82 x .25 x • 66 x . 25 x 118. 11 = 24 . 21 " 

(4) l /4 Wavelength(large wire)= .95 x . 25 x . 95 x . 25 x 118. 11 = 28. 05 " 

(5) 1/ 4 Wavelength (thin wire) = 1 . 0 x . 25 x 1.0x . 25x 116. 11 =29.52" 

(6) 1/2 Wavelength (poly) coax= .66 x .50 x .66 x . 50x 118.11= 38 . 98" 

(7) 1/2 Wavelength (foam)coax = .82 x.50 x . 82 x . 50 x 118. 11 = 48 . 43 " 

(8) 1/2 Wavelength (large wire)= .95x .50 x . 95 x .50 x 118.11=56.10" 

(9) 1/2 Wavelength (thin w tre )=1 .0 x .50 x 1. 0 x . 50 x 118. 1 1 = 59. 06 " 

(10) .8 Wavelength (space or air)= . 80 x .Sox 110.11 =94.49 " 

(11) 3/4 Wavelength (thin wire) .75 x .75x 11 8.11 =86.58" 

(12) 5/4 Wavelength (thin wire) 1. 25 x 1.25x 116.11=147.64" 

Above answers "rounded-off"' to the nearest 1/8" for 100 M!-lz 

(1) 118 1/6 II ,Q)_ ~-U~'.....---------·-··--··--·· · -··---·--· .. ··-c21m .. T1::r...------------- (8) ·5a 110" 

(3) 24 1/4" (9) 59 .. . 
(4) 28 " (10) 94 1/2 ,, 
(5) 29 1/2" (11) 88 5/8 .. 
(6) 39 II (12) 147 5/8 If 

The above calculations have been made for 100MHz as a "center" freq..ency for 
the FM band. For precise results you may wish to do :your own calculations for your 
particular frequency of operation. Simply divide 11811 by your freQ.Jency In MHz to 
obtain your wavelength in Inches . Use that figure with the other equations to obtain 
the necessary dimensions . 

SIMPLE STACKED VERTICAL DIPOLES (Fig . 1) 

This 1s a very simple yet effective antenna. It Is constructed from lengths of 
RG-8 coaxial cable . The uppermost radiator is ;ust a small -wire of 1/Bth inch or 
less in diameter. lt may be soldered to the center conductor ofthe coax, or you 
may simply use the inner conductor of the coax. itself. You can hold It up straight 
by attaching a wood splint a long Its length and securlrv;i that splint to the coax' be
low. 

~·~ 
Fig. 1 Simple Stacked 
Vertical Dipoles 

-~ §: ~c JJc o----

~ o-i~·~---- ---.. I~· >I-< ... ~ 

The center conductor of one coax is soldered to the outer conductor of the next 
coax, and so on down tO the bottom. The bottom section on the right is a piece of 
coax with the center conductor cut off completely. It is used as a 1/4 wavelerv;ith 
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"decoupler". This a llows the antenna to oe red with an unoa1anceo trans m 1ss_1on 
line (coax). With out t h is decoupler the feed coax would also radiate signal a nd 
upset the cover age pattern of t h e system . 

W hen completed the whole thing c an be slipped into a section of 3/4" P VC p ipe. 
T he top end is covered with a PVC cap g lued in p lace . T he bottom end cap h as 
a 5/8" hol e drille d thr ough it. An S0- 239 connector i s tastened into the hole . The 
antenna is then fed with a 50 ohm coax s.ich as RG-8. The feed impedance is 
c loser to 36 ohms t h a n 50 ohms so the VSl/l/R will be about 1 . 4 to 1 . 

!f the antenna is free s tanding o r m ounted on a wood support the coverage p attern 
will be omnidirectional (see Fig. c , pattern #1). If the antenna is mounte d 1/4 
wavelength out fro m a metal support (such a s a tv mast) it will be " shadowed" on 
the mast s ide cu t w i ll show some "gain" toward its front s ide (see F ig. C, patte rn 
# 4). 

The antenna its elf exhibits a 3 dB gain (2 X power) becaus e of the two dipoles and 
w ould have a cover age distance (in respect to a singl e dipole) similar to F ig . D, 
pattern~ 2 . If it i s mounted 1/4 wavelength out from a m etal mast lt could give up 
to a 6 d9 gain ( 4 X power) as s een i n F ig . D , pattern# 4. T h e increased distance· 
however is at the e xpen s e of lost coverage .area in the "shadow" of the m a s t (Fig . C , 
pattern# 4) . 

The top d ipole consists o f two 1/4 wave sections ( F) and (V). The top dipole i s 
fed from the bottom dipole by a 1/2 wave transmission line (2V) . T he bottom di
pole consists of s ections (V) and (V.). 

D imension s (using RG-8 (poly) coax, design frec:r..iency of 100 MHz) 

F 

v 
2V 
D 

1/ 4 wave (thin wire ) 
1/4 wave (poly coax) 
1/ 2 wav e (poly coax) 
1/4 wave (large wire ) 

29 1/2" 
19 1/2" 
39 .. 
28 It 

INVERTED VEE ANT ENNA ( Fig . 2) 

NOTE: I f the lowest V section 
is m a d e from foam type c oax it 
w ill be almost as long as th e D 
section for easier connections. 

---- - ·-Aith; ugh s impleln construction th is antenna can get out qu ite w ell .-· Part of I-rs- -·-·-- ... 

appeal is that it d oesn't look like any m ore than a regular TV m ast . You c an even 
have your tv a ntenna on top w ithout spoiling its ope ration. 

/; F tg. 2 Inve rted Vee Antenna 

/; 

In it s simplest form the antenna i s u nidirectional w ith a pattern s i m il a r to F ig . C , 
pattern # 4 ( even though this antenna ls horizontally po la r ized) . The wider spread 
between the guy wires selected determines how muc h horizontal and how much ver
tical polariz a tion wlll imparted to the s ignal . If t h e guy wires are a lmost str aight 
up and down the s ignal will b e mostly vertical. A wide spread between wires makes 
the s ignal more horizontally pola rized . This s impl e form i s whe r e two guy wires 
on the same s i de of the m a st a r e s e lected. Maximum p ower is rad iate d in that 
di r ection . 

If you have a four-wire guy s y stem and s e lect opposing guy wires you will have· a 
bi-di r ectional coverage similar to F ig. A, pattern # 2 . Much the same as any 

horizontal dipole . 

If you c onnect the 1 /4 wave p h ase d elay h a r ness (Fig . 3) co the other two oppos ing 
guy wi r e s (four-wire guy system) you'll make it omnidirect ional . This i s becau s e 
you'll b e feeding the second set of guy wires ( s econd d ipole) 90 degrees out-of
phase w ith the fir st . T he reS.J\t · is t$e r.adiated sig nal "spi ns" a round the two di
pole s thereby "pointing" in all directions . It completes o ne t rip "around" o..iring 
each cycle of your freQ.Jency. At 100 MHz this is 100,000,000 times each s econd! 

l • 

'\ 

T 
Fig. 4 1/4 wave decoupler l @ 

Fig. 3 Phase delay harness 

This is a balanced antenna . If it i s to fed with urbalanced line (coax) it needs a 
decoupler . F our or five l a1'•1'3 rerrite beads may be slipped over the coax, c lose to 
the end, to act a s the decoupler. If you p refer a d ecoupler can be made from a 
piece o f 1" c opper pipe . A 1" to 1 /2" r ed.Jeer i s soldered to one end. The whole 
thing is slipped ove r the c oax. A bit of coax Insulation i s removed and the small 

·····- -end-e-f-l;he-r>eEll.>Gel"-is.soldeC.e.cLtQ .tb.e ... G.oA?.< ·shj._tl<;!_, T he other end of the pipe is ·le~ 
open (see Fig. 4). -·- ---··-----·-- .... · ·· - -····-- ····-· - · .. ··-- ·-- --· 

When the phasing d ela y har ness is u s ed you'll have two antennas connected in 
parallel. When fed with a 50 ohm cable (RG-8) you'll have a VSWR of 1 . 4 t o 1 . 
A lower VSWR c an be had if the 1/4 wavelength o f c oax leaving the antenna i s a 
50 ohm impedance (RG- 8) acting a s a impedanc e matching transfor mer . The r est 
of the coax all thE. way back to the t ransmitter would have to b e 75 ohm coax. 

Dimensio ns, design freq<.1e ncy of 100 MHz 

X 1/4 wave (thin wire) 29 1/2" 
3/4 wave (thin wire) es 5 /8" 
5/4 wave (th in w\re) 147 5/8" 
1/4 wave (poly coaY) 19 l/2" 
1/4 wave (pipe) 28" 

p 

z 

HALF-WAVE P HASED COL I NEAR (Fig .5 ) 

Effectiv e powe r gains 
Uni- 81- Omnl-
~2- --1 - ----;;2 

4 2 1 

8 4 2 
(u se 75 ohm coax such as RG-59) 
( F ig. 4 decoupler) 

T h i s i s a fairly r ugged antenna. It is constructed from l/2" c opper water pipe 
and 1 /2" c opper p ipe fi ttings . It mounts to mas t w.ith a singl e "U" belt. It may b e 
polished and then sprayed with a clear lacquer for a real professional appearance. 

Jt consis ts of two 1/2 wave elements , one i!!bove the o the r, which a re fe d from 
a 1/4 wave "shorted stub". The "stub" is the "U" s haped section whos e dimensions 
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... .... rne antenna ts rnounteo on a metat mast tt w1u exn101t aoaittonal gain (up 
to a gain of 4) b.Jt will be un!di,..ectional as 1n Fig. C, patte,..n #' 4 . 

Dimensions, design freQ.J ency of 100 MHz 
P 1/2 wave (pipe) 56 l /O" 
N 1/4 wave (pipe) X .63 17 5/8" 
G l/4 wave (pipe) X .34 9 3/4" 
K 1/4 wave (pipe) X . l 1 3" 

2P 1/2 wave (poly) coax 39" (RG-8) 

A STACKABLE VERTICAL DIPOLE (Fig. 7) 

L = any length of 50 ohm coax such 
as RG-6 

This is a r-ugged vertical dipole which, -whE!n stacked with others, gives a powe,.. 
gain of a little g r eater than the n.imber of dipoles used. A s tack of 2 (also known 
as 2 bays) has a gain of abOut 2 . 1 • A 4 bay antenna may have a gain of up to 4. 5! 
Figs. E through l show va,..tous s tacking ar,..angements. These stacking ar,..ange
ments are discussed later on . 
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-...:i N + G = 1/4 of a wavelength. Since this is a balanced antenna which wll! be fed by 

an unbalanced line (coax) it wi II need a "balun". A balun is a device that adapts a 
9.PLanced line to an UNbalanced load. Both antenna e lements must be fed in the 
proper phase relationship so a 1/2 wave balun ls used . This Is shown in Fig. 6 . 

The balun is made from 50 ohm coax (RG-8) with the shields of all ends connected 
togethe,.. . The s hields will not connect to the antenna howeve,.. . Only the center 
conductors , ma,..ked with a n "S" wi ll c onnect to the antenna sc,..ews, a lso marked "S" . 

Begin by cutting <:>It your coppe,.. pipe to the app,..opriate lengths. Fit the sections 
of pipe into the 90 degree elbows . Slip on the end caps 0fV) (to keep water out 
when it rains). L ay the whole thing down on a fl a t surface and c heck you,.. overall 
dimensions. Aojus t the pipe lengths if r equired s o your dimensions a,..e exactly as 
shown below. Now solder each joint (fttting). A~er it has cooled, drill two holes 
for the sc,..ews (S). The hole Shou ld be thr eaded fo,.. a 6-32 sc,..ew. A self - th,..eading 
screw may be used (not a shee t met<ll sc,..ew) . Use a solde,.. lug unde,.. the screw fo,.. 
connection of the bat.:rn-. -- ---

If the antenna is mounted on ..i metal mast a piece of ha,..d r-ubbe,.. should be used 
as an insulator. Only the e xact cente,.. of the 1 / 4 wave stub may be connected to a 
m etal object. If a wooden suppo,..t Is used this Is not a concern. You can even use 
two "U" bolts if' you want . 

The antenna gwes a power gain of a t least 2 when mounted on a wooden support. 
The coverage patte,..n is sim1la,.. to Fig . C, patte,..n 1 (omnidi,..ectional). The dis
tance ana angle o f the radiation ls s imtlar to Fig. D, pattern • 2 . If the antenna 
is tl.Jrned so It is hor izontally polarized it wHI have a bi-di,..ectional (horizontal) 
cove,..age as shown by Fig. A, p atte rn it :2 . A metal or wood mast may be used. 
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T he dipole is constructed from 1/2" coppe,.. pipe, two 1/2" "T" fittings and th,..ee 
e nd caps. The a ... ea ma,..ked "H" Show. p ieces of 1 /2" diamete,.. plastic such as 
lucite o,.. polystyrene . T hese plastic pieces a r e the last pieces to be installed. 

OJt all the pipe sections to the appropriate length . St ip on the fittings and Check 
yo<..1,.. dimensions . Do not Lns ta\I the coax, p lastic, o,.. S0-239 yet! Solder all the 
fittings and end caps into p lace . Keep it all straight by holding it against a flat 
su,..face . Dr-ill a 3/16" hole at point "Z". 

OJt a piece of RG-59 coax to a le ngth longe,.. than dimension D. Remove some of 
the oute,.. insulation as shown in the drawing . Sp,..ead apa,..t the b raided shield a bit 
and carefully pvll cut the r:enter c ondJcto,.. (still insulated) . p,..epare the cable as 
shown in the d,..aw1ng . Solde ,.. the cente,.. conductor of one end of the coax to the 
solder pin of the S0-239. T wist the the braided s hield at that end so it can be 
pushed th,..ough hole Z from the in£ide . Do it, while shoving the S0- 239 into the 



open end of the "T" f itting . Solde r the shield to the outside of the "T" f itting. Now 
Solder the S0-239 into place. If t h e S0-239 has been plated it may be necessary 
to fi le off some of p la ting befor!?. it '"ill s older well. CAREFULLY - not too hot! 

Two holes h ave to be dri ll .. a now i n the plastic pieces. use a 3/16" drill bit. 
One hole sta rts a t the e nd ot' -r,.? piece and ends half-way through . The second hole 
starts at the s id e of the pieC!: .~nd goes half way through to meet the first hole. You 
may drill thi s second hole at v.n a ngle toward the first hole to make pulling wires 
through it a lot easie r. 

The inside of the " T " fi t tl"'J is made fo r the outside diameter of the 1/2" pipe. 
T h e plastic p iece will fit too loo se if installed d irectly. So ... cut filler bushings 
out of 1/2" pip e(about 1/~~" lor'n~ 1nd slip into theopen ends of the "T" fitting. 

Bring the center cond.Jctor ,., ,. the' coax out the bottom end of the "T" fitting and 
feed it through one of your plasttc pieces . St"ing the coax braid (twisted) out of 
the othe r end and pull it throug11 ."\ plast ic p ! ece . Slip the plastic pieces into the 
"T" fitting. Drill a tap size ho\.:: (6- 32 self-t"pp ing screw) through the "T" fitting, 
the filler bushing, and part'way inlo the plastic (Caution- not too far!). Install the 
screw to s ecul"'e t h e p lastic p iece in place. Now do the same for the coax bl"' aid end 

of the fitting . 

Now slide on th e d ipole "·~ct ' '-"-> o l' pipe . Secure to the plas tic with a 6-32 self
tapp ing s crew. Solder the C-X\X lead s as shown in the drawing. An altel"'nate method 

of connecting the coax leads is .st10wn in F ig. 9 
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Finishing touches include polishing the coppel"' pipe and coating it with clear 
lacquer. Close up any holes with silicone sealant to keep out moisture. Check 
with an ohmmeter for shorts between dipole elements and shorts ·.,etween the 
elements and the supporting boom. Check also for contin.iity between the center 
pin of the S0-239 and the lowe.I"' dipole element. 

Mount on the mast so the S0-239 Is facing down . A little grease on the threads 
when you screw on the plug later will help to keep moisture out. 

When stacking these units the dipole connected to the coax braid MUST BE 

POINTING UP to maintain the proper phase relationship between units. The length 
of the little mounting stl.Jb (top "U" bolt) is not c ritical, 2" to 4", It's jus t f'or a 
mounting spot fol"' the "U" bolt anyway. 

Dlmensions, design freQ.Jency of 100 MHz 

A 

B 
1/4 wave (pipe) 
S t andard "T" fitting 

28" 
2" 

C large e nough for wire 
D 1/4 wave (pipe) 

'3/16" 
28" 

AN 0MNIDIRECTI0NALL S T ACKABLE, HORIZONTAL DIPOLE (Fig. 8) 

The previous vertical dipole can be modified to make a horizontally polal"'ized 
antenna. By simply rotating the dipole e lements (and the "T" fitting) at the end of 
support boom 90 degrees you have a horizontal antenna. The coverage pattern would 
be bi-directional however, similar to Fig . A, pattern# 2. 

By bending t.he dipole element s forward slightly we can further modify the antenna 
so it will present a nearly omni-directional coverage. The coverage would then 
look like Fig . A, Pattern# 1 . 

Of course bending copper pipe i s a bit of a chOre so we' ll use 45 degree I / 2 " 
copper fitting s instead . With the exception of the above modifications and the 
a ddition of two 45 degree fitt ings, the constru ction is the same as th e vertical di
pole. Just use those i nstt"Uc tions for its assembly. 

When completed the dipole ar ms should be horizontal, the mounting end of the 
support boom vel"'tical, and the S0-239 pointing dOwn. When stacking these units 
be sure that right dipole element is the one with the coax braid connected to It. This 
is necessal"'y to maintain proper phasing. If proper phasing is not maintained one 
antenna will tend to cancel out the radiation from one of the other units - result is 
terrible coverage or no coverage at all! 

Dimensions , design fr ecµency o f 100 MHz 
All same as stackable·vertical d ipole. 

Fig. A Horizontal Coverage (Top view) Fig. B Hor izontal Coverage (Side view) 
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STACKING ANT ENNAS F OR MORE GAIN Figs. E - I) 

When we speak of an antenna as having gain we are really talking about its 
EFFECTIVE RADIATED POWER or simply its ERP. The antenna can be made to 
concentrate the power fed to tt by s ending it out in one or more directions. This 
means however that some other direction will not receive as f"l"4ch power. Simply, 
more distance in one direction means less distance in another direction. 

Stacking of vertical antennas tends to lower the radiation angle . Less power ls 
radiated up toward the sky, being channeled outward instead. This of course in 
creases the coverage area . Fig. D shows the relationship of stacking versus the 
effective distance. Pattern# 1 Is for a s ingle antenna. Pattern #2 shows the results 
of 2 stacked verticals with an ERP of about 2 X . Pattern# 4 shows a 4-bay antenna . 

The above I s the case where the antennas are mounted on a wooden support. If a 
metal tower or mast Is used It will reflect some of the power forward. This also 
results In additional ERP. This raises the overall ERP by a factor of about 2 . This 
means that a 4-bay vertical on a metal mast could have an ERP of 2 times 4 for a 
total of 8 times the power! Of course coverage area is lost behind the tower as we 
see in Fig. C, pattern # 4. ---

Stacking of horizontal antennas compresses the radiation angle . Instead of the 
signal being s e nt off' into space or toward the earth, it is "focused" outward . This 

"'""'"'' "' .. ;er. rhts is Shown as the IF 50 with a circle around it . This is piece of 
50 ohm coax 1/4 wavelength long. This i s either 19 1/2" or 24 1/4" long depending 
on whether you are using poly or foam coax . The cables from the antennas to the 
coax T (Y1) may be of any convenient length BUT . ••• they must be the SAME length. 
If they are different lengths the phasing between antennas will not be correct! 
Highest g ain is acheived when the spacing between centers of antennas is about 
.8 X wavelength in air. This i s 94 1/2 inches at 100 MHz. (E = 94 1/2") 

Fig . G shows a 4-bay vertical system. Fig. H shows a 2-bay vertical with a 2-
bay horizontal . You coul d just as easily have a 4-bay horizontal for Fig. G . In 
the case of Fig. H the vertical antennas can be fitted inbetween the horizontal units. 
This takes up a little less tower space. Note this is also done in the 4-bay vert i'cal , 
4-bay horizontal system of Fig. J . Dimension E Is still 94 1/2" at 100 MHz. 

The length of connecting cables Y2 may also be of any convenient length BUT both 
must be of the same length! Again in Figs. G and H you are paralleling two 75 ohm 
impedances (Y2 + Y2) . T l1is point may be fed with a 50 ohm coax (VSWR of 1 . 33 to 1) . 
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l 
• call be .. ~Fig B 12atter.a.A...1-sho.ws a sicgle h orizontal dipole Pattern# a___ I I 

shows a flattening and pus hing outward of the radiated energy. Pattern # 4 shows • 1 • i • 
the results from a 4-bay antenna . 

Attnough a metal tower will prod.Ice a s hadow area behind omni-directional 
a;, horizontals also, it is not near ly as pronounced as with verticals. In most cases 
:C it Is not worth worr ying about. 

The most practical rumber of hor izontal bays seems to be 4. More than that 
tends to concentrate the "beam" of radiation too much . It gets out furthe r but can 
actually travel "over" nearby receiving a ntennas . 

The a mount of distance obtained related to effective increases in power is eq;al 
to the square r oot of the power increase. These relationships are shown below: 

Power Increase Distance Power Increase Distance 
2 1. 4 x 7 2.65 x 
3 1.73 x a 2 . 83 x 
4 2 .0 x 9 3.0 x 
5 2 . 23 x 10 3 . 16 x 
6 2 . 45 x 

This holds true for increases in transmitter power also. Doubling your transmitte r 
power results in only a 1 . 4 X incr ease in distance . 

F i.g. E shows a single antenna. It may be a v e rt ical or a horizontal unit although 
a vertical one is shown here . It s feed impedance is about 75 ohms. The horizontal 
antenna' s feed impe dance is slightly less w e to the e lements being angled forward . 
For lowes t VSWK it should be fed with a 75 Ohm c oax. It may be fed with a 50 ohm 
coax however with o nly a 1 . 4 to 1 VSWR . 

Fig. F shows two stacked antennas. They may both be vertical, or both horizontal. 
or may be one of eaeh . If both antennas are the same polarization it would have a n 
ERP of 2. If you have one of each the n the ERP is 1 - but with both horizontal and 
vertical polarization. The total feed impedance at the coax T ls now 1/2 of 75 ohms . 
This 37 . 5 ohm impedance can be fed with a 50 Ohm coax with only a 1.33 to 1 VSWR . 
If you want to feed it with 75 ohm coax you must have a 1/4 wave impedance matching 
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If you want to feed it with 75 ohm coax you ' ll need a nother 1/4 wave t ransformer, 
just I ike that used in Fig. F . AH 50' s with a circle around derote 1 /4 wave-50 ohm 
transformers . 

By now you should be an old pro and ciln figure out the harness arrangement for 
Fig . I . .Just remember: a ll Y 1 ' s are the s anie length, all Y 2 's are the sanie length . 
and (for Fig. I) all Y3' s are the s a me length, ilnd a l I junctions need an impedance 
matching transformer. 

A bit of information you may find discouraging . 100 feet of RG-8 coax allows 
only 63 % of the transmitter power to reach the antenna system. RG-59 is worse! 
It only allows 50% of the transmitter power to reach the antenna (100 feet). In other 
words, use RG- 8 as much as you can, k e ep the transmission line short between the 
antenna and the ttansmltter. Of cours e the higher up your antenna the better it will 
get out, but this means longer transmission lines. You'll have to come up with a 
compromise between antenna height, trans mis sion line length, and antenna gain. 

CIRCULAR POLAA!ZATION 

You may modify your antenna s ystem to achieve circular polarizat ion. If you 
stack a horizontal unit di r ectly above a vertical unit, so the support booms are 
actually touching, and the horizontal unit straddles the vertical you are close! 

Look at Fig. H for a moment. Picture the top horizontal unit resting right on 
top of the top vertical element. Their radiation centers would be almost at the 
same point . Now make the vertical' s Y1 cable any length that's convenient, BUT, 
make the horizontal's Y1 cable 1/4 wave length longer! Repeat the above for all 
vertical/horizontal pairs. All the other cables and transformel"'s l"'emain the same 
as befo,..e. ---

The extra l/4 wavelength of cable going to the horizontal unit delays the signal 
by 90 degrees. The signal is ffrst l"'adlated by the vertical, then 90 degrees later 
by the hol"'izontal, then the vel"'tical, then the horizontal, and so on . The signal is 
now spun out in all dil"'ections at 100,000,000 times each second! While the othel"' 
systems of stacked antennas gave both horizontal and vertical polarizations, this 

Suppressor and Filter: 
Construction Plans. 

One of the biggest pr oblems with any tr-ansmittel"' is the production of undesired 
fl"'equencies . These may be produced by seeondary l"'esonant circuits within the 
oscillatol"' s tage or empllf'iel"' stages. These frequencies have no relationship to 
the desil"'ed frequency whatsoever and may appear anywhere on the band or out . 
Harmonic frequencies, multiples of the desil"'ed frequency, are p...00..ced by the 
non-llnear characteristics of the amplifying devices themsetv'es, elthel"' tubes OI"' 

transistors. This means an FM transmittet'oper-ating at 100 MHz ma_y pr-educe 
harmonics at 200, 300,400,500 •••• etc MHz . The most common non-linearity 
prod.Iced f'req..iencies are the odd harmonics, 3rd, 5th, 7th, etc. 

A filter which wm red.Ice or eliminate all but the desil"'ed frequency rrost have a 
finite pass-band . In the FM band we have a channel width of 200 KHz . This means 
the filter's pass bandmust not be less than 200 Kt-iz OI"' signal quality wilt suf'f'el"', 
Unfortunately as band width is made narrower in a f'Uter the inse,..tlon loss becomes 
greater.. A compromise then is where an acceptabl e band width (pass band) joins 
an acceptable lnsel"'tlon loss (power loss). The RF! Is tunable fl"'om 80 to 120 MHz. 

General pass band and insertion loss characteristics of the PANAXIS RF! are: 

Pass Band Insertion Loss (dB) Power Ou~~o/.2 Resultant Field (o/o) 

2MHz ,45 90 95 

1 MHZ .70 85 92 

,5MHz . 97 80 90 

As an example, with the RFl adjusted for al MHz pass band, the insertton loss 
would be .7 dB, resulting in 85% of the power being transferred from i~t to 
output, This sounds bad until you consider that the f'leld strength voltage decreases 

. . , as the square root of' the power decrease. In this example the range would be cUt 
f--"fl'l~'l<X~;.,,.,,-...i+-e!i,,.,,.~AH....+~s ti'\ bet!>• eeA. I ba.:::k-1xr92"~~t-tnH:e>-1f\R-tllt"'e~.-~.-------------

The gain in any one polarization does not change however. When you mix the 
polarizations equally you have l / 2 powe,.. going horizontal and 1/2 power going 
vertical (ol"' somewhere in between). This also holds true for the stacked vel"'ticals 
and horizontals without circu tar polarization. 

Example: 1/2 powe... goes to 2 -bay vertical with gain of 2 ... total gain = 1 
1/2 power goes to 2-bay hol"'izontal with gain of 2 ... total gain= 1 

Therefore: a 4-bay antenna, with 2 horizontal and 2 vel"'tica\ has a gain of only 1 

but it s a gain of one in each polarization. 

Now, a final m ind blower! Here i s a typical exaniple of what you will be fighting to 
get out a decent signal: 

Transmitter power = 10 watts "' TPO 
100 ' of RG-8 = 63% efficiency = F 
4-bay hol"'izontal = gain of' 4 (H) = G 
4-bay vertical = gain of 4(V) "G 

GOOD LUCK! 

TPO x F x G = actual ERP 
Thel"'efore: 

10 x .63 x 4 = 25.2 watts 
However: 

only 1/2 of' the powel"' is going to 
each polarization, so .... you have 
only 12.6 watts (H) and 12.6 watts 

_, 
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-20-
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The graph at the left illustrates a 500 KHz 
bandwidth (-3d8 point) and a 1 dB Insertion 
loss. Output dl"'ops of'l'rapldly for frequencies 
farthest if!N'/CJ:Y from the center f'r~ency, in 
this 100 MHz is being used as the center, Up 
to 30 dB of attenuation at 5 MHz l!Nllf!fll from the 
center fl"'equency Is possible with proper ad
justment. Sl/llR ls approximately 1 .05 to 1 wltr 
a 50 ohm Input/output. SWR will be about 1 :s 
to 1 with 75 ohm ll1)Ut/output. unless taps are 
adjusted for 75 ohm operation only. 

The coils are a little tricky but if you take your time you should have on\y a little 
trouble. The two colts are wound in OPPOSITE: DIRECTIONS. This Is important 
because when they are installed you'll want the ;'tap" point to be COl"'l"'ect . The tap 
is a t one Fu\ l turn from the bottom of each coil. The long leg at the bottom of 
each coll Is part of the Impedance of the tap and is ,..equil"'ed - do not shorten It by 

more t:han l/2 inchl 

Wind the coll o n a 3/8" dl"'ill bit Shank or otfie,.. 3/8" diameter object. You'll want 
8 full turns with extra wll"'e left at each end. Take a shOl"'t piece of t:he same wtre 
size and push It In between a couple of the b.Jl"'ns near t:he end of the coil . Rotate 
- - - - " ·· ',ile holding the spacer wire between the b.Jrns . In this wa:y you'll space 



each of the turns a wire diameter' apart . You could d o it of coul"se by simply 
pulling the turns apart but the spacing would not be uniform or look all tha): neatl 

With a pair of long (or needle) nose pliers bend the wire ends of the con at right 
a"Qles to the coil turns. See Fig . 2 for more detail . The "top" end of the coil 
is the toughest . It must be bent so the end wire comes up and over the supports of 
the variable capacitor . 

The second coil is made in the same manner except it ts wound in the OPPOSITE 
DIRECTION . Again, bend the top end wire so It will center the coil between the 
bottom and top of the box when the end wire ts resting on the variable capacitor's 

StJPpOrts, 

Solder the coils to their respective capacitor supports as shown. The wire 
ends at the "top" of the coils are placed very close together and cut off just befol"e 
it c an touch the opposit e capacitor. These two wires, one from the "top" of each 
coil, are purposely placed close to each other . A very small capacity exists be
tween them - this ts your coupling capacitor between resonant circuits! The closer 
they are the greater your passband and the greater the power transfer. About 3 
thicknesses of this paper fitting between these wires will give about a 2 MHz pass 
band. Farther apart will narrow the pass band and red.Jee power transfer . 

ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS 

Begin by drilling the appropriate 
mounting holes. Dimensions are 
given In Fig . 2 at right. 

The cast aluminum box is just 
1" thtck (deep). All holes are 
drilled midwC\Y on each side, In 
other words .5" up from the 
bottom of the box. 

lnsta\l the variable capacitors 
and coax connectors. The coils 
(inductors) are installed almost 
last . Position the capacitors so 
the "open" part of the plates is 
toward the bottom of the box. 
This puts the bottom of the cap 
with its support brackets at the 

t-'- 1.0 ~ 

I 
2.0 

2..+ 

a.it the bottom wire of each coil to the proper length to solder to the solder tugs. I top so you can solder your coil 
The solder tugs should not be attached to the box when you do this. The box will to It. 

• art as a heat sink .mak~ering-d\-f'ftarlt-;-.After-sotcfel"t~cnthe lugs to ttle 
box with the 4-40 screws. Install the shield at this time. 

~ ..... 

Now solder the center pin of each coax connector to tap position of the appropriate 
coH. This should be about l full turn. Put the lld on the box and put it to WOl"kl 

_,ir,/ =-71 T 
·' .l Fig . 3 Shield detail 

t'-------!S'--------..l 

PA"ffS LIST & SOURCES 

Q.Jantity Descrip_t\on 

Cast Atum\.l"'A.Jm box, 2.4" x 4.4i' by 1 .0" I 

2 

2 
2 
2 
2 
1 

2 

Ai r variable capacitors, . 4" x .4" square, 1/4" mount, 10 Pfd max 
Coax connectors of your choice, Type F, BNC, CH-239, etc. 
4-40 x 1/4" machine screws 
4-40 ruts 
solder tugs , #4 hole 
Alumirum strip approx. 4.5" tong, . 8 " wide, 1/16th" thick 
F eet# 14 or# 12 bare copper' wire (silver plated best if you can 
get it but not absolutely necessary.) (Try hardware stores) 

MOUSER E L ECTRONICS 
11433 Woodside Ave 
Santee, CA 92071 
(619) 449-2222 

RADIO SHACK 
O'leck local phone listings 

PANAXIS 
( Full kits) 

Next wind your coils and bend 
your aluminum stlp to make 
your shield. 

THEORY OF OPERATION 

The filter consists of two 
parallel resonant circuits 
very loosely coupled by a 
small capacitor. Coupling 
between inductors by their 
magnetic fields is kept to 
a mini mum by a shield. 
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Fig. 2 Assembly Drawing 
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Oper ation is very simple . Just connect the output of your tranSI nltter to one of 
the coax connector s. Connect the other coax connector output to your antenna. 
The unit is symmetrical so either coax connector may be used as an Input or an 
output. 

Adjust each variable capacitor to to about the center of Its range. Connect some 
means to monitor the ftltel"'S output. This can be an RF voltmeter, an SWR 
meter or power meter. The antenna Should be connect ed or false tuning may 
result. You may also use a field strength meter to Indicate when you have tuned 
the filter for maximum power output. As a last resort you can even use the 
tuning meter of your FM l"eceivel". Tune it to your frequency. 

T urn on your transmitter . T u:le one fitter variable until you get an output. Then 
tune the other variable capacitor t.o increase that output. Repeat this several times 
until both capacitors have been "peaked" for maximum output. 



CONTACT 
Radio Support Group 
D.R.COMMUNICATIONS: c/O 37 Stokes Croft, Bristol 

A technical aid, development and research group for rad
ical pirates. Membership £5, for which you get a free copy of 
this book, and advice, updates and help building the designs 
in it. Money goes to buy better test gear and parts. Donations 
welcome. 

Free The Airwaves 
FREE THE AIRWAVES: BCM Box 1502. London WC1N3XX 
Produce RADIO CRIMES (same address and all good book 
shops, 30p + stamp). Campaigns !or local neigh~ourhood pi
ates. A Clearing house for pirate mfo. Membership £2.0~ for 
individuals £10 for organisations. Design simple transmitters 
and answer technical queries on them. 

TRANSMITTERS BUILT TO ORDER: write to LEE. 71 Ave 
de Fontainbleau. B.P. 38, 77310 Pringy-Ponthierry, France. 
Tel (6) 438 1159. (cost: expensive. Send reply coupon). 

RESEARCH COMMUNICATIONS: Unit 3, Dane John Works, 
Gordon Rd, Canterbury, Kent. Offering transmitters of 50 w 
for a mere (wait for it) £780 plus £30 post plus Vat. Who are 
they kidding! 

PANAXIS PRODUCTIONS: p.o.Box 130, Paradise, CA 95969 
USA. Sell TX's, and everything else by mail order. Good cat
alogue. But Paradise don't come cheap. Even to buy the design 
and building instructions for e.g. their S~ereo Encode~ (Model 
SG - P) will cost you 15 dollars. Don t go for thetr cheap 
exciter, its a dud toy. (In USA standard preemphasis is 75 us, 
here its 50 us, so a few values have to change in stereo gener
ators etc.). 

CRYSTALS MADE TO ORDER: from IQD Communications 
Devices, Nth St,Crewkeme T AI87 AR, or from Golledge 
Electronics, Merriott, Somerset YA165NS.Tel.0460 73718.; 

RADIO AMATEURS HANDBOOK: published by American 
Radio Relay League (ARRL) yearly. Goldmine. Costs 20 doll
ars but second hand books often available from Fair Radio 
Sales, PO Box 1105, Lima, Ohio 45802, USA. 
OUR RADIO. c/o RATS, BM Hurricane, Lodon WC1N3XX. 

RELAY MAGAZINE (may be dead after loss of grant,middle 
of the road) j,~p 9~s. $'Tu ... a.otNc; ~rAoNl# AT! 13oN 
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TX, LONDON'S ALTERNATIVE RADIO MAGAZINE: con
tains excellent rundown of current pirates, commercial but 
will print news, boasts that dreadful sexist bigot,Chris England 
on the 'crew'. from BCM Box 225, Lon WC1N3XX. 90p. 

ANORAKS UK: Distributors, do TX, Free Radio Waves and 
a weekly report called AUK (good). Also distribute all kinds 
of pirate parphernalia (if thats how you spell it). Have a cat
alogue. From PO Box 539, Blackpool, Lancashire FY14RE. 

THE FREE RADIO RENDEVU: {TFRR): Short wave pirates, 
inc. news and logs of stations on air. From Pengarth, Penna
nce Lane Lanner, Redruth, Cornwall TR165TW. 

LONDON SQUATTERS PIRATES: 3 local 
stations starting April 87 .. Nth 
Sth and East london. Radio Int
erference (S.Lon) can be heard at 
present on 106mhz around 6pm Fri . 
All c / o BCM 1502, Lon WC13XX. 

MEDIA ONITOR: Nice little mag. Covers short wave and 
FM and egal. Weekly. 50p +stamp. No 37 has good feature on 
worldwi e jamming wars. (28pp A5). From Roger Tidy, 11 St 
Philip e, Lloyd Baker St, London WCl 9BA. 

HACKN Y BROADCASTING AUTHORITY: Community 
pirate, s ted on Oct 4th Day of Action called by CRA, but 
were dr wned out due to broadcasting too close to the power
ful Kiss FM (maybe they could be heard in Hackney). Did 
progs o Battle of Cable St, housing, Latin American music 
and hist ry etc. Have 2 paid workers and went for CR licence, 
support d by Hackney Council. Not heard since. 
94 mHz. Address lost. 

SPECT UM RADIO: Open access group, developed from CCR 
which d veloped from Our Radio etc. At one time had 5 paid 
workers from a GLC grant. Went for CR licence. Never broad 
cast (no the rock station of same name). Interchange, 15 Wil
kin Stre t, London NW5 3NG. 

VOICE OF NICARAGUA: English broadcast Mon.Sat,1.00 
and 5.0 pm on 6015kHz. 

PEOPL S COMMUNITY RADIO LINE: have returned in Bi-
rmingh after 2 busts. 
103.7m · z. c/o 151 Dudley Rd, Edgbaston, Birmingham B18 
7QY. 

JBC:BL CK MUSIC FOR BRENT. Best and most regular 
(mostly 7 day) of the good dozen black music stations, have 
recently started Irish and Asian programmes. Not busted 
much, aybe cos on low power and move TX regularily. Supp
orted b~ Brent Council in CR licence bid. 
104.75~Hz 126a Roundwood Road, London MWlO. 

SINA RI DIO: seems to be the last Asian pirate left. Broadcast 
with lo power, 7 days to the Southall area, don't seem to be 
busted much as others. Bilingual Hindi/English. 

N GREEK RADIO: has been busted at least 100 
times, ut survives by sheer persistence where other Greek 
pirates ave vanished. Scored a legal precedent in Aug 86 
when t e landlord of their Tx site was busted and fined 
£1250! ommercial. 
105mH Po Box 225, London N19 45N. 

&$,FREE EC: most efficient, reliable and helpful place to get 
J.,. ready ade technical gear. Bandmaster FM 35w,£85. 5w 
i~ comple .£40 etc. Have no address, but Free Radio Waves ts will fo ard mail. Freetec, c/0 Free Radio Waves, . 
S.v FLAG ONES, West Heath Lane, Sevenoaks, Kent TN131 TA. 

BROA CASTING: VHF rigs etc. forwardlng address C/o 
BCM B x 225, London WC1N3XX. 

ANF LD COMMUNITY RADIO: c/olll Pinehurst Ave, 
Anfiel , Liverpool, L4 7UG. 1413 kHz. MW. 

LIBERT ARIA: Spanish anarchist pirate. San Martin 
alencia, Espana. 

ELECTRONICA: sell complete TX's and all kinds 
and kits, including PLL exciters. Write in Italian (all 
ions also come in Italian) to Via Cracovia 19, Bologna, 

ELEK RONIKA: sell transmitter kits etc. Guy in shop speaks 
Englis . Address: Papaverhoek 22 .Amsterdam Noord, Holland 
Tel. A sterdam 327514. 

FREE RADI 0 WAVES: Pirate buffs. some good info, worth a 
read. rom Flagstones, West Heath Lane, Sevenoaks, Kent . 
90p ( Opp a5). 

CRet.,., b.[l. ,® SG?v~T' <'""9EIJ,. ~ 8£~K, f<''-AJ,. 4!S) N~wS. 
F~R. 
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